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The mechanical pr,opertles of "THERMO-LAG" T-S00 material were
determined over a temperatur,e r,ange of -150°F to appr,oxlmately
400°F. The material property dat_ :tr"e presented in the form of
curves with all test measurements reported In tabulated form. Use
of the structural test data is made in the analysis of thermal
stresses.
The analytical section presents the development of methods of
a,_alysis and representative analyses for the calculation of str, esses
reasonably removed from a free edge_ in composite panels due to
a thermal Ioadir'_g environment. Equations wer'e developed for'
flat, cylindrical 9 and spherical panels. In all cases, the thermal
Ioadings applied to these panels are typical of environmental
conditions which may occur during mission phases in space,
In addition to slab stress .analyses, whlch are applicable to a
major portion of the surface of the spacecraft, conditions existing
near a free edge of the heat sh.Teld wer,e investigated. This type
of condition may exist at a window or" cutout, Since the slress
; analysis for this type of problem does not readily lend:itself to an =
exact analytical solution_ a method for handling this problem
approximately has beenderived. The method c0'ns[sts of simulating
the heat shield continuu.m with a tr,uss and shear" 'web network "tO
permit the utilization of a direct approach in handling the difficult
problem existin9 near a discontinuity. Methods-utilizing minimum
potential ann complementary ener,gy were alsoemployed for`
investigation of the free edge pr'oblem.
Throughout the structur,al analyses only those ther,mal Ioedlng
condltlons typical of the mission'phases occurr,ing between ascent
and entrY were Investigated. D ur,Ing the ascent p_,ase Of the
spacecr'aft0s flight_ UfTHERMO-LAG _ heat shleld temperatur,es will [
exper,lence a thermal envlr'onment such as to Induce a compressive _i
stress fleld In the heat sh|eld which Is not conslder,ed cr,ltlcal to
the structural adequacy of the heat shield. Dur,Ing tr,anslt In
°space_ P,oweverp the heat shield will be subjected to temper,atur'es
appr'oachlng -2S0°F at which temper,atur'es cr,ltlcal .tenslle str,esses
ar,e Induced. Thls aspect of mater'ial performance was given-
closest scrutiny.
In addition to slab stresses, local areas near, a free edge Of a heat
shield wer,e investigated, Befor,e an assessment of the problem"of' ;
thermally induced Interface stresses at a fr,ee edge of a heat shield
could be me,de_ it was necessar'y to separately investigate the effects-
of various material and geometric parameters, Since standard
methods of=elasticity are not r-eadlly adaptable to areas of mixed
1-3
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boundary conditions and varying material properties, a method of
analysi_ based on simulating a continuous medium with a truss and
shear web network was developed to accomplish this task. The
geometric Pr_0Perties of the truss network were selected so that
displacements, for_ a finite grid of the truss rnatch those for a
similar- size elet,men_:.from the co,qtinuous medium. Straightforward
methods were utilized to determine stresses existing thr"ou_hout the
truss n_.twork which are analogous to stresses in the continuous
medium.
Relative effects of modulus, Poissonts ratio, curvature, and
thickness of the heat shield and bond on interface thermal stresses
were investigated for a semi-infinite panel bonded to a rigid
substructure. The effects of a thermal gradient 'and flexible
substructure on interface thermal stresses for both_flat and curved
panels were also investigated.
Substantiation Of the truss network method of analysis was approached _
,, in Several ways. _ Energy methods were used to ane',lyze the case
of a slab on a rigid b'ase subjected to a uniform temperature change. , c
Stresses and displacements, _as calculated from the truss network
for an identical pr0blem, were corn;pared to the results from the
energy methods, The classical problem of a large Plate with a
hole in it subjected to a tensile Iqading was analyzed utilizing the
truss network i_ethod. The results fronl a displacement study on=
a "THERMO-LAG" slab bonded to a steei base wer_e compared
j
to the results from the truss network method, Finally_ a
photoelastic .=tudy was performed using a CR-39 specimen (photo-
;elastic material.) embed_Jed in a steel base and subjected to in-plane
loading. The results were compared to results frQm the truss
network method.
An ana'lysis w&s also performed to determine the extent to which _
the viscoelastic behavior of "THERMO-L.AG" should be considered.
Slab stresses in a large, flat, composite panel free of external
restraints subjected to a temperature gradient were calculated
based on an elasti ¢ analysis and the results compared to a visco-
elastic analysis in which the rate and time effects on "'T'HERMO-L.AG"
mater'lai_propertles we,re considered.
_j
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SCOPE.
Mechanical property test data was obtained for both "THERMO-LAG"
T-500-4 and T-500-6 throughout the temperature range of -!150°F
to +400OF at a constant strain Pate of .05 ln/In/Min. Linear coeffi-
c{ent of thermal expansion was obtained throughout a temperature
range of -150°F- to 300 °F. In addition to conducting mechanl:.al
property' tests, rr, odel tests were conducted wherein "THERMO-
LAO", applied to ten-inch diameter steel cylinders, was subjected
to lherrnal cycling between -150°F and +150°F. The ':THERMO-
LAG" had CLIIouts of various sizes representing discontinuities.
Model tests were also conducted on t'THERMO-LAG'I to secured
steei cylinders with mechanical fasteners.
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES (PRECAST AND SPRAYED
MATE RIALS ).
TENSILE STRENGTH. Tab-end specimens were used to deter-
mine the tensile properties of _'THERMO-LAG,' T-500-4 and
T-500-£: materials.
The tensile strengtn was determined by using the recor'ded data
in the standard stress equation: C/-r =- Fv;____r
A
"whe Pe :
0r-VV_T"= Tensile strength, (LB/IN 2)
/CZ_7" = Maximum load carried, (LB)
A = Cross-sectional area of sample, (IN g)
The initial modulus was determined by using the recorded data in
the equation:
__-- .
•,,',,,here: _ = E_
_" =" Initial modulus (LB/IN 2)
= Stress at elastic limit, (LB/IN2!
_" = Strain at elastic limit (IN/IN)
The elongation of the specimen, ___ )'nczz, (IN/IN) was determined
from the equation:
Z_ :_r4_x
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w he re "
Z_zz_zx= Total increase in length (IN) of gage length.
_--,z.z, = Maximum strain (IN/IN)
Twelve tcnsile tests were performed on each of the "THERMO-
LA-,S" "F-500-4 and T-.500-6 materials. The test results are
illustrated in Figures 2-1 through 2-3 and ape recorded in Table
2-1. Figures 2-1 through 2-3 illustrate the effect ot temperatur'e
ranging modulus and tensile elongation. The data indicates the
effect of laminated fibers upon _ensile properties, which contribute
to e_n increase in tens;le strength but suppress the tensile elongation
due to low ductile property from room to elevated temperatures.
SHEAR STRENGTH. Shear stress tests normal to the structural
fibers of "THERMO-LAG" T-500 materials vvere performed. The
tests were performed in accordance vvilh ASTM 0732-46, using the
punch type shear tool. The mater;HI iesl specimens were 0.25-inch
thick blocks two inches square with a 5/l?-inch hole drilled in the
center to acc3_._.modate the bolt c.n the shear tool,
The punched shear stress was determined by using the recorded
data in the standard stress equation
Z
whe re •
S = Shear str'engtt: (LB/IN 2)
L = Load carried (Le)
A = Area of sheared edge (IN 2)
Area of sheared edge = XO
O = Circumference of the punched tool ( d) , where diameter
of punch tool was one inch
X = Thickness of specimen
2-4
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Figure 2-1. Tensile Strength of "THERMO-LAG,, T-500-4
and T-500-6
• ,, .1 i
8ample No. TEMPERATURE Ultimate Initial Modulus Elongation
(°F) Strength (PSI) (]N_/LN)
(Psi)
i i ,
1- P- 1-16-6 ",_00 280 11,000 .020
l-P- 1-17-6 400 260 10,800 .020
l-P- I- 13-6 250 475 23,200 .021
I-P-I-I5-6 250 525 24,000 .023
i i
Table 7-1. Tensile Slrenglh o| "THEFRMO-LAG,, T-500-4
and T-500-6 (Sheet 1 of 2)
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Sample No. TEMPERATURE Ultimate Initial Modulus Elongation
(°F) Strength (PSI) (IN/IN)
(PSX)
l-P-l-ll-6 80 790 62,200 .019
I-P-I-4-6 80 850 63,000 .020
l-P-l-1-6 0 1250 166,000 .010
I-P-I-2-6 0 1130 175,000 .010
I-P-I-8-6 -I00 1260 244,000 .009
I-P-I-6-6 -I00 1290 246,000 .009
I-P-I-10-6 -150 1310 184,000 .008
I-P-I-19-6 -150 1315 183,000 .007
I-P-I-6-4 400 20 2,300 .040
I-P-I-2-4 400 23 3,600 .024
I-P-I-4-4 250 145 16,300 .021
I-P-I-5-4 250 135 9,850 .028
I-P-I-9-4 80 380 51,300 .049
I-P-I-8-4 80 400 50,500 .044
I-P-I-7-4 0 850 |14,000 .009
I-P-I-II-4 0 880 148,000 .006
I-P-I-13-4 -100 620 198,000 .005
I-P-I-14-4 -I00 60C 191,000 .005
I-P-I-15-4 -150 630 168,000 .004
I-P-I-17-4 -150 580 173,000 .008
Table 2-1. Tensile Strength of "THERMO-L.AG" T-500-4
and T-500-6 (Sheet 2 of 2)
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Figure 2-2. Initial Modulus of "THERMO-LAG,, T-500-4
and T-500-6
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I='i0ur'e 2-3. Tensile Elongation of "THERMO-LAG. T-500-4
and T-500-6
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Figure 2-4. Shear Strength of 'tTHERMO-LAG" T-500-4
and T-500-6
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Thirt,._.en tests were performed on each of the "THERMO-LAG"
T-500-4 and T-500-6 materials. The results of these tests are
p!otted in Figure 2-4. in the lower temperature regime, the shear
strengths for the two materials are approximately the same indicating
no additional strength due to the glass cloth. Hc, wever, throughout
the elevated temperatur;e regime, the _THERMO-L,,_.G" T-500-6
exhibited higher ultimate shear stresses due to the addition of the
glass cloth. Thus, the effect of the glass cloth on the shear
strengths becomes negligible as the temperature is lowered.
FLEXURAL STRENGTH. The flexural properties of _THERMO-
LAG" T-500 were determined !n accordance with ASTM D?90-51A.
The material test specimens ecere rectangular-bars of 4.0 x 0.25 ×
0.5 inches.
The maximum fle×ural strength 0"- in the outer fiber was determined
by using the recorded data in the standard stress equation:
0--= .?,Pz_
whe re :
= Maximum flexural stress, (L.B/FT 2)
P = ADPlied load, (L.B)
L. = Span of specimen (FT)
b = Width of specimen (FT)
d = Depth of specimen (F:'T)
Fourteen tests were performed on each of the ,THERMO-IAG.
T-500-4 and T-500-6 materials, seven of which were under low
temperature conditions. Results of the tests are plotted in Figure
_--5 and recorded in Table 2-2. The laminated fibers in _LTHERMO-
L_AGII T-500-6 contribute to its higher f!exural strength for the
entire range of test temperatures.
Figure_2-5 also records the Ultraviolet test data of "THI='RMO-
LJkG" T-500-4 and T-500-6. Three tests were performed on each
material. The recorded data indicates that ultraviolet e×posure shows
no effect at room temperature on the flexural stress property of
tITHERMO-I_AG" T-500 materials. ""
2-10
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Material Specl- Tempera- Specimen Specimen Speci- Travel ] Maxu,:um F!oxural
men ture Depth Width men Rate [ Lt_ad Sir. n_._thNo. (°F) (Inches) (Inches) Span Cross- (I,BS) '_B, oIN-
(Inches) head ]
(IN.,"Mm)
T-500-8 "3-a-2-'' 90 ' .251'" .SOO " 2.687 _ .05 15 ig._d"
Virgin 2-6
T-500-6 3:H-2- 90 .252 .501 ' " 21687 .05 ..... 1'7 .... 2150
Virgin 7-6
T-500-4 I 3-G-I- _ " 90 _ 252 " .498 2o d'_7 .05 .... 1{) "_.30
Virgin 11-4 [
'r- 500-4 3-G-" 90 .253' .496 2,687 .05 I0 ] 12'72
Virgin I-5-4 l
T-500-6 8-H- 250 .250 504 2.687 .05" i 9 I150
Virgin I-I-6
T-_500- 6 8:H- 250 '.250' .504 2.687 .... .05 _ I0 127S "
Virgin 1-6-6
T-5oo-4 3'G- 250 .252 .500 2:687 .05 6 762
Virgin 1-7-4 _}
T-500-4 3-G- 250 .249 .495 2.687 .05 5.5 ,723
Virgin 1-12-4 _ "1
T-500-6 3-H- 400 ._51' .498 2:687 .... .05 2;5 322
Virgin 2-5-6 = ,
T-500-6 8-H- 400 .251 .502 2.687 .05 3.5 _ 450 _:
Virgin i-2-6 : ,"
,:,., ,
T:500-4 "3-G-' 400 .251 .493 "2.687 .05' 2' 257
Virgin 1-1-4
T-500-4 3-G- 400 .253 .504 2.687 .05 2 _250
Virgin !1-3-4 .=
T- 500- 4 3-07- 0 .'247 .503 4.0305 .05 18.2 2389
Vlrgin C-I-4
- =3-08-' 0 '.25 .4 2, '4.0305......05 'i8.2, 23,2
Virgin C-1-4
J J
T-S00-4 ;3-09- -I00 .257 .501 4.0305 .05 "i7. l 2082 '
Virgin C-I-4
"' " = .... i 17.0 2135T'SOO-4 13-11- -IOO .254 .497 4.0305 - ,05 ,,
Virgin C- 1-4
T-500-4 3-03- -100 .253 .496 4.0305 _05 17.0 2161
Virgin C-1-4 "_'
L,
Table 2-2. Test Results - I='le×ur, al Str'ength (Sheet 1 of 2)
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M-aterial $peci- Tempera-" " Specimen Specimen Specl- '"'Trav_l Maximum Flexurai
men ture Depth Width men Rate Load Stren6"th
No. • (°F) (Inches) (Inches) ._pan Cross- (LBS) LB/IN 2
(Inches) head
x_./M_
T-500-4 3-12- -150 .2i7 .498 4.0305 ' .05 ...... 17.4 2270
Virgin C-1-4
T-500-4 3-06- '-150 ' .250 .509 .... 4.0305 ........ .05 15.7 1990
Virgin C-I-4
T-500-4 3-6- -150 .252 .504 4.0305 .05 16.4 2066
s
Virgin . C-I-4
T- 500-6 3-02- 0 _249 . 500 4. 0305 . 05 30.7 3991
Virgin C-I-6
iu i .ll |
T-500-6 3-05- 0 .248 .500 4.030 r, .05 30.5 : 3991
Virgin C-1-6 ,.
T-500-(5' 3-H- ' -100 .250 .501 4.0305 .05 23.75 3058
Virgin 2-8-6 ,_, ,=
o
T-S00-6 3-H- -100 .24e ._01" 4.0305 .05 23.0' 2961
Virgin 2-12_.6
TJ,,00-6 3-G- ,-150 ..... .250 1 ;501 4.0305 .05 24.85 _ 3200 J°
I
virgin _ 1-9-6 ,,
T-500-6S-H- _-t_ _ .250 .502"' 4.'0305 .05 24.5_ 31'4_
Virgin 2-9-6 l
. ,i I .... L
C
T_ravinlet Tests
' I-5-4 !
IT-soo-#9-G- _ ,2_" ".50g _ 4.oso5 .o5 g,_5 1_44
I-_4
¢:_o-, 8-o- _ .250 .5o_ _.oso5 .05 9.75 !_46I-6-4 | • |, , , ,
IT-si0-a8-H- 7_ ._54 .5ol 4.0305 .o5 17.o _:i_
T'500-8 8-B- _'/'- ' .25,_ .500_ 4.0305 .05 1'/,4 "_2iil ,
1-4-8
s-.-1.,, .,2 ,.o3o5 .o5 1,.4 23 2
Table 2-2. Test Results - I=le_ural Strength (S_heet _ of 2) ,,
, J
2-12 ,_
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FLEXURAL :-STIFFNESS. F'lexural stiffness properties of
"THERMO-LAG" T-500 materials were determined according to
ASTM D?4?-61 to determine the stiffness of plastic-type materials
by cantilever beam. The method was modified for testing above
to. _ temperatures.
To test the specimens over the temperature range between -150°F
and 400°F, test equipment was designed in which the r'otating drive
could be at ambient temperature while the spe-;'."_en could be held
at the test temper-ature. The test equipmen* was Luilt and tests
performed by Materials Research L.aborato-y, Inc. , FRichton Park,
Illinois. "
Rather than measure bending moments, the load on the specimen end
was used for' calculat.ing the modulus by the expres_sion:
,i ,+_
whe re : -' _+ :_, '_
, F = Load (L-B) "
-j ..
-+ = An e of rotation I'Radiar_s ,_ = '......
S = Span -'( IN ) ..
• , ,j
+ j
I = bh312(iN 4) t,
b "=- Specimen width (IN)
= Specimen width (IN) ;
y = Maximum displacement at-end of-beam (IN) ; ,:- "'+
J
1
The specimen height &nd width were measured to 'the-nearest 0,_0005
inch artd the span length to within +0.02 inch.
I
L ,:
'r
'J ,,'
,+
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TestTer,_erature(°F)
Figure 2-6. I='lexureLI Stiffness Modolus of 'fTHERMO-/AG '_
T-500-4 and T-500-6
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f Sample NO. Test Temperature _F Modulus PSI
4-H-1-1-6 400 19,300
4 -H-1-5-6 400 17,400
4-H-1-9-6 250 40,100
4- H- 1-6-6 250 5!,90'9
_-H-I-?-6 73 _2,000
4-H-I-10-6 73 73,_K)0
4--H-1-4-6 0 200,000
4-H-I-12-6 O 229,000
4-H-1-14-6 -I09 263,000
4-H- 1-2-6 -I00 206,009
4-H-1-3-6 -150 268,000
4-H-1-8-6 -150 247,000
4-G--2-1-4 400 3,000
4-G-2-6..4 .100 3,300
4-G--2-8....4 250 21,200
4-C"-2-I0-1 250 17,700
4-G.-2-12-4 73 45,800
4-G'-2-5-4 73 46,600
4-G-2-2-4 0 217,000
4-G-2-7-4 0 201,90G
4-G..-2-3...4 -100 305,000
4-G-.2-4-4 -100 280,000
4-G.-2-11-4 -150 242,000
4-G-2-9-4 -150 253,000
Table 2-3. F'lexur'al Stiffness Moduli of "THERMO-LAG;'
T-500-4 and T-500-6
2-;5
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The results of the performed tests are illustrated in Figure 2-6
and recorded Jr, Table 2-3. in all cases a minimum of five points
wtls used to establish tl,e straight line relating load to bend angle.
The results give good correspondence with tensile test moduli data.
THERMAL CYCLING. A series of te._ts were performed to
i:nilyze stress concentration areas of "THERMO-LAG" T-500
m_llerials attached to a steel cylinder subjected to cycling temperatures
from -150OF to 250°F. The number of cycles per test varied from
four to eleven at frequencies of 2 to 3-1,/2 hours.
The test models were molybdenum PH 15-? .:reel cylinders, ten
inches in diameter and ten inches long. Each cylinder contained
a circle, ellipse, anc rectangular cutout with a minimum diameter in
any axis of two inches. !
?
"/he steel cylinders _'ere surface treated with sulfuric acid reverse
etch prior to application of "THERMO-LAG" T-500 materials. The
I'THERMO-LAG" T-500-4 material was applied by direct spray,
w, hile "THERMO-LAG" T-500-6 was bonded by one of the several
adhesives, HT-424, Sylgard 182, and R.T.V. 60 for the test series.
The desired cycling temperatures were obiained by heaters for
elevated temperatures and for the cryogenic region by carbon dioxide
-100°F and liquid nitrogen to -150°F. The cold gases were jetted
into the test chamber by the carbon dioxide and I;quid nitrogen cylinder
pressure. Thermocouples attached to the cylinder bare wall recorded
temperatL, res at the bond line. This allowed the temperature control
to be governed by the cylinder ralher than the chamber.
The thermal cycle test facility with cylinders prepared for test in the
test chamber, is shown in Figure 2-?. Figure 2-8 shows two
cylinders prepared with "THERMO-L_AG" T-500 materials for test,
one with "TI--tERMO-LAG ,_ T-500-6 bonded with HT-424 adhesive
and the other- with "THERMO-LAG" T-500-4 attached wilh
mechanical fasteners.
Results from several tests are illustrated in Figures 2-9 through
Z-12. Figures 2-9 and 2-10 are post-test photographs of two
"THERMO-LAG" T-500-4 thermal cycling tests. Figure 2-10
Indicates that "THERMO-LAG', T-500-4 sprayed on a flexible
bond has more failures in stress than the direct spray application
shown in Figure 2-9. Figure 2-11 shows no apparent failures
alter thermal cycling "THERMO-LAG" T-500-6 material bonded
io a steel cylinder with HT-424 adhesive.
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Figure 2-12 is a post-test result of a recent thermal cycling test+
A thorough visual examinaiion for areas of stress concentration and
bonding failures was Derformed. The small hairline crack observed
in Figure 2-12 would not be detrimental to the structural performance
of "THERMO-LAG". The area of stress concentration was at
0. 125-inch corner radii of a two-inch square cutout.
No bonding failures occurred between the "THERMO-LA.G '_ T-500.-6
mater!al and the sleel cylinder for HT--424 adhesive for" the series of
the*"mal cycling tests. Such w/as not '.he case for Sylgard 182 and
,_.t.V. 60 :_dhesives. These tests contributed to the .selection of
HT-424 for bonding "THERMO-LAG '_ T-S00 rnater;als not applied
by direct spray.
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_igure 2-'7. Ther'm_l Cycling Test Facility
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Figure 2-8, Pre-Test Photograph ot Thermal Cycling Modelj With
Mechanical Fasteners and I_THIERMO-LAGll T-500-6
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Figure 2-9, 120 ° _icle View of "THEIRMO=LAG,' T-500-4.
T her"real Cycling Test Cylinder-
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t='ig_-:re 2-10, 120 ° Side View of _ITHEt_MO_LAG_ r T-500-4
Thermal Cycling Test Cylinder,
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Figur, e 2-11. 120 ° Side View of "THERMO-LAG_ T-500-6
Ther'mal Cycling Test Cylinder,
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Figure _ _--1 _-, _THERMO-LAG_ T-500-6 Thermal CL, cling
_ost.-Test 'Photograph .Showing 8X Close-Up
at a 0-. l_.5-1nch Corner Radius of a Squera Cut-Ou_
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PART A . METHODS OF ANALYSES
SLA@ STRESSES
COMPOSITE FLAT PANEL-ELASTIC. "The equations foP slab
stresses were first developed for a large composite flat panel con-
sisting of a heat shield bonded _o an infinitely rigid substructure. A
thermal gradient was assumed to exist throughout the thickness of
the heat shield but not ir. the plane of the heat shield (i.e., one-
dimensional heat flow). At a point well removed from a free edge,
plane sections were assumed to remain plane; thus the equations
of plane strain are appropriate. The slab stress equations,
developed utilizing the field equations of elasticity, yield the stresses
as a function of Poissonls ratio, _ ; modulus of elasticity, E;
coefficient of thermal expansion, o<.; and the temperature change
from the stress free state to the temperature of interest. All
quantities are functions of the distance from the substructure.
An equation for slab stresses was developed for a large honey-
comb substructL_re sprayed with heat shield material and free of
external reslraints. A zero thickness bond was assumed. A
temperature gradient throughout the thickness of the heat shield and
substructure causes the material properties, E, 1) , and cA, which
are functions to temperature, to vary throughout the thickness of the
composite system. ,#,gain, one-d_mensional heat flow was assumed.
In order that uncoupled quasi-static theory could be utilized, the
effects of inertia and thermoelastic dissipat;on were not considered
in the analyses.
The method of analysis employed is sin:Hap to that in Refer-ence No. 1
(pagas 399 to /4.02); however, the method used was modified to
account for the composite panel and the varying material properties
and was predicated on the assumption thai plane sections remain
plane at distances reasonably removed from free edges. It was
also assumed that the honeycomb core is incapable of carrying slab
loads.
COMPOSITE FLAT PANEL-VISCOELASTIC. The procedures
used in evaluating viscoelastic thermal stresses in areas removed
from discontinuities were based on the method proposed by
Dr. R. A. Schapery in Reference 12.
3-3
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For a system subjected to one-dimensional heat flow, the ternperat,_re
profile through the thickness as a function of time may be determined
from the thermal properties of the material. For a material vvhich
has no time-dependent properties, the thermal stresses for any
temperature distribution may be determined independent of a;'_y
previous loading history.
For a system which is composed of a viscoelastic material, the
material constants are time-dependent quantities; i.e., not only
the present state of loading and environment, but also previous load-
ings and environments influence these properties. Equations identical
to those used for an elastic analysis could be used if the modulus
were determined experimentally for temperature and strain histories
at every spatial location throughout the body. This type of material
property evaluation wou_d permit a direct correspondence of an
elastic solution to a viscoelastic solution. Such a procedure would
be unrealistic, since each new loading condition necessitates a
complete re-evaluation of material properties for each n_w set of
loading histories and environments. To circumvent this problem,
the method outli_'_ed by Dr. Schapery utilizes one standardized set
of mater';al properties for a myriad of problems.
This method uses the relaxation modu!us as a function of reduced
lime. The reduced time scale permits inclusion of temperature,
which essentially compresses or stretches real time periods.
The relaxation modulus is the stress-time response to a constant
unit step s;rain applied to a Jniaxial tension specimen of unit
area at time 0. FPon'_ this relationship, it was possible to construct
a set of strain versus time curves by combining step strain
increments v£hich were applied at various times. The responses to
each of these were combined to yield the total response to the strain-
time relation in question.
The details of this procedure are delineated in Task 8.
COMPOSITE CYLINDRICAL PANEL-ELASTIC. EQuations for
a one-degree-of-curvature composite panel were developed and are
valid for a rigid or flexible substructure with or without a bond.
One-dimensional heat flow in the radial direction was assumed. The
procedure for" a honeycomb subslructure requires a modification
to the 9er, eral melhod which is give'_ at the conclusion of the
development in Section IV, Part A.
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The method was based on analyzing a thick cylinder, long ir_ the
axial direction; consequently, generalized p_ane strain can be
assumed. Because of the change in materiel properties due to
the variation in temperature in lhe radial direction, the cylinder
was divided into a number of concentric cylinders, each with
differe,qt material properties and temperature. The number of
cylinders can be varied depending on the severity of the thermal
g_-adient.
The method is similar to that show.,n in Reference No. 1 (page 409),
which is applicable to the proble,-n of a radial temperature distribution
and constant maler'iai proper'lies. The stresses 3re determined from
equations containing unknowns which are functions of the bour, dary
conditions. These conditions will consist of matching displacements
and stresses in the .-adial direction, and strains and loads in the
axial direction.
COMPOSITE SPHERICAL PANEL-ELASTIC. A methoc for"
calculating slab stresses in a spherical composite panel with a
rigid or honeycomb substructure was developed. A rad!e.I temperatur
distribution was essumed. The method is similar to lhat used _:or t_,e
development of the cylindrical condition.
DISCONTINUITY STRESSES
TRUSS NETWORK METHOD-ELASTIC. In addition to the
previously described slab stress analyses, discontinuity analyses
vver'e alsc performed. .zk description of the methods utilized is
given in the following paragraphs.
The slab stress analyses are applicable at distances reasonably
removed from a free edge. The CF_.ICL_IaIion Of stresses in the
area near" a free edge, and in particular interlace stresses between
the h_at shield and substructure, requires a dtfferent approach.
The exact solution to the free edge problem is not obtainable through
usual methods of elasticity; methods thai approxime.te The exact
analytical solulion are required.
In Tasks No. l, 3, and 4 an analytical approach first developed
by A. Hrennikoff (Reference No. 4) is utilized. This e.pproach
was modified and improved in or'd.,.r to give it more general!
5 applications The method consists of simulating a material continuumj
with a series of shear webs and truss networks whose geonletric
i3e.r'amelers are selected so as to identically satisfy displacement
'/
j requirements of a finite element of e. continuum. The she.,ar web
and truss element is illustrated in Figure 3-1.
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Shear Web
(Carries Shear
Loads Only)
Truss Member's
J / ! __ -- (Axial Load-
I 14 I
/ iI
Figure 3-1. Shear Web and Truss Element
The areas of the truss members and the thickness of the shear
web are selected such that dilatational displacements and shear
distortions are to those of an identical size element from the
continuum. By placing a series of similar size truss elements
side by side and stacking one on top of the other as shown in
Figure 3-2, a network for a curved panel is formed.
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\
\
Figure 3-2. Combination of Shear Web and Truss Network
Elements to Form One Large Curved Panel
As 0 approaches zero In Figure 3-2, the network simulating a curved
panel will approach ;hat of elther a square or rectangular panel,
depending upon the ratio of the sides of an element. Alt elements are
similar In size. The sides of the shear web are shown curved for
pictorial purposes; in actual applications, the sides are straight. Load
are tramsferred to the shear web at the corners only. This was done
to sirnlollfy utilization of the method and_ slnce tne truss network is
merely a mathematical model simulating a continuum, no structural
problems are encountered. Axial load-carrying mem._ers transfer
loads at the corner of the trapezoid only; the diagonal members do
no; transmit loads where they cross.
3-?
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Heat Shield
-;
' i
/
Base
Figure 3-3. Elastic Slab on a Rigid Base
Once the total network was formed from a series of shear webs end
smaller truss elements, It was necessary to devise a method for
calculating loads existing In the members due to some externally
applied Ioad|ngs. The large number of redundant members in the
truss network dictated the use of a computer for solution of the
problem. Thus, a general computer program was developed which
Is applicable to Ioad!ngs encountered In heat shield design.
Throughout the analyses shown In thls report_ the loading condition
considered was the same as or similar to the one shown In Figure
3-3. The intimate assoclatton of thls loading condition wlth the prob- :
I_.m of calculating thermally Induced Interface stresses at a heat
shleld free edge !.s illustrated in Wigure 3-3.
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Consider a large, flat, heat shield panel on some substructure. For
simpliclty_ a rigid base Is assumed; however_ the same reasoning
will apply to any type substrate. Let the panel be restrained In Its
plane during some temperature drop_ A T. The stresses and strains
shown In Figure 3-4 are developed.
Before Load _ After load
Or' /--z)
I
./_..i,,,,///// // / / / / / / / /-Z 7
Figure 3-4. Elastic Panel Restrained During Some Temperature
Drop, z__T
Imagine that the panel Is restrained by wall_ 'which are rlgld In the
plane of the panel but which allow free vertical expansion or con-:
traction of the heat shield. Since a heat shleld panel subjected to
a thermal loading must not be subjected to external stresses, It Is
necessary that these stresses be removed. This Is done by applying
equal and opposite stresses such as those lllustrated In Figure 3-3.
These stresses wlll dissipate over some reasonable dlstanc e from the
free edge. Thus_ by super'poslng these two conditions, the problem
of a heat shield panel subjected to some temperature change is ob-
tained. The stresses illustrated In Figure 3-4 are constant at every
cross-section of the panel (slab stresses); however, the edge-
loading stresses In Figure 3-3 are reacted Into the substrate. -l-ho
Interface stresses (stresses at the bonellne between the heat shleld
and substructure) are obtained irom the condition Illustrated in
Figure 3-3; however_ the stresses throughout the heat shield are
obtalned by superposlng the stresses and strains shown In I='lgures
3-3 and 3-4.
ENERGY METHODS - ELASTIC. To help establish the validity -
of the truss network method of analyses_ potential and complementary
energy solutions of a hor_ogeneous Isotroplc heat shield were obtained.
3-9
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The followlng assumptions and basic considerations were used In
the analyses.
1 • The configuration shown in Figure 3-5 was analyzed:
......L - (_) ----/_/--_- I Unit Thickness
I psi _ : .. . :
z i2: _----Rigid Base . - Heat Shi
" Figure 3-5. Elastic Slab on a Rigid Base' .
2.. A uniform temperature chan_e throughoul the heat Shield was
conslder'ed '-'
3. Both plane stress and-plane-strain were analyzed.
j
4. The Influence of Polssonls _ ratio on heat shield thermal stresses '
Was Investigated.
5. , Displacements were obtained by applying the principle of
minimum potential energy; stresses, were oblalned ,by apPlylng the _ •
• complementary-energy principle.
The' Method of Minimum Potential Energy was applied as follows:
_L
, The strain energy per" unit volume (Vo) of the continuum fqr" ihe
cas e o_ plane stress -,Is, given by equation (1). .- . ,
f
J,
,j d
.3
3ZI0 _ .......
'= . ,, .;.
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For plane strain, equation (2) is applicable.
The potential energy of deformation Is glvbn by equation 3.
d (s,,oO• - - ( 31
80Oy F,RCE y .,
The first term in equation (3) Pepresents the total internal strain
energy. The second term represents external energy 'and Is
Integrated over- that portion of the surface where the stresses are
prescribed. The third term' represer_is external ener;gy due to. _ .,,
prescribed body forces, For; the " problem In wlgure 3-5=. equat!0n
(3) r-educes to:,
Z ] ., " _, ,_
J
The potent]a! energy at talns a minimum when .the" dlsplace.ments _ of
the body are those of the equilibrium configuration; l,e. _ r If a-set
of displacement functions, U and_ V_ can be selected such that the ,_
potential, energy of deformation achier/as an-absolute mlDtmum#; then '_
the selected displacement functions are the unique set which satisfies
the equilibrium conflguratlon,, Baslcally_ the:FRltz Method (see' _,,
Section 1 12 of Reference 5) was used for finding displacements',
-"_.'he FRitz method conslst's of s_lectlng displacement, functions, U -"
and V_ In terms of the X and Y coordinates and a number of .
ar'bltrary unknowns such that-.known-d|splacement boundary
_ condltlons are satisfied,.- The displacement functions must also be- '_
capab_le of achieving a displacement cqnfl-guratlon Closely approxI- _
mating the actual one, "f'he more closely this requlr'ernent Is .,_ _.
_ fulfilled, the better the solution wlll be; thusj the results of this .. "
method are largely dependent on the. Judgment of the analyst In .,_
selecting the Initial form of the dlsplacem_nt_functlons.. Once the
expressions are chosen as-, a functlon of a nurnber of unknowns,
they are substituted In the &ppro_priate :exPression for potent|al _ :
"energy _, '_'V_ which Is.,then minimized wlth respect to each unknown.
,:' The comblnatlon of unknowns which, pr_oduce the minlmum potential
• energy Is the solution to the-problem,
j •
.3-11 '_ ,- "
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Another Important minimum theorem I which depends on the notion of
varied states of stress, Is the theorem of minimum complementary
energy (see Section 108 of Reference.5), The problem shown in
" Figure 3-5 was Investigated using the minimum complementary energy
concept.- " Again a var-iatlon of .the FRitz method was utIlizedl except
wh_r'eas displacement functions were assumed in the potential energy ;
concept_ expresslons.i'or, stresses throughout., the body wel4e chosen
as functions of spatlai coordinates and arbitrary unknowns". The .:'
following r`equlrement_ Were Imposed' on the str`ess e×press!ons:
1, The stress exp,,"esslons had to /satisfy the equIllbrlum equatlons
In the Inter'ioP=of the body;
-, ¢,
2.. Tbey had to satisfy the k<nowrt stress b0undar'y.._ conditions; and
:1 C
3. They had to>be arbitrary oy..er the remaining surface of the body.
:" _:'_ As ,tnuthe'.analysls utHlzlng potential energy- i the f|lolal result depended ':',-,
_ " fr : _' ''- .:upon th_ Initial' foP,m selected: for" 'the"stress/exPres_sl0ns. _ Titus;i:,'-_.[t'. _' {,:L.. :._)
' '_ _:vv.ag lmPor;ti_lt't_lat:'the stl;;_SS expressions, b:e iarloltr;a_ bU't,stIH".be:Y.iM"'::"'_: ,..,_'
-' .y.--capable"_0f attaI_ilng this conflgurat|on-,of .,the-actual stress ,dtStr'Ib'utlon. _,.... .....
," - :,.Eloth:e_:per, tmenti_l' data _lnd. corl'lpiex Variables were utilized in helping
S '
,_ ,to elect _ihe stress ...... _ oexp0esslons; _
Th oompl nergy g[v n by .....' , . e- ementary e Is e ' 'e a on/ . : . -,. .. ._ :-.
V ".... >,) :,. '-' ,,.-
_J
" '} ,3"
Where the flr'stDter+m depllcts, the Internal rstPaln energy and the, second,
, .ter'm the .external ener'gy ove,P thai poP,lion of' the bod_' 'wher`e displace--
' merlt_.are+p.r'esqr`Ibed. Since the onl_ prescribed displacements In _-'i;""
this paP.ilcular pr_oblem are Zero at 3' = o and x = _ i' the_ exler'n, al "
energ;_ term vanishes. FoP the problem shown In Flgure 3-5 for, ,;
plane str'ess, cquatio='! (4) becomes: " o
" . and for, p,,=ne -itr, ain: _ . ,-
,j Ic _. ..,L
i
, U
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Note that the two expressions are Identical except for, the coefficients
of the ( _x_',,.d_N:, ).and (O-_ o_ ) terms. Thus, Identical str'ess
expressions wer-e der'lved to satisfy Internal ,.equl_br'lum and str, ess
boundary conditions, The difference In. the two states of str, ess :
appear'ed when the above two expr'ess]lons war, e minimized.
Appropriate str-ess functions had to be der,|ved for" Use |n the comple-
mentar'y ener'gy methodl It was required that the stres.,_ -_funct|ons
satisfy botF: the equlllbr'lum equat|ons and known .str, ess boundar'y .
condldon_, J"hus, the logical .starting point was "to assume an Airy
Stress Function _Ince the stresse= obtained fr'om this function ",
automatically, satisfy eqi.Jllibr'10m. The sir, ass fun_ctlons wer-e _then "
'" -'forced to.satisfy specified stress boundar'y conditions. _, :,.
o.
,. * 3,;13 ° ,, ..... [ j,.s-_ _=p:_:
1.qR. n I K9AT_n
PART B- RESULTSAND CONCLUSIONS
q
SL_A_ ST_ESS_ES "
I_iet! ods of analyses _.'_.ere out]Ine:d for c_.lculat!ng slab stresses in
a comp__!te flat panel_ a cornposlte cyllndr|cai panel y and comFoslte
; spherlcz, l panel. The compos!te-panel In all cases cons;steal
- pmn,..zh,_lly of a heat shield"attached to a honeycomb 3ul-)structure.
To r'bta_m an Idea of the;order of magnitude of the slab stresses
,h_ e×_st It" a '_THt-RMO-LAG '_ heai s:.telu _.ut-a\,ed op a-honeycomb
substr,_'-ctul-e, calculallons wer'e per'formed for some Idealized the,'l.'nAi
ioedings utilizing the methods of analyses outltned ;n Sectlon:lVo
Part 'A. ' 8oth flat" an_ spher.icai panels _.;ver'e." Investigated.
', -The two ldeailF_ed loading conditions were"
-- Condition i - Th_ heat shield a,_d sul_structure under'gces a;
" ; _ 0°F, tt is assumed :_,_ temper-atuf-e .change f,"om "75°F-to -t
_-he,t the .composiie stquctur, ezts In a stress free state at ?5°F.,.
,, : Oonc, l[tlon I! -.The outer" surface oL the hea{ shield-' ur_dergoes .
: a terr)per"etur, e change from ?5OF ' to -150°F ='. The Inner' . :
_ sur_face of-the ,neat shield and the substructure underg0- a
: -temper'a'ture .change from 75°1 = to 0°F. A linear" temperature;
varl, atlon exists between the inner and out-at 4 surface of the
.+ heat shle!d.
Flgu_'es 3-6 and 3-_'7 itluslr'ate the stresses'!e'-_istlr_g in flat-com-
v --. -poslt._-paneis of both _THERMO-LAG u -;'-500'4 and T-500-6
: attached to a hoEeycornb "'substr'ucture and ___ubjected to loading
-- conditions ! and-II.
Figure .3-8 shows ttne str'.es:_-es that were calculated-for a s-,_e_-Icai
panel, suBjected to a un Iform temper-ature change from ?5°F to
.-150_°F (loading Oondition I), q-Re comoosita panel was similar
_. to the previous fl'at panels In slze but had a r`adlus of 150 'Inches,
_' The dlmens|ons that were used are similar to those of the dish of
the Apollo,. The heat- shield mater!al was"THERMO-LAG"
T-500-4. = ;
,, As expected-p that-real loading Oondition Ii prodL, ced the greater
stress levels fo-r both .-_'THIERMC}-LAG u, materlals_. Thls was
due to the fact that as the l&mperature was Iower,ed, both lhe .
nTHE.RtvIO.-LAG'I heat shleld and the steel substructure were
under'going a decre,Js;ng change in-length. Since the coe'fficient
- of thermal expansion of _THBRMO-IAG _. was greatei" than thai
I
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T_:mpe ra lu re S t res ses
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-_' "t-t--I E F:_MO- LA G" T-500-4" " S sIresse_ --
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:
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,/
Final:
_ 150_,F
Figure 3-B. Slab Stress of a SDher-icaF Panel
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0! the steel s it was atternptlng to shrink faster _han the substructure.
"T.hue, Internal stresses were Induced In the "TI'IERMO-L_AG"
and steel s_bstructure. In loading Condltlon i_ the steel substruc:ure
w_s subJec:ed to a 225°F temperature decrease ancl In loading
Cond:',|on II the steel substructure was subject to a '75°F = ternperatqr,_
decrease. Thus_ In loading Condition I_ the steel substructure
exper|er, ce_ a greater overall change In length than in Condition !!.
However_ the ::e!_stIve change In ;ength between the "T!-IEFRMO-LAG r'
and the steel was less" in Condition I than In Condition II, thus
higher Induced stresses may be a;'_tlclpeted due to the i_tter loading
condition. - -
t,
F0P L'THERMO-LAG _; T-500-4, a ma.,_|rnurn _stress of 1050 psi
was achieved at the Inner surface due to loading Condltlon I and e
" maximum stress of 11?'0 psi was reach_,d at the outer surface due
to loading Condlt|on !!. These results wer:e '_>ased on a stress
analySls of. an unr'es'tralned composite flat Panel. The stresses
: Induce_l In a',spherlcal composite panel with a radius of 150 Inches
were also Investigated for loading Condlilon I. The remaining
dimensions of the panel were Identical to those of the flat panel.
_ A rncxlmurn stress of 12_8 psi was 1ndlcatedj and th|s stress
level rernalned fairly constant throughout the th|ckness of the
"THERMO-LAG" heat _ shield. The stress level in the two face
p|ate_of the honeycor_b substructure were alsb approxlroately
equal but obviously of different magnitude than that which existedIn the UTHERMO-L.AG'. The reason for this Is that slnce the'_"
of the sphere was very large,+baslcally only hoop stresses were
developed, in eli cases the quoted stresses e×|sted In- a bI_xIel
stress field.
F'or "TH_RMO-L-AG" T-56,0-6_ only Stresses In flat panels ,J,_er'e
Investigated. AS stated prevloQsly_ "THERMO-LAG" T=500-6 Is
similar to "THERMO-/AG" T-500-4 excep: that fiberglas mats
have been added to lnc_ease the strength and reduce the coefflcIer.t
of thermal expansion. The stress cJistr[but|ons were slrn[lar to
those In the hTtHERMO-L.AG" T-500-4 material except whh
decreased rrnagnltudes, even th0u£h the stiffness of this material
Is greater' than that of the "THERMO-L.AG" T-500-4, which
would lead one to anticipate an Inc'ruase ln_str-esses, thh_P__d_crease
In coefl_clent of the_,rnal expanslon Is sufficient to overr'|de Ih_ stitlnes.-_
Increase and produce lower stresses. The stress was 940 psi
from loading Condltlon I and 1t05 psi from Ioadlng-Condltlon il.
The ultimate sir'ass at -150°F, as obta|ned from Section 11 Is
1300 psl. _
3-I@
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DISCONTINUIT"_" STRESSES, An .invesligati_/,n - was #erformed ',_
whereby Various geometric and physical parameters\affecting-heat
shield design 'were examined,- The study was. principally concerned-
with those parameters: di,-'ectly associated with-interface-_stresses:
due to a-thermal leading arising_ near a free edge of a heat shield " "
The results-Presented in Figures 3-9 through 3-15show,the
relativeeffects of modulus_ Poisson_s ratio "and tMickness o! the .1-.";
heat-sh;eld and bond on interface thermal stresses ,• for a semi-
in'finite flat panel bonded '3 a rigid substructure. The ;oadh'_9
applied to the panel was based on a:uniform _emperetur_ 'chang-e.
throughout the panel and was identical-for all cases, A 1 psi-
:loading _ slab was-used for simplicity,
,c
A basic assumpfi6n was made thai interface .stresses dissipate, ever
a heat shield length to height ratio of /4. to 1,_ This was true for
the cases where the bond thickness was Small compared to lhat of
"the heal shield and where the bond was relati!yely stiff compared ,."
to the heat shield. However, for those cases .wher_e the-bond--
lhicknes_ to hea.t sh_.eld he.ght approached a rat:o of one to: th[rty
. and e modulus value of one one-hundredth thai of _*.he h'Gat shield_,. -
the stresses, did not-dissipate over a length of" four to one,
__ For the extreme case, the _=-._c--_stress was constaht over ,he
_ interface distance and-the normal _stress assumed an Mc/l type
of distribution,
F::ig_r-e 3-9 shows !he bas,_c configuration under investigation°_ The
forward face represenls the free edgep the aft face has on appliec;
-- Io_ding of 1 ps'_, which results from .some constant ther-mal Ioadin9
and the lower face in ticales the cut _alon9 which interface--str-esses
were taken, ,The hea_ shield size was fixed as the bond thickness
'" was varied to achieve the thickness ratio variation shown in
Figures 3-10 lhrough_ 3-i5, "
3-19
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?-Fh - curve- present'Jd in Figures.. 3-]-0', 3-12, an-d,3--;4.. ._no="',Iv- . . .-.
-peal< ir_terfac_:- r, or',;_l" stress var,]elion__as ,a furtci]{)n Of lhtckness.-" "_ '-
_'_ the heel shield" and bond for" thhee differen_.
_nd r-r',,odulu,._- ralio_ .... - -
" =
.r'_t;os of F>oisson_._ ratio. 'FiguP6s 3-_,1.1,-3-13:and • 3-l,5 show _.h@• ., .#.:,_
.peak interface shee^in9 stress as a function o[ _;tE]ilar par;emetehs,-_ • :
Th_ _ peak ;r:t:-rface r:ormal and shear stress occurred at the. _ , -,
for,tvar d :,_'.-_ for- ",It cas_s. ., - ., _-"
% ,,
: :._-_ome o:,s_rv{-tior;'_ _rom F-;3ures 3-10 throush "_-L15 ar'{ _" "
::], _/ks ""_,.r_ ratio of.the thickRess ot the bond to the *hickd_..ss "' -- ",'>'
ot the P,,._.at shield increases, _he e_fect of ,v&rv{/rt9 Poi.ssoq{s_ .-, :.
ratio becomes .qegiigib:e, _ :' _,,. -, ,z' "
-: _:, 2:. The peak inter'face qo-rmal an_ she'_H-stEeSses '0c._Jr _.q.,T:.P_,.,_:,,--t
= . , ,.
:- , :., fop a zero thickness-'bond,. : : , ,,.
::-/: ."-:":; ."{ .... For the case of: a'zer_o thickhe_ss bored', a_. P0isson's i- .... i -..- ..
.._.c;,_.., g-: .... :-' Patio of the heel sl_i.eld i_ inCl"eased,, the" p_.ak ,_6r.-.q3a.!",--_-:;."-"#.;'::".,-_.:'\.;"-_'
'-_-"_-," -........g" "°_ stress de, r.;reases &nd-_the pea_._;. _hear*_`_s_.ess.._:`_n_`.;`_.e_e@._...-..-_:.#.:._.;`.._._:`::_`,.::`_..._`., ''
_L:-;: _,,,_' 4:J:: :,.. _.°=._- .." . ' '- ";.., " " .-, "" " : •.',_-,.,-"_:"', :. - ." :': -
- : _ " :$_- .- c_ "' ;_, '_ ' ., "' _ " " "_" '_ "'_" ..... ' ' ,. •
_ _-o_-:;.,: _,.-_ The largest Patio of"peak, interf.ace,noRmai, ,.....
-{':0.:.. - stress-was 1,53 for" tl;le case"_'of a zero thickness bond: ,'-.....,..,::" '?
., -, -'-, , a,'ld a Poisson_s ratio for "the_heat shield of.. 2_5. , ":- ;'::."7" "_"
_ . 'i; ',"_ '.- ..,,: ,.,,..' ./.." :..,':"
7--_ -',.,-_...... , -_ _ :' ' '""-:" '
,,;_ "  .:_%...:!'_-_.The largest, Patio-. :Of .peak,, . _n!C_o_face _hear. "._tr'es_::... . ....{ ' ',_..., ,...,,,,_-,."i.
..... :.... u , stress _._'as |'-,70 for the c._se o.f a z_ro thickness bond. -._ . , .
: . , , . . , . -.,:. . ,., " ,,: _.
'-_"-" and a Poissbn_s Patio of the heat shield of 50 "" " '. ,'--_,
- -, = "- _, :_ 6 The bo/Eks_ , = 1/_000 "._'Ltrves_ indicated stress- . , o ., . .,
: .;/_i: _-_:!-,_::': . .," .... to be, lndependent .of.js_o.nd_.,,' ",''- ,, : ..... thi_c_:ri_ss,.>_:. . when-..,.. .....,.tbo/th_'. . , ,,',_..' I..1;100',-.,. .. .. .-., .:":":,
• , . - .... ,, ._ _ .; • .,._" .
":',_, d _- ?-, The shape of the ,_'_h_tEHs" ",,=' t/h .00-<.J:_,.rves seen", to ihdi.¢_t'& . " ,,.-
,,, % that with additional d'atd it woui,c! follow th.e paiter-n or: t] ,e _ - . : ',:."
"' ' '- Eb° hs = !/200'0curVedo._ ,._" , . :
_..-,," _'--- 8, -As the modulus ratio' dec a inierf&ce s _s $. " ,...., ".
:, " increased. - ,.' r - . .:
o
• . j . . - _ s z;-
;-, ° :'. 3-21 _,_,, . ," - ........ -
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T"'-" ,,,
tlj '/''_ Varzable i'htckp_--ss Bon,l_ ., i__,, ' " ' " "= : ;
i- "]-- "7- _ T, "<_p_]i'edst:-,_,-:
RZq : _- Peelino, Stress "-- Sheam Stress (1 psi) ::
9"Z,//,d"/}_/__<"/Z 4".'_r.P_Z_'7./<.'_ <4//"f/>9"/:_".¢s_"
Figure 3-9, Flat Panel Bonded _o e Rlgid _ase Wllh a Un_tor, r,,;/
Applied, Slress D|_lrlbullom
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The r,dSu!is presenteo in Figures 3-16 through 3-22 .show the
retative effects ot modulus_ radius, and thickness of the heat
shield and bond on peal-< interface thermal stresses to peak
appt;ect slab stresses for a semi-infinite oDd-degree of curvature
panel bon_'ed to a rigid substructure. ,t_, radii var'iation of
10 inches, 20 inches and 30 inches_ for a heat shield thickness
of 3 inches, was investiae,ed
Figures 3-17 tmr'ough 3-22 i_:dicate that:
1 The maximura r'_tlo fol .... '- : .... -• F,_c._r,. t, _,._rl'QC.'.." r, or-','q,_.aI stress to
peak applied slab sir'ess was 1,84 for- the t0 inch and
20 ;nch radii.
2. The maximum ratio for peak interface shear s_.ess to
peak applied slab stress ,.,,.,as 1/76 for the 10 inch and
20 inch radii.
1
D
3. For the same =K_FZ_.-,F , i.e,, re," the same thermal
condition, the 10 inch radius case exhibit£ a 6 perce_nt :,
g.,-eater peak normal stress than the _0 inch radiLJs
condit;on.
4, In general, the curves are similar in shape tc those fop
-. the flat panel illustrated in Figures 3-10 through 3-15.
The results presented in Figures 3-23 through 3-25 illustrate the
effects of temperature graoi_.nts, including the effects of temperature
dependence of material properlies_ on interface thermal stresses.
No bond was considered since the primary purpose of this effort
was to study thermal gradient effects. A heat shield length to
height of approximately four to one was considered. The material
properties of UTHERMO-LAG" T-500-6 were used for the
Dr eperlies of the heat shield. One dimensional heat flow was
considered ir: the direction normal to the base.
I='o.ur thermal cor, dition5 'were cons'.dered, Conditicn | consisted
of a uniform temperature change throughout the heat shield and
served as e, basis of comparison for the other three conditions.
The other three thermal conditions consisted of a temperature
gradient which decreased as the y distance decreased.
• 3-29
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_ " Heat Shield --_
Variabie
Thickness --__T_" _
_oqd __ Applied
Shear kk - _ Stress
- eelingStress
Stress
R -- Rigid Base
O}
R 0 r _pplied-_tress
10.0 I0.0 -1.3308 o( E T
13.0 , .9900 o,', EE T
20.0 20,0 - I.403 C E T
23.0 -1.208 c< H T
30.0 30.0 -1 432 _: IE T
33.0 -1.296 c_ EE T
1='lgure 3-16. Curved Panel Bonded {o a Rigid Base With A,n
Applied Stress Distribution Corresponding to a
Uniform Temperature Gradient Across the
Thickness
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FlguPe 3-22, Ratio of Peek inter'face ._Sheat- ._tr'ess to Slab
Str'ess Ver'sus Ratio of E-3ond Thickness to
I-leet .._hleld Thlckress for" Var'lous Ratios of
Bond Modulus lo Heat Shleld Modulus (Fqo = 30,0)
l i
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I Heat Shield ] ;_Appiied
ctr _s_
_
y _--_ S]:ear T 7Stress
±7 ///I//;'/'/////////,,'/////} 7
..... _ J, __
Aoplied Stress (psi)
Y Oondition ! Condition Ii Oondition III Cond'tion IV
0 1620 0 C 0
1 lb20 520 80 260
2 1620 1520 850 1190
3 1620 1620 1620 1620
Temperature - °F
Y Condit!on i Oondition II Oondit'ion Iil condition IV
0 -150 75" 75 75
I -150 0 50 23
2 -150 75 - 25 - 50
3 -150 -150 -150 -150
Figure 3-23. Flat Panel on a Rigid Base Ther-raally Loeded With
Prescribed Temperatt_,re Gradients
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1 ' 6T =-225 °F
i ', d-_A_:-_3400 psi
' t
, "I't4AX= 3120 psi
I _ .7,,--! Peel,r,g Stress i
_. z.... T ...... t ..... J " " "
_0,)0 _ / _ Shear- StPe_s [ 'i
i
• - i I
; 0 - -' _ ..... x ! -
i
t
l
I I
-1000 _' i
o s. o ...... i6"_ o 15. o --- 2---o.o
Length
,_T = -75y I
3000 {:_MA_= 1775 psi ,
"TM_,x : 800 psi
2000 ,,
•- __ ' Peolin9 iSlPess ----,
1000 _." :>'/ " I" Shear Stress
t !
_,ooo| . ! :.::[ I ,-
5.0 I0.0 15.0 20.0
Length
Figure 3-24. Normal and Shear Interface Stresses Versus
Interlace Length for TemDerature Conditions ! and II
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L .............
!500 i Z_T -25', 2 '
' 6"[_Ax. : _120 r,,-_i ,,
q
! _"MAX.: 4S< P_i
_oool_
.......... f:_ !_ _....................................
-_ 500 ',,P-- L-7-_ .,-,dr- Str" .....
. 0 _ : r
U /
__ 5 0 0 ; 1 I "
: I
0 5.C i0.0 15.0 20.0
L_ergtln
I T- 8T :-131 (eYt3-1)i
1500|. 6-M,n.y.:- 1440 ps; !
_I T NImx: 600 o_i :
IOOCII_ _ Peeling S_ress i
m
-500 1
0 5.0 10.0 15.0 20.0
Length
Figure 3-25. Normal and Shear Interface Strbs_._s Ver_u,._
Interface Length for" -remperatore Conditions III and IV
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f_ Heat Shzel/ ?_/]
\ AppI led
' ____.__ </t Stress
_ Shear!O.OR Stress - Peelino
Rigid Base
r
Applied Stress (psi)
Radios, r 'Condition ' Cor, ditior" II Condition III_,__,-'Ennd,,itionIV
!0.0 1430 - 75 - 70 - 90
11.0 1260 320 0 180
12.0 i150 1230 700 960
13.0 1060 1600 I770 1660
• i
Temperature °F
Y Condition Oonditlon II Condition I Condition I\,
0 -150 75 ?5 ?5
1 - 150 0 50 23
2 - 150 ?5 - 25 - 50
3 - 150 - 150 -150 -150
i
F'igure 3-26. Curved Panel on a FRigid Base Thermally Loa.'Jerl
With Prescribed Temperature Gradients
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So_-.-_,_. 3bser-vations for Condition__ I through IV are:
1, /z,s expected; the peak .stresses are a direct function of
the se_Jer'ity of the temperature gradients,
2. in all cases, assdmm;n3 a Jnifor'm temperature ch.-_r_ge
gave [b.e highest peek inlerface sIresses.
The ,'esults rJreseqted ;n I_-:c.',,.Jres 3-.26 through &-28 reflect
the effect of the t_,m_eratt:re _gr_()ients on a curved panel 'with ...
a riqid base. In '.his ca._se, the _se le,q,gth of the tr_Jss was
app#'ox!matelv fo,-r" times the height. ..
The foot- tern_.)erature gracq_r_t.5 of the prev!ous condition we,-e
investiqated using the material properties of "q-F4ER.kAO-LAO 't.
T-500-6. The computer results of Condition _ indicated an
error and: cor.,st_que_tlv, Ibis data will be supplied at a late:""
date,
i
_he r'esults of _pe curved parlel are similar to l_)e results of the
flat panel with the e.<_eptions that the stress curves of the curved
i,
panel exhibit more prono',._nced change_ 0| curvature, in addition,.
" the stresses of the curved panel are in the order of 10-;5 percerlt
higher than tho.se of the flat panel. This conclusion is based on
: the same inpqt change of temperature'
; S .
" Figures 3-2,9 through 3-33 present the results from an investigatlo,.m
of substru'cture deformalion on Iqeat shield interface stresses fop _.
uniform temperature change lhr'oughout the composite system,.
The heat shield size was fixed while the substruc_tur'e thickness.
and feceplate thickness were allowed to vary, A honeycomb
substructure was considered.
' Figures. 3-29 and 3-32 depict the composite structure ior a flat
and cLlrved panel, respectively. Figure 3-30 presents curves
showing the variation of peak interface normal stress to substructu_'e
thickness for twO" differ4ent face plate thicknesses. ' _
Figur,'e 3-31 presents curves showing the vari_tlon of peak inter-
face shear str'ess to substructuro thickness for two di,ffe,"ent face
plate thicknesses. Figure 3-33 shows a similar relationship for
one face plate thickness.
The following observations were made: ...
]. For, a 6-1nch thick substructure and .!2-incl_ face plates,
the maximum peeling stress was 80 percent of the ma×ir¢,um
for a rigid substructure.
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2• For a 6-inch thick substructur'e tlTe maximum shear stress
was approximately equal to that of a rigid base•
3. The curves shown in Figur'es 3-30 and 3-..31 show. thai ' ,+ -
rJeelin9 and ._hear stresses ape tending to zero as sub-
o -
5tr'uctur'e thickness and face,plate thickness approaches"-
zero, either- independently or toaether " " +'-
4, C'urves indicate that an optimum subsfPuctur e to face plate, ..
thickness Pat:o ,,_ill produce ze,-o peeling stres+<_:s at-+.'+'',`n_,- .
free edge for any given n-,odulus and temperature distr, ibutiom;
,.-: . 6
5. ,v,<",.....,tour'7 F.-.o,,,u'-"-'= ...._,-,,4. ....._-h_-.at- . qtr-_<4e,/ become,, ,,independent.+. . of.
suostr'uotuPe H-,ickne:ss fop large values of s ubstPucluPe..-
thickness + _ . ._
6 -_bhear and peeling stress foP--_urved+pe,rels a'r'e i_flUc.ld { r,- x
"2. ,'
_qr,eaier than for flat pan_ls,, -, :" ,. ",,-'++: - " ,_v+ - -_ _ :r !{
s': i+ _+ '..... ° "" ":+_++....... ++? The face plates- hould'_be a-_. in a._ I%#,ssiBi¢":f._£°"r_rnfmum ' '. :
inter-#ace stres-_ee., in other words, the.sglbslr'uct:u'.Pe ,-.+._hoL:!,d
be as flexible c._, pos-_.ibli_ for" .curved .a'r_d .flat".[p..{aleg..-.. _. ,:. ,,: ,, !:,]' .
.' : ,- ".... !' :: ' ."."'::"_ , .:¢.:"-._';'-"/. '. '
• ,, ,, , .,,. ,. _ _; ', , ',;, :' .,_.. , .-- ¢:- ", ,,/ , _ . :'" ,F
-__ ,-L-j........... - _.. ,T_......'_'.'_:"."'.!.'",':i."..:"':'_' '."+
• -- • • -_', A_p_._+_..-,,: .
J I [-+.eat Shield . .,, :".:"..l::it_ g,-g^..::. ,, ,;-; ."
" I ,,-0 " . ' . "_£' °t:_:_"_'-"_:: .I I ,/---'- . ,, '+ ' . ' "'..H---_.+_ '' .' ,"+,,, ::.:.'" . .
• ' I '" " _ . -e ° . U "
--+-- ]' P , ..... r-- ........ ,' ._..". ......... ,
",- j, -- _- _ -.,---,__+ -,,..: •......... ..,.
She,_r St£ess,---)l,I __ .... . - "
. ,/.,_nres,sl ' " 't__.->_', --.-L--- _ --- ,f.--_.._ _, : ,.
I'" ..... , " " - l-'-r ......
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t_ ___,, , ,,,_,_!, ___,+. • ..
......... =: ................ :":"- ';,'/_'ace Plate Thickness _ace Plate Thickness '
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SUBST,6,NTIATION OF TRUSS NET_/ORK.
Thecretical justification for' a truss ne!_._or'k rr;elhod oi ar',al#sis i_s
<,iven Jr, Reterence 4. -_imce improvemen:s and moditications _.vep_,
made :o tl_e network proposed by A. Flr-enrJkoft jr: ,Reference 4_
adc::ionai substantiation was desirable, Results fr.om the lru-s r, ut-
,.von_< method were compared to results fr-om analyses utiliz],'-,,, emor-_>
r'nelhods, a classical pr'obtem from eiasticit,: and actu;_I testinfi_.
Principles of minimum potential and complementary energy ,,,,,ere en_-
ployed to analyze the problem ?,f ar, elastic slab oq a ri.:jid L,a:-e
subjected tc a uniform temperature change. Potential ener'gv was
used to check displacement5 and complement.ar-v energy to check
stresses as ebtained from ar_ analysis ion ,an identical problem solvbd
by the tr'-ss networ'k a.malogy.
comparison oI _rofite displacements for a slab in plane stress as
deternr;;ned fronq the truss network ant potential eneroy_, methods _
given in Figure 3-34. The re_L, Its from the truss r_etwor-< method
were be._ed on a 5-bay high and l S-bay toqg ;russ networ-k. Identi-
cal material prop_r:ies were used in bolh in.stances. The disp_ece--
rr, ents from the energy solution are &pproximale'.y 20 percent creater"
char tf'ose from the truss method This can be explained by J,u
fact that the derivation of the truss method is based on eq atinc dis-
placements ir the continuum to that of [he tr_.Jss network over some
finite area, i oe., the element size of the truss network. This
method introduces a..lditional constraints or_ Gisplacements when the
grid size is reasonably large compared to overall dimensions of the
system. Since external loads ter, d to expend as much energy _-s
possible, and the energy me_hods allo.v greater f;exibility to the sy#.--
tern, larger displacements were obtained from the energ 3' methods
As the 0rid size of the truss network is decreased, the - - -• d bp_ac (.rnor-.t_
will incr'ease to provide petter correlation with t_e enemg> soluiion_-
In addition to investigating displacements_ stresses ,.\ere al_o calculatud
utilizing the principle of minimum complement&_y energy e ;{1 the re-
suits we"e compared to those obtained 5"on a similar problern usinq
the truss method. The results to the problem of a flat slab on a
r-lgid base subjected to some uniform temperature change are shown
in Fig_Jres 3-35 and 3-36.
Figure 3-35 presenls a comparison of peak inte.,'fa,ce normal stress
with satisfactory results. The truss solution shows an eight percent
higl",er peak stress at the free udge and the correlation is very
rensonable over a length of three times the height of the slab, The
stresses have essentially dissipated at distances greater than three
times the height.
3-q9
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• I inch Deflection
ii'_ TPus_ Deflections
Potential _ _ ,,
EEnerg) LdP-_- Initial Shape
Figure 3-_,4. Comparison of ,;:_rofile Displacements fop a
Slab in Plane Stress Having a Modulus of
!84,000 PSI and a Poissonrs Ratio of I/3.
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Figure 3-35. Comparative Interlace Peeling 6tresse,,>_ of Tru_._:
Network and Complementary E. nergy Methods.
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r;_t'.-_.:'_'_, dr_.'j (r'er't:jy r-q,etPp(,d__. Ti _: -..,rr_OiF '. drlt:., "_. .. :',.*." ,,,.. i_.,{,
!',.,;','r _.>_t _.t"_'-.:- functior- \,,h:Lh ;.'._u:'_ttc_li,_ . ._t;- _,, ,.: :.t, .: .... " !:
kr_o.,.r; :_tr_. :_s r;ouma?_r'[,.2",. Th'..'- : If'{- +.hec,.,. -t'--,' -. : ,.,.J _.(
ze'-'o :_,[ t'_: ic, r.,'.,aPd f_co ,_: [,"(, -':_:L.... ,.-qcr, (.r.,_kJ :, .., "
di,'fer'eqse it, "_e_--"" _tP,._...4b_ c,,t :b, .'.,,'foc,:_. .,:-.;.:c_ ,' .:.,. , -.
L'il_iv ',',e.:r-,- r,; er', to [k_e ]nit:dl ---tr',_,_-_ equ_:t; _r,....... ",. ,.
tb,e ",';:;:;i t.3r-'ad;ur_t ot ttqe -_k'e-,'" c .;,-, - _v,:Lil(. !:L r,..,, _, -', , ,
....ner'c;-v qo!Jt_or_.=; ,,er'e ,A!_-'--o _t_itz:.,J to i,,q'. L--.:i.j___tc : ., _, c: ,.. ,-
[DlanF>.... .--:'rain T'!-.= !-'esult. _- inc!ica+._ ,: ,-:t try. P. .,'-,'-_. :_i' ': - >_;;, ::. ": . ='
rigid beha'jior in otatqe 'stm,;4i,' :r_ tr,,, k_:-¢,._ aojdc,:" t [.; t'_:- r ._-, ...... -- L'L_t _' .
The #,_:uk. r, eet!p,-_ >tres:s is ; ,-r'-.= .... " ......
. ,q_ t.... -_2._ _ } ,:_[';--,r'_..,;,,'lR.-.,t_-i. _t_ . ;-t
for" the condition of plane >train ,_,,_a _'er-e is qo ap,':-e,.i_r._, "- _:: .....
in the p.__.&k _hear .__tre_.s; mov_.,ev,--,- the ,--, _:.dier," o! "-. ........ t. =
is ;ncreased cor;siderabl) , , he _a.r'n,_. _t_ec.ts ...aq '__.e _, _.:..., t_._-
cJi_tacerr-,ents frorq the polenti_-_t ,_qerti: :_ol,..,li,.r,. !_- : -_ .-
plane ._t,'_ir. ihe r-._aie,--'[al _.:etqa\co r] ,re ri,:" _l.- .J_o :- _ :_ , .=,
oef_c_doq._. _t appears th._.t the s-._,lut}cm5 ;-e__:ull:;,,p :Pore _,, ..:
series .- e×poqentiai fu,qcti')r,s ere r_ol subst_.rt;.-::ll c*;.,-,:tc " " ', _, ,
incfL,,sion of an additional expoQent:_.l ter'm L',eyor,d .,..,. . -'4irqi1,:,-
there iS no significant improverr;erqt _n results _\,it,_ irLic_i'O'- _)f r,.,.
than three terms in eaor_ p(,vver :-e.'ies.
._ubstantiation of the trus._ n;t-thod ," {_:- also) e:fec', " " _• . :. _. [ ,, (.., ;'r]. _; " )t-,
with _. k_,j,.\,n sol'M]on taken f,"'orn cla=sical t._-c.oP,_ o i'r,,_ f,,.,' : '
_., large elate with a hole u-de," a ,:ensilc- lo:,dlq,, ,..,:_:._ _-,_._:c! .,;:. ._
the tr-_ss network approac,q. 9 he r)lP.te size ','..d:: qi'_., -" ti'_'.C- t;:''
r_.., '- of t,h,._' hold amd tr,e : q -qz':-(' the trc,'_> .,e:," oF;.. .,, ....
_'__.lir the hole radius°
The r'e__k;lts _-_"_-\_,_nG sir,.'.-: c;i-j,r !_L, tior_,-:-_ at the" *'_ o :4 ;f .- ::. ",,L'ti'"
are pr'e--_q:ua it, Ficju'-'¢ 7)-37.
The error (appruAin_.at_:l,,, 1.5 Der'c(:r]t) :'..o._ h: ,,_ ,.; <,:,t,t.t_ -_ "
geometr, y and computer" limitations 6,ern-4tt__:d oq!,. _i_ ,.',._-[.)r{:-...;r_..,t,,r, ._
t'qe hole with a course 9r'id net-,.,ork, 2}:olqtions ,::lc,_-_..Iv _p:_':" .,.-nir,,i
lhe classical solution could be oL,l::irt_,,'J if the -,ize ,.;I P'u ',e[,,,c,_q-. ,..d-
reduced Thi_ could be t_ccor'nplished _,, n_od;k,;n,_ t!_e c,>i:_fin,
corr,puter program to allow quarterimfi th,_- tru:-,. _-, '-,et\,,,.,,'k ,.:,qd .-,p:._l,_ir_:_
the in_ernal load or di.--__placements of the presets[ .-._i_;ti_,r:, ,_t t_-',..'' t,t ,,
as external truss load5 and d;ViCtint} ti_,., r_e_,. :L-_:tior_ i,'q:._', " lr_U:: "-
netw,,ork vvith the maximum rqur_qbe," ()f pc'dund,iN[._.,
An experimental study ,.,va_, (:oqductuct t,) abt_ir', p_'c)til_., di:-,f,_,,:c,_,,,_",t -,
of a '_THERMO-LAG _' slab bo,-,ded t_ a -.teal t-):,_-_., _!nd -ut,jo(.tL,{t
to some uniform temperature ciTange.
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_-'q,.- :- .t-:._5 t'qP.)_'_: _" 3-q0 -_:How _he horizor_tai dis,__l_cerr',_r_L:, for _-_
"e,'_,:"e-:_.to_ c,qange o! 80-'F- to 260°F and 80°F to 320:F, and
. .
: -e t--t,cal d,,'-_:__.tace,_'L-_'ts for 8 ,em,.;er-atur"e cb.ange {,-'o.,-n .°0°_= :o -
,.p_:E, - F__..-,: --_ (..gt ,.e _,
. • q
_e-_: c:-:_' .' :_,_,:e_-:om[-s B" e ,_ a muc. '-_ &r'e_teP m,:=.j_mi
t_,c• -r-,'izor',:c_! d!S;. ie.--er',er, ts. Thi_:, can be ea_-_lh., e×p.lained _iqce
• .u ,._, ,.,:_ R'.o,9_.-eml _ DPaCtiCall,.: unPe.str-Ni_ed :/viqii_ the '- .... :_^_'=_
---- , i I )ut I J_...u i i _.
d,._siacer're_.;s a_,-e restricted b_,. the lesser" _hermal expansi.or_ of the._ ,.r'
stee; 2a=e. T.m:5 caq be su;c£tan£iatod by computing the '_ fr_, ,ther.P, qs:l
expans!o_ at i/?5-i,-,.:h length of _'THER_tO--LAC-'I ave,-- a temper'.',s:t,._P.t: [
r'=n_.e o' 5.'):_ to 320"_F as follows:. ' " ' ' :" "' _.
i T-_.e li,_ea.," coefficient of lher'mal expansion, for"..; - r
TH'_..RMC-LAG '_ T--500--4.6og(_r" e. 'ternlsePa{ur4:e r-e,_,!:je" -{. ., ,, - ,.
o' 50:F to 320_'F -.is 23×10--: . !n/i_-°E.._,'j :" :.-:'--.:_" :;':.;::"0 '-":t:}:._:
o ' _ 4 " . #_o 0 ,_-*t, , _ _ .' *'"
C,
Z._:.= ':_,,. :L:,/._I£; , ., _ '- - - .:.<' ": _:':" : ", . -:" . -.. --
.f/.L-(z ; , ..... " '
This number compares favoPabl,_ _._'it;'_ the,-vL_l-ue _v
. of.L, 04_"7-'_hch'-(_,_e_ :" .:
froG, Figure 3-40. Thust the vertical Cti lace-merit:is e er_t;aliy-: "'. "
a free expc_nsior', and should be pgas'on"ably)Jinear'., aS :d_picte d ,.!n .... .,-_
Figure 3-40 since the linear coefi'iaient' 0f:.thep._'9---ak expanStom is
basically constant [hnoucjhout this temPergt_r'e r--_gime.: '_ -._.:..,_ :. ,.
The horizontal displacements a'l_ ., a :.... :' " :-_''-peep t0 be. fmc6mpatlb_le / .t; the, tvvQ._:-
• • L'
temperatures, 280°F and 320°F_, Howgk/er_. ' this ca-_ -be_'p'artia"l't_,'_. '......
exolained o\, the dr-op in modutus at the highqr;;te,rr,,pe'f-e, ture.: " the_L"IC'.]: ,' ":-
fact that a slight cant in the negative's' QO-fl0e-Kodak C-(smCSapi_toP used, ..
to obtain aisplacements would teod to pr'08L:ce-'di,_p',fiqememlts / (R_t%Ver.e
either-too nigh or- too low,,- If the 280°Fand 32,0°_on.e9_ti'VeS_v._,ve._,e.,
canted in opposite-directions, thts"wou-td, effe.cti e,ty: -.°ub:te *':the.. ,,_. .. : ..
appePamce of the actual err,or. :'' " "-,,: _., "7:_ '- ' :
, a' -z _ ..:/" ,:2_,. o u ' -' ' -
• " - -: , ,m,,)
: _ --::,C ....
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_b,(... o, ;z(,ntal displclc..Vt_er'lts _.hc,;_..r: im F"i,'ysr"(., 3-35 ,.'.:._:r-'¢: <.c, rr_p;_r_(_d
. tr, the r _,:--L_lts_. fr'om the Ir'L,:_:__ a,-_tys;r_; L_:;hCJSine'.-."'- :_ -"_-r':_,'; H. ;r;_--_r,_,l';:if ,
/' Ith<_uflh [h-- ,jc:ner'_i -_.;-. r., , _ ...... __e of ,_he disOlacerr, or".t r. ': ,- ,/ ._ (.#:l _-SrP ?--.3.0)'
_-.cJ'rr!p_r _..._ f_svor'c_:.,.;, w.'i_b _ble ct.lr"v.f; ..sb, c v;/r- lm F'ifi_._'_b 3--.._Z__ .
rv;ogr:it,-;(]e el dlxpl_(:emenl2._ fr-nm the le-_t vv_.r'_-, i,- ::_.__. , ;r ,:.,,./
o_ or, e-,'our_h aJ:_- l_._Pqe a._- tbo_e (omput_d ut;tiz;p..J, l_,_:,_.!'-,._._" -ne_wor."k,
_, J-._:=" _let'vv'r;Pk tO C(._rr"r"eSpO_ to lh():z'J, ioi'- that:,: !'T_-_ .........
u:...ed i,- the ,est The on')' expi_JP, t_lioP, ''¢'-- _hu_ :J;._fe"£._r1,_-_- .;-_ _.'qaI rh_-,
r'esult.-: fr'om the ;-_ct_Jal le%t vver-c.-.too '.,,_.'v _.,_,ue it "Vr _ r,-.-,, ,'-':- th;z,.
d,_e. _o the e×isten.ce of _ ph:y_ical bond beh.^2._en the "qFF-.ffEFqt',,,,.D-L ,Z_Cp,
and steel base, qri.-.is ,_voL_ld accounl re.'. r'_:_duced'-d:sptc-_cement._o
• _ , • . , {t-
T'he slmesmes at the 'nter-fece for'" the OF_-39: _.lab ermb,_dd'ed, [_ th'e:.J :/'"
_tee,,,_' ,'4ubstHL_ctr'ue,_ as ciet_rr.aieed _¥ a phor.oeles_.c"_ " _ 43tu._y-," ai:,"--._:_" :=
,., ili:_t;rated irt, Fig,,ur'e 3-41. The st:-.£s-, t,"_.:tiector'i.¢:_,-, h,_- the ._a,'r.,.e
: ' Io._.di.ng are.shOwn, i:: F:gure 3-'#2° 1"h¢, m_×i,'-r_um shear, str'.._S's .i'---,"-
,,7#.. per-celdi .of _he dlsmrculed apphe.,_ IoacJir_£ a,_,{,_ oc,._.s-,el.---:a,0-,,¢t_%l.e,J-&._
:. '/"-O.f'°_,",;tO h _; ;1_5', T.he ma;k]rnum,:morr'naj .te.n:s.iie:-_'tre,_,8;_.,___
: !o zhe _" _ d ax1_J :-,|_ one.-:'_undr'ed .1 *6 pePcen| of ..-_.;e-."a,6pli;,.;___
• • -.,: . ,-.-,,, . ",,, -c.,.:;.:..v.--;,_..,._..:;£p'-r._.,,,_,_--_,_;._,.
:_ , . ,.....,.,
"Phese st_'e,_,s_Concent.ration. _-_,_.clo.r's'- for the :=.beer and p,eeff,_, g2'.-"j_"":;_'-_.",:;-"
' " . str*e_ses .ere. |owpr t.hen anttc_.r._eted, Th[_ cO.UlC.!, r'e_.u,_! t_'r,o,-._:_."_'"".'?i:_"_"_,
: ,numbe4 _ o_'..r4ees#nso One reason .:is.'th=l tile-con'tig_Jr';._tiO,;_ te_ ":_;;_[:_¢
,,d_d nc4 Irui¥ r e.preser, t ,_,n .elast, c" slab on a rigid o-_:-"--e,,. }.,.e.[,j'-the" "'-i'::'
embedmen.t, el .-the CFq-39 ;m the steel base allo_,_,,ed m.itiG_ltor_.o! "ihe.,,
- . .'
" sthe£ses in-the local reqion 4.:f tl;._,_ Corer'?," {x o y :- (;,) ,_,. . -
num_',en iO'f attent_.Dt.'_- were ::,ode to test ,-r, CF-4-39 _.,lab bon_(td'..,,Jt,_8¢t£j
tr, _'_steel has;e,,, I--I.ov,_ever., fa;|,,_., :4, ah, veys o.,c,,;r'r'e_5 before a :,¢!,_iI.;--"
_t numbem.,Of !rimqe_ ,::oL_iQ ee record'ed AnOther rea,_on (,,_'.lne.
lower-_tr;es_es 'o,r.. the l_c,:_l r'ec_io:_, et ._'.'_e cor"_er is that, lh'_ fTi,_.'theO,...-.
U_sed }O_'-deteom|n!ng slr_._';es ',A...,_e b4;_r_d' or', ;¢vePage _slt'e_'_-.-'_Ve:._.._
u
some fin_le length, Since _,;_,/ _f{;eP ,Ir.ds_ ¢4_-tdients t_ the,_,_._
,+ ", r;egie_., of the:, ¢or_er, lhi_ w_u;d tea_ :'o cal Ut_li_dn ¢;.'..:_ve,P,_,l_e_ir_ ..... ;
.,ptace :of pee.k.V_rJUe-_, A e_m_)etPison _t " ..,.
'; ,, the l_hOtOle!_sti¢ _,l_:t_ '_ trt_s,; n_! w¢_r,k nn._¢'d ;,_.._lV'..,.lr '5, .'_!g._(i_."
.. '..... ..._' " _ ::- o ' _ "- • ' " . ' .': : "!.',':"":-_',. '4,<'
• _ o.... / - ' - ' ' " ' ",. " '" ." " "_'' ' ",. _. "_,''..,/_";"?_"_'..:.._t..
" ih°e.corNut'er lorog_isr_ _l l_Pesent, ,',_ ;r,_,s, _et_9.;_ _y_tfL_ Wtt_;
.... _pe,o_,l-._l_,,,,y _196 unk_ow_-_ ,. which t,_ t_, .m-,-,:_,-,_.ih-,.,_la._te_..;._,........._:__:!.:....
:omp_41er DrogPlrt_ ".can .be _olvm't "_' ' : " ..... ' "'"":"-'_'"'
709_ " ...... ": _ "" " "" "¢o,rnD_l_p ' • ...._ ..:. - :,.z.ik
• '. _ ,',, ...... ":.,',._,.--:,,Cr._'._'_.
_ , - , _ ..,_c_ =" . "":"" '._'._':"
4 ",, ,-, _ -. . . -.,-0:_4:_.,.._._,:;_"_:_',._
' ",',, " '..,;._c_',-:.:',,_-',L_.,'&_i_,_,
,' ::- ,: ...- '. - . .,-..',._,_:.f,f':,_._::,z,_
.... ' ' , .... • '" ...'_;',,--'_- .'-'-L.,%:;,",_,;['_
....... ,--_:=-_ ,"-;: ,*-_L_,_
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"["he problem seems to occur only for cases where the ._/AE
ratio of the bond .is smaller than that for the heat shield. Possibly_
the problem area is either an accuracy problem in either the devete.o-
men: of the load equations o._ frorr_ solutior, of lhe matrix. The
problerr, is presenlly under investigation.
VISCOELASTIC EFFECTS OF ITHERMO-LAG". MATERIAL
The results of the viscoelastic analysis as compared with an elastic
analysis indicate that for the thermal loading considered the elastic
solution resulted in maximum stresses of only approximately 60-?0
percent of the stresses from Zhe viscoelastic s_,iulion, it should be
noted that the loading considered v/as due ,o a steel honeycomb
_.ubstructure with "THERMO-LAG:' subjected to an increase in
temperature. Since the _coefficient of thermal expansion of _'THERMO-
LAG" is greater than that of the sleel_ compressive stresses are
developed in the _'THEFRMO-LAG".
if the-loading for a-,similar decrease in temperature was determimed_
the elastic stresses would exceed those from the-viscoelastic analysis.
However, the differ-ence would be much less .hen- ,,_, for the elevated
temperature. This is due to the fact that the percentage of_ the
--_ loading which occurs during early times is greater for the elevated
- temperature and the elastic solution essentially neglecls this !s_ing
-which-occurs in the past;.
.j
There are some generalizations _;hich can be utilized to insure .:
conservative values for calculated stresses. _JuJ, soch a procedure
however, may place undue restrictions on a.mater'ial. The decision
to use viscoelastic analysis must be based on the results which will
be obtained from the alternate method employed. In any case-,, it is not
possible to make a realistic evaluation of th e necessity for visco-
elastic analysis unless sufficient tests-are performed or, any _new
material to determine what time-rate dependence the material
exhibits.
A comparison of-the maximum elastic and viscoelastic stresses in
the "TI-IERMO-LAG 'i is shown i_; Figure 3-45.
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0 t :
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t - Mi;_utes /
Figure 3-45. Comp;ar-ison of Elastic and Viscoelastic Slr-esses
et 2 = 6.'75 Inches, t fPom 0 = 60 Minutes
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SECTIONIV
STRUCTURALANALYSES
r
o
4-I
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PAR1"A- SLAB STRESSANALYSIS
r--'..',.T D,_._'-IF-L_ -. F21C-_IL, S'J _,STRLJCTIJF:'E, /_,n' infinite h{;at
stole!-:; in the form o: a !!at r.:,ane' bonded to .an ;n_;nilely _igid _.,Jk,-.
_st, ._,<:t=_r-e ',zva% con:5 T_4.--',,_r'cd as :_,ob^vn in _igur.e 4._ i . .-,._'-temper'atur'e
,3rad_,..nt ",NaS assurnad, to ex;-.._ threugh_ the heat .sb,.','*'-.!'_,. ._ _,_,,,_z
d{r'-;.-:_;on on!,/ cci.',ce an _ "" _"_
. -_ ,flair ..... sl_b was being considered aq_
c'i_-.rm, qt is in a state of double plane strain.
,, ., .,
u
Figure 4-1. Elastic Slab on I:qigTd EB'&se .- . o..._[
,-, T O =- Temperatur'e at whic,m interna! stresses are zero. _ ..,:. ., -_
, m -- T {z) " .. " , ..., .::
&T : T (z) -r T O - 2,/.' ,,'_
u \ and w are the displacements asso. ialled With the"x y arid. z - °_
. , co ns.i de re.,a ---- , _ubstructure ',;,va _' ._ direct;ores respectively Sinc-_ a rigid " _ """
and =ince.the sides of the element were in plane '.str'ai,n, .,u; _7,,_-_' ,", _),
C. 7 and the shear st,messes l_xy, _, xz, and ._.,,"_"YZ.,._ vV.ere,... ......"z@'ro;_ _,,-: ."..:,.:7:'.b._"
'-' With shear" s|re,,ses equal to zero e;_d body fomces es_,u_e_ _e#,q_;_, o :?..
the eqdilibr'[um equations reduce to:. - .. "- _ -J:-" "_.... _,:.:'*.
• e ,,'
, , b _, - {,o
kl I1
.... ,°'o.;".C_•£";
...... -..-
, , -_ ,- ...."._9
., _, _ -. _ .',.;'.:_..,'.
z
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C, ],, _. _-,O,_,C_: tboP,:
, "":) f t a )
t- 0 T,fz)
-whe,-e 7 is the par-titular height in c,',Jestion.
FL,_,T F:'ANEL_ - ....... "YC?.O B SUE_STRL,,._.T_RE A free
heat sinietd (large in lhc x aria y d;Pectior,) ;n the forr'n of a ,t_
panel spr'ayed to a honeycomb subbtructure (zero thickness bond)
\Nas considered.' A lerr,_pePatur'e gr'adient was assu,mgd - to e×[s[
through the thickness of the oommosite pane!. In_addition: the
n_ateriat pr'ooerties, ['_:, ,1' and "-t") ware alia)wed' t6 var'¢ tmr'oua6
the ,thickness. They s,=u a function of the tempec.ature- PPoDer-ti_s
and terr, oerat,jr'e r,_ -ain constant in the piane of the panel. ,.
q
The nomenclature and dimensions of-a o!erYi@r,f Of the penal ape
shOwn in Figure 4-3. "
Ho,,_,,_o_ /_t-fq _ , ' , , , "
Figure _,-3, Ettlstlc Slab o_ a _lexlbk; Sub+_,lrue:t_Jre
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-T'he .1-,ethod as empl{_yed ir Reference 1, pages 399-",,32 \,'./as used.
T'.,-_,+-_?,rir'c, ar'y difference between this problem anct the ore Jr',
¢-'c:'_-rencr, i was the COl'qDc)s[te panel and the \'arlation o" rrat,2rial
ur(pert',._:s Jr-,the z direct{on. The following a'-:alysis we:5 predi--
s_-_++d of. th._" basic as_L,r_',ption t; at Diane sections r'em,_ir-d plane,
• J C;h++,<+. _-,
_ +_,t.+free t,lerm_l e:-_paqslor: of ,he composile r,' _+L- _,a_, ._ut-,oresse t
bx aop:'+in0 the. str(Gses sho_.n ip, Figure 4-4.
,-_a_ 7 .--Heat S r, ie!d _EZ, T
( , ____/
X I + /
/ -- __.__ ,.,._
----'"- ..... :'--- r
L£I_L_J_+ i +L_
Large
: o<,_E-_,4l" Substructu, eJ J-_5
FigtJre 4-4.. Thermal Stresses in a Composite Slab
The th..'-,rmal stre_s it: the composite panel, free from extern._-2.!
restraiP.}, vva3. obtained by' sup'er_mposing on the above stresses the
stresse.= due to appl_catiom of equa _ and opposite forces and
moment.,:._ at the ,_dges. AXI some distance reasonably re.moved
• from the free eciges, the assumption can be maoe that Dl,..,ne Sect;Dns
remain _+lare. ERased on this as'_dmr)tion, the stresses resJItin9
|ro"Q app"cation of the equal and opposite forces were calculated.
Fr'om the assumption that plane sections remain plane, the strr-':;_
al some distance _'orm the free. edge can be written a__: the s_.'-q (;'-
a c')nstant strain ',.Js a line( strain variation with z. Thus:
E= Eo +KZ
_ where _o and K are constants to be determined as follox,vs'
Force E-quation • :+
i ,-h /,
+jod/+,++,---t,,,.+,
- / -- L'_
. ° ° / % l,=o " 7_=-%Z--O Z=-R s
4-6
!
l I +-I l
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Moment Equaffon"
h 4
H- o_Z_ JZ
-C,-,5 m- = Jz
I z.
7-,. -_5
where •
0- is the slab stress at some distance reasonably removed
from the edge. From aook(_'s Lavv for a biaxial stress
field (plate):
The _dentical terms occurring ir equation (2) are for the top and
bottom face plates of the honeyc3mb. Tl",e t:oneycomb core was
assumed jnable to carry slab loads.
Substitute the biaxial 6" equation and the appropriate values for z in
equations (2) arid (2a)"
+ 4"- -] -
1 - -"3s I /- _
I
z+-o Iz=-/',_
c/"+_++°-¢'+'L )Z#z-/(_-+&4 _, ++_>
- 7+:'--+,_-o;.
Equations (3) and- (3a) were solved for(_, o and K.
K: c,_,--A,e
-_ (4)z3;-,4,q
___.£,& -c, z>,
_,'-A,o, (sl
,where.
A.:c+.e,I ch.+,I,+ ./"e ;_
"]"_ z°o+ ?--% L-_% ° /'_
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z'_, 'I C
D, : - t +/ E,, ,j,.
IZ'= _5
/ - -U i - "05 Iz : %
The slab stresses are:
= (eo-,-tCz)[ o,,_TF. !6)
='_ = !-'I) l-'t) (Heat Sh;eld)
-- CoE. <:xoAT_
_=-',.l,_ - /-1-)S - J-"l')S (Top Face z = O) f_)
,..--.-- [_.-KA._)E._ C_ATf_ (E3ottom Face z = hg> (S)
q :_. . .
_>"= / -"D5 I-©_
FL/--_T PANEL - HONEYCOMB SUBSTRUCTURE AND BOND.
In the previous method of analysis a heat shield sprayed on a
substructure was considered. Thus there is a zero thickness
bond. In considering a bond of finite thickness, the effect on the
slab stresses will be negligible it the thic;kness of the bond is very
small compai,ed to the thickness of the heat shield. However, ii
the thickness of the bond is within one order ol megnili_de of the
heal shield) the analysis in _'igure 4-5 is applicable:
4-8
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.=igure 4-5. Honeycomb SubstPuctuPe Vdith Bend for- a
Flat Panel
TH_ str'esses il!ush-ated in Figure 4-5 are due to restreiRt of ,the p_r'_ei
duping some temper'ature char_ge. Equal and opposite foPces and
_rnorr_ents are r_ow supePimposec! aPoL, md the periphery of the composite
panel.
+
The method employed here Is similar to the previous on_ fop the
zero thickness bond,
Equating external forces:
1 Eb(#o"_11 (Eo +.'tz.)
i---_> .: i--__ ,I+__o' ,'--J,, <'__Je "--'_ <iz=
f e . .
,-"'--:-_ +/'-4 _'_+ _ _+ /-4 j
-e -4 Iz:o z--_,_
Equaling the m,oments:
2 6 '1 /E: _'
I o
-r /re E ,4T A _, 2
:/ 7:0; 4 .... /:d/
e o z =-k s
4-9
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E-.quat;on._ (g) and (10)are _no\,v solved for _c-0 and t,-,_,
<..,&, A,,E., (11)
D,,
CURVED PANEL (ONE DEGREE CURVATURE) - RIGID
OR FLEXIBLE SUBSTRUCTURE. In lhe following analysis,
a general method is shown for" calculating slab stresses in a
curved panel subjected to a radial-te.-_per,etur,e varletion, k4ater,ial
properties may also vary with temper,atur'-e.
"This method is general enough such thai a bond can be included
between the elastic panel and substr'uclur,e. This method wilt also
handle either a rigid or flexible homogeneous substr'uctur'e. A
honeycomb substructure will r, equire a slight modification to the
general method and the pr,ocedure for handling it is illustrated at
the conclusion of the analysis.
The method is based on analyzing a thick cylinder-. The cylinder
is long in the direction normal to the plane of curvature, conse-
quently, generalized plane strain can be assumed. For e×ample,
the str,ain in the axial direction is constant,
The slab stresses wer'e determined by analyzing the cylinder`
shown in Fi£ur,e 4-6.
L__10
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, J
P° i
Z ------_.-7
Po
tit
Figure 4-6. Unit Slice Removed fr'om a Lon o Cylinder"
Due to temperature and material ,ot_operty variations in t!ne r_d[:l
direction, it was necessary to ar_a_)'ze the cylinder oy d;vidin3 -t it:':,
a number of concentric cylinde,-'s, each with different ;sroperlie_-:
and at a differenl temperature.
The analysis in Figure 4-7 is based on three concentric cylincers.
However, depeP, ding on the severity of the ihermal gradient, either
more or ;ess cylinders ma_ be required. Eilher way, a direct
extension of the present melhod-is possible.
' . O_ h
J2. "'-Figure4-7, Cylinder" Divided into a Series of ( '.)ncentric Cylinder_-4
4-11
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k-_efer Io the ecluations on page 409 of Relerence No. !. These
eqoat_ors ap01_, for a radial temperature variatior and constant
.,'na_er{-a! proper'ties. However, in this particular case, each
c',Hmder is a: a constant temperature,
The par-titular" equ:_tions i_lustrateo in Reference No. I a,'e functions
of unkmo_.,,m= to be cle_ermined from boundary conditions. These
conditions ,.,,,ill consisl of rn.atchim9 displecer,'_ents and s_tresse6 in
lhe ,-adiat di,"ectiom and strains and loads in the axial direction.
The displacement ecluatior'_s are determined as follows:
Inner Goundar'y (r-= a)"
U = 13o
(_._.)C.a+.G e,a C3-oo
E3oundary at r = R l:
No, ._'_ cylinder,
u. ,jT,,,,,k(a_-/#,)(/+4) .-C,_ _- c..
o_,,.= Z f,-,(/-_, ) ' " ,_, E,
N 0. (_ cy!;nder,
_. _ G R,. c_- -&R c..,._
For cc"npatibie displacen'_ents, o,_, o;z ,.4,_¢_
AT;,-_,4,#e.,-_)&.-o,)+c,___c 4_,6 c. + _o,,_6,, --o t _)
E3oundary at r = FR2"
_33
The radial stress equations are determined as follows"
4-12
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Inner" ,_ourldary (r = a) £j r _ t_ ,
L c_--'
_J
Boundar'y at r = R 1"
O'OTI¢ R. t N_ ¢Z
7;-,, ,/<_)+ E; c, :__ _ I= O
8ounder-y at ,'- = R 2-
(Tj = _-.
In o,-'der II_alplane sections shall r'ernain plane !q the &..ie.l diPecti(',r: #
the axial stPair_ of each cylinoer must be equated. By subs, IiluliP,{:
lhe equations on page 409 into th,_ _"z equation on page, 406
(RefePence No. I) , the followino equation for _'z. is, detern_iqeci
_-z. = C_._._#-
Equating the axial strain of cylinder-O to the a._ial sir'air, of
c_,iode,-®:_, = _
G _ A> _-_:oI
z;, a-,
4-13
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Equaling the axial slr'ain of cylinder [_ to the axial strain of
C6 C9 (21)
& G
/-'kslhe final equation, the sum of the loads in the axial direction
must be equal to zero:
<_:,.,_Al;._.,g+,£J .#,_,_,,_, "- _ '
- /--4 - ,'/+_,,)cl-z..,,) +k'/s+g')c3- /---%
."/, _ ".< i 9 _ \ i -
z-,D,_- " ,¢)G , :.,
- 4-_ (/'_g +D)_ = 0 (22)q-- (?+.o3):t_20._) -. :
..... _ ,.% ._7. _'.7_:<::
Equations (13) through (22) can be solved for- the cons{ants 01 , ._,-:. -:.-- :-,,. _":">:_7"
thr"otJgh Cg to solve problems for" various boundary conditior'.s. :,: .,, .:...,'.,,.,:.,
Once the constant are obtained, the stresses are given bY equalio.ns .... .:j-._:7!'
(23a} throJgh (24c). ,:. .-:-,:... ;;',,....
- ... 9' "" '":2.'_'%":,
_ v- _ _, o_:,.: . ,.., .,,.,-...<-..:,
7 ... ,,,..-,..%.
r-- _. :":":,.......,_..,,..:.;._....-:.._" r-c, Ca-" 1 _, E, a 77 _ @2. .., .. ....L_ - _.. _. -.:,..::,.,::..,, _-= t+g-' 2_, -k 7"_ , ._(I-'O,') + '"- " '" ' ( 2. ea -I- .. .o--- -'-:.::;':::
.... .......,._:..-_..--::
• #_.;.}
@ = c,, _, z_7, "a'- #, c, .: c,, : (,;2.._.;,):.,., ....,,........2(/--_,) t _ "/+-o, ._j,
• _ .-a...... ,': ":2;,'.':,
.,,,..._:;'.. :'.'.
•- ';' ' " " +';6""":''.
'_' "{' .D"J'"d-i="--e*-._9._+ _:e,a_ _ q_. '. .a :_ ;:,._.;it" '
, . . .:-..-. ,,,,
1-"1 _#__7_..3z Car,_ (:_.4b) -.
o-=_.,,_',,_r. I--,_," + e,< q: ,, .....
' ze,'-_.) Dr" / +% _ " ",'"'] ' , -
• _ ,: ' ..,:._,,,.' :
R,_-r _ b _ " . .) " .,_.
-'t " "" ' :"'""' ":_-C7 + _ Z(l-"Ja) fi'_". ' ' 12at..)' " '"':":-.
_a,a= l+-'_s _ " ' .:<,,-.'5i_
' '.- _".;"z:
"°°'c,-: e,:;,--op _ / 4/+-o, _-_,2 __,_-..___,_.,_.-...... ... ..::t,"'."_.. ..
._....... _. .... .;.-:_
_"! " ' _, "1,
.. ". "l,_ 14 : .'7,--
, ,l;i"t,
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' '" . . _"'_'" _o_ -'_ ")" ,c:),_q;, ,'..-:c'J(tLir'C i'[-:-:.i',. -_-':I, ".....
F_c,e F-:'la :e
'., ! ! i ! _ _ , I i t t-
' 'u_\ ,':
- _ # /i
, I I I ' r-r, , , i I I ,_mr,.
17.'._
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Due to temperature and material properties varmat.!on in the radial
direction, i! was necessary to analyT__ the sphere as a number o!
concentric spl"eres, each ,A, ith different properties and at a
dif'er'ent temperature.
The analysis in I:igure 4-10 was based on three concentric spheres.
Hnwever, depending on the se,'erity o! the thermal gradient, the
inc|usion ot a bond or the type of substructure, either more or
less spheres may be required. In either case, a direct extension
of the present r,_ethod is possible.
F'igure 4-10. Spherical Panel Divided into a SEries of
Concentric Shells
Ref_ar to the equations on page 417 and 418 of Refer'ence 1.
These equations apply for" a radial temper'atur'e variation and con-
stant material properties. However`, in this particular` case, each
sphere |s at a constant temperature.
Displacements :
Inner' Boundary (r` = a):
c;.
E3oundary at r = R 1 :
Uoute r for spher-e@:
Uinner` for" spher'e 2:
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Equating ihese Ivvo displac.emenls:
d,.AT('/+ _ ) (,_', 3-43) C4-
3._," (,-_..> " + _-"_ + _---;.<-G_ - z--_-:<_/ (30)
Boundar_ al r =- R2"
Radial Stresses: (31)
Inner Boundary (r = a)-
_,, C, _._ e__
/----__-- _ C/" _ ) =_ (32)
Boundary at r = R 1"
m_,_ d/-4 ) I-_, _/#O,_,) (l-j,&) ,_ jC/,,_j=a
Boundary at r = R 2" (33)
Boundary at r = b (outer): (3/4)
Equations (29) through (35) are utilized to solve for constants
O1 through 0 6,
The stress in the cylinders are given by equations (36) and (37)
._ _'2IT _..._
/- .2.'z) 2,- _(/_,._j) (36)
-/_2_ + _'G,, (37)r'(,vg)
where n is the cyilrlder number.
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The equations for a honeycomb substructbre are developed as fOIIO,NS:
., ,o=,.
Figure 4-11. Honeycomb Substructure. Rigid Base, No _ond
The radial displacement of face plat_ is:
The radial displacement of face plate52 is:
_-2__:aD" -:" --
The core equations are"
l-f_,*e=_)A 7
PJL_- A _- _ " "_Jc
Ce_.,--2=,z,,e-"I e,_ I,
le._=
,,e.go&&-e)"
4-20
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The displacemenl equatior for the boundary condition is:
B_," utilizing equation (38) with equations (2.9) through (35) an},
spherical curvature problem can be solved involving a honeycomb
substructure.
The stresses in the lace plates are given by equations (39) and (40).
I
.]--_- (39)
(40)
ANALYSES
FL.AT PANEL. Caiculation_ were made for slab stresses
existing in a composite flat panel in which "THERMO-LAG. was
sprayed on a honeycomb substructure. Thus, a zero thickness
bond existed. The panel was free of external restraints and was
subjected to the following thermal Ioadings:
4-21
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Condition I -A unif_..'m temperature change from ?5°F to
-150°F. The panel was assumed to be in a stress free state
at 75 °F.
Condition Ii - The outer surface of the ,THERMO-LAC.3:
experiences a temperature change from 75°F to -150°F.
The temperature at the interface between the "THERMO-
LAG" and honeycomb changes from 75°F to 0°F. A linear
temperature variation exists between the inner" and outer
surface.
Condition !11 - The temperature of the heat shield changes
uniformly from 75°F to a higher temperature. During this
IoacHrlg condition the "THERMO-LAG" heat shield is devel Jping
corr_Dressive stresses. Since this condition is not as severe
as one in which tensile stre._,ses are developed, no analysis
will he shown. It is assumed here that the compressive
stren,3th of "THERMO-LAG" is much greater than the tensile
strength.
Equations (1) through (12) apply for slab stresses in a flat panel
(Figure 4- 12).
_-- "THERMO-LAG" T-500-4
i i
• l
• 75"
ot'o.
LJ-4oneycornb substructure
.013 j_PH 15-7 MO
Condition FRH1075
Figure /4-12. Flat Panel Dimensions
The Pois=onts ratio of the "THERMO-LAG. material is assumed tobe ._.
/-t-2 2
i
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The physicBI proper'ties of the steel substructure were assumed as
follows:
E S = 9.9 x 106 psi throughout temperature rarlge
(_ 5 = 5.9 x 10 -6 in/in-°F (average) from -150°F to 75°F
,5 = .33 throughout temperature range
Analyze the above panel for Condition I.
I-,J_" . .:o 7z--_; +-
_..oi3('_-_'J(IO-,_ (,'Txlo;J(.7".,)_ l. 84Zx iO(;A, = 7_.s_ _+ /-- 4
;_ (.e13.) (29xlO -_) (I, Tx IO-5) (.TS")_"
- = - l.s_'xM _8,, = - I-.a3 :_(/-. _g
_,:d-,-'_ -*--,-_--=_;--/=-o* °,-,,_-/_=-,_s
r-/So =_.
CI - i C_dT)( =-mo)£ l'-_sEs_TC_.I.
(. oo_5 )0_o)ooo)(. 7._) ,_ II_T. 9 _(la - I) {_qx lO I) (-tzS ) (.013) t1_=. 22"7o
f Ez._dz.
_':(-_'_ +d, "-_ "/-Us _'--,ts
t-. 3_ a (/--..4)
'-/=_ /-7) - /- oa z = -,_s
_// (.oo_,_J (IZO, ooo) (.75J _" (£ ?XlO-E')(g-PXla_'J(-i.z_,)(,_/SJ(&)-= - = _Z?d
:z (:-. , J :-.ss
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,,_= _ 8,-,4,_, = ('-:z_o)(-zos"x/6_)- (,.3sx/o_](¢so)=_._,4_,_/o-._
B,i-A,.D, (-/.o_xio_J_ {1.3_xio_J(=.2lxio_J
]
With these constants the. slab stresses in the ,,THERMO-L-AG" are" ,
("_,,4--k'_)E a<Z_TE
= o_= ,,-z,, - ;-,J
(-,,-z,r/o-r6sz..) C,'"/,o) 6_oc,_) (/¢_oo_)
1--,4" .t_.
At the outer" surface of the ,,THERMO-LAG" where _z = .75 inch.
At the Inner surface o_ the "THERMO-L_AG" where _. = 0
/05"ps,"
The slab stresses in the face plates of the honeycomb are:
Inner face plate:
/-0_ ,-_
Outer' face plate:
4-24
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The slab stresses are shown in Figure 4-13.
1050 ps;
I' -84 000 psiI '
11 , 100 psi
Figure 4-13. Slab Stresses in "THERMO-LAG,, T-500-4 for
Loading Condition I.
The slab stresses in Figure 4-13 for the "THERMO-LAO" exist in a
biaxial field. A margin of safety is calculated based on uniaxial test
data-
M.,".- _//" /
#oo_/=.-43%M _ _/,_7,_
The slab stresses were calculated [n _ similar composile panel subjecte
to loading Condition II (Figure 4-14). The substructure achieved a
uniform temperature of 0 °F.
4-25
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r"THERMO-LAG" T-500-4 -Temp_'ratur°-
'-- _150Ol =
(final)
., __/
lil[lllillll!ll!! ° __
_/ IPH15-? MO
Conditlol5 RH 10'75 75 °F 0 °F
(Initial) ( final )
Figure 4-14. Temperature Distribution for" Condition II
The physical properties of the steel substructure were assumed as
follows :
E s = 29 x 106 psi
"['J5 = • 33
O(.5 = 6,1 x 10 -6 in/in - °F (aver, age) from 0°F: to 75°F
The same method of a'_alysis was employed in the previous problem
is applicable.
A 1 = 1.3/4 × 106
B I = -1o05 x 106
C 1 = -1550
D 1 = 2,29 × 106
E l = 50
q BI-A 1E 1 = x 0 -6
K = "--81 iT_A-1 _.,T -'792 1
60 _e;- qo;= .... " = -1'780 x 10 -6 (Blz- '_lr_l
b_
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Wlth these constants the slab str.esses In the "'I'NERMO-LAG" ape:
/-z_ /-zJ
,dz ,,=.7_
_ = 117o psi
a_ = ,SO
cx,-_p _ 10eG psi
"f" Z. =. 25"
-= d-_ "= 552 psi
'=tL- d
="d-_ = 114 psi
The slab stresses in the face plates of the honeycomb ar, e
Inside face plate:
Cutside face plate:
@ = ii3aop=,i
The slab stPesses ape shown in FiguPe 4-15.
11 "/0 psl
• 1080 psi
552 psi
114 psi
5'/,200 PSi
I='!gur'e 4-15. Slab Str'esses in IITHF_RMO-LAG. T-500-4 for-
Condition II
/4-27
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Calculate a margin of safety:
_00
/_'-£ - /,,7o - / = - _6_
In the two prevlot.s analy3es_ slab stresses in a 11THERMO-LAG't
T-500-4 and hcneycomb panel were calculated for two different
temperature distr!butions. In the following analysis the slab stresses
in a "THERMO-AG wl T-500-6 composite panel are calculated for
a uniform tempe, c_ure change from 75°F to -150°F'. This is
Identical to one ul: the two previous temperature distributions. This
will then provide a comper-isor_ for stresses developeo in the two
materiels.
The properties of the 3teel substructure are:
E s = 29 x 106 IC,Si thr")u£hout temperature range
o/..% = 5.9 x 10 -6 in/in - 'F (average) from -150o1 = to 75cF
7-)'5 = .33 throughout tempePa;.,Jre range
The method of analy_.|s and panel size are identical to that used in
the previous two analyses:
A 1 = 1.35 x 106
B 1 = -1,04 x 106
C 1 = -2800
= 2.29 × i06[:)1
E 1 = 1U10
K = O18 I- AlE1 = -772 x 10 -6
2
B 1 - A1D 1
_E;° = E1E31-__q D1 = -_670 x 10-6
B 1 - ,_!O1
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Using the constants, Eo and K, the slab str'esses in the relnfor.ced
.THERMO-LAG t, were calculated as follows:
i----. ._ /--.'F-
At the outer surface of the " THERMO-LAG" CZ--_- .75'j •
At the inr, er surface of the "THERI_tO-LAG', (;z = 0)-
The slab stresses in the face plates of the honeycomb ape:
Inner" face plate:
Outer" face plate:
<U =<:_ -=_#<:p s,,"
The str'ess distribution is shown in Figure 4-16.
/'--- IITHI:'RMO-LAG_! T-500-6
- _si
,. .,.-.--.-.--.---I_ 8800 psi
Figur-e 4.-16. Slab Stresses in I1THERMO-LAGVl T-500-6 for
Condition I
4-29
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Calculate a margin of safety"
/30_ _/ ,,- 37_/#Z.; = q#0
Slab stress in a composite panel was calculated (Figure 4-17) for
Condition !!.
+Z E "THERMO-LAGI' T-500-6 ._.JL -150°F
2.01'
" # L-i=>h,5-7Mo +75OF0OF
Chs = ,013" Condition RH 1075 Initial Final
Figure 4-17. Temperatur.o Distribution for Condition II
The physical properties of the substructure were assumed as follows:
E s = 29 × 10 6 p_i
7j/_ = 33
0( 5 = 6,1 X 10 -6 In/in - °F from 0°F to 75°F
4-30
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E:z-).,
For _(/z;)--CF'(i_.('2".)-_{_,/-,X-'z.)which Is based on a unlfor,m stPess
field In the X-Y Plane with all plane sectlons nor,m_! to the X-Y
Plane r,emalnIng plane after the ternper_!ur, e change:
/<=_c"8,- ,_,_ ; _-o- _ _" --c,_>,
A 1 = 1.41 × 106
B 1 = -1.02 x 106
C 1 = -1715
D = 2.31 x 1061
E 1 = +3.2
,___.c, _ -,4, E,,
= - 7,fTx/d -_
6_= _. B, -c,z>,
= /78_ :(/D -_
With these constants, the slab str,esses in the "THERMO-LAG" at,e:
E/ 7o_ - 7" TZ-_TEx/O -(" _ F o__Z',FE
0"X =-d"-_a/-- = 1090 psi a.k Z--"=.Zb-"
(7_ =,_ = 1105 psi =/',Z- "-.E"_
G=" d-_ = 615 psi =t" Z-.25"
.=-(:_ = 75 psi m 7--.==0
The slab stre,_ses in the face plates of the honeycomb are:
Inside face pie, re:
/--.3-_
Outside face plate:
L--/_,z_+(TzTjz_7_,+ :_.I.::7 )<'_-_)=/o,_o /,,,"
I-._ /-. _
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The slab stresses (Figure 4-18) are:
I- !_5 ._--_ 1090 psi
t _ ._ | 105 psi7s }
" m .50 - -'£. 15 psi) ) .25
.: psi 57,500 psi
10,600 psi
Figure 4-18. Slab Stresses in "THERMO-LAG" T-500-6 for"
Condition !1.
Calculate a margin o$ safety"
/3o0
S.= //o---_- / = +-Ig _
SPHERICAL PANEL. In the previous analyses, only _- composite
flat panel was considered. In this analysis a panel of the same
dimensions is analyzed except that in place o[ being flat, it is
spherical. This configuration is one that may occur in a typical
spacecraft.
The method of analysis utilized is the one developed under Development
of Analytical Methods.
The dimensions of the spher'.,cai panel ape shown in Figure 4-19.
4-32
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O-L_AG" T-500-4
c
c _ Honeycomb Substructure
PH !5-7 Mo
Condition RH 1075
Figur-e 4-19. Dimensions for' SDer'ical Panel
The entire panel is subjected to a temper._tur, e change from 75°F
to -150°F, This is loading Condition I,
The stPesses existing in the spherica! panels ar`e shown in FiguPe 4-2G
C° r"e -___? /
Figur`e 4,-20. Fr-eebody for` a Spher'ical Panel
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The displacement equations are:
--I(.,, _-/C, +. oo,,_I83/0:,..+-,a/_,:,/,_.,, = --.1¢9/a.
/_,:_gerc,-.oo/.,/so'rTcz.-.o#"p=,=. _,:_S
The stFess equation is:
= oAT = /s',,_s
,PSo:.:,0,:C/ ...._7o_",¢qc_= --i__3+"
Solve equations (1), (2) and (3) for 01, C 2 and psi.
C I = -.000486
0 2 = -5573.6
Psi =-6. 196 psi
From-equation (j) on page 418 of Reference I, the slab stress
in the "THERMO-',_AG i' is"
"--, --G",C.,s
c°/_ /-4 +'3 _ /__._,  :.,.,_:,),..3
:o, = _/W#_ (_/!)j'/::37_,./,,_/__':r:/':_
_t r = 150,
0"_/ = 1228.1
at r --'= 150.38
,-_ = 1221 9/ °
The stress in the inner face plate of the honeycomb substructure is:
= :/7o,ooo9(-.ooo#¢_9_ .z (_o,ooo)(-_-:_s._D
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/_o----/: .-_-c_Ps;
_ _ ,.2.:0/3)
The stress in the outer fece plate of the honeycomb substructure Is:
:c.e :,:..o/m) =
Finally, the slab stresses (Figure 4-2t} are:
1 ,222 psi
1 ,222 psi
1,228 ps i.'_,_i _ ,228 psi35 , 100
, I00 psi
< 36 200 i
ps
150"R
36,200 psi
\
I=igure 4-21. Slab Stresses _,:_ "THERMO-LAG" T-500-4 for
Condition I
4-35
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PART B - PARAMETRICSTUDY OF DSCONTINUITY STRESSES
DEVELOPMENT OF ANALYTICAL, TECHNIQUES
DEVELOPMENT OF LOADS - General load e×presslons are
developed fop truss networks analogou;5 to the material continuum
under Investigation. These e×pPessIor.s ape applicable fop the
solution of _ continuum with a rigid base_ a contlnuum bonded to a
flexible base.
A general trapezoidal truss network with cross diagonal members
and a shear web was developed to provide solutions for the first
two fixity conditions for curved panels, By prescribing the arlgle_
0 equal to zero_ which Is the angle between the side truss members
and a line perpendicular to the upper truss member_ a square or.
rectangular- truss network evolved depending on the value of K,
the Patio of the sides. FoP a square truss netwoPk_ K = 1 j and
for a rectangular truss network K equals the Patio of the length of
the base to the length of the side,
The honeycomb base or substructure was simulated by a cap end
shear web truss network.
The mathematical model describing the truss network depicts a ptn-
jointed truss network with loads transferred only at the joints.
Loads entering :he shear web In the trapezoidal model and Its special
cases are considered to be concentrated loads, since this assumption
simplified the resulting expressions and was consistent with the use o._
& mathematical model, The shear web In the base structure was
similarly evaluated,
In developing general expressions fop the load In each member_ the
redundants were selected such that the loads necessary fop static
equilibrium could be calculated fop any applied loads, The external
reactions could then be determined and subsequently become the
applied loads fop the next row,
The notation and Ioadlngs are Illustrated In Figures 4-22 and 4-23,
The loads In each member of an M-column tr'uss network ape shown
in Figure 4-.23,
4-36
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1,M + 1/ / /
/ x
, f
21 _ 2 M
2,2 ' (
f OOnt: ,UUn
/ ',,
_/ _ _ -e-- 13 Membe r,
N+I , I /
..__----'- _ B Member
N+3,1 '_ ------.
N+4 , }"-''_'_"_ _ .W,---Base
Figur'e 4-22. Overall Notation for Truss Network
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o,',Y 'I'_.\""'_:,,.,-_?-_"_'_
_, \_,.",,_,"" , \7 _
\P'y . -,_,._._. .,--'_,-
--_,., _.
Zz 2_ R'n +l,rn / z. _._1
RZI Rn-+l,m+l
Figure _-23. Loadings for' the First Row of N-Row Truss Network
The loads on the shear web ape shown In Figure 4-24, The W
loads are transferred at the corners of the shear web,
K_WIm KW_m
wl'n-i _ Wire
Wire (K* Sm&1 WIm(K -'r511"IQ)
Figure 4-24. Shear VVeb Loadings
The Ioadlngs In Figures 4-23 and 4-2.4 are for the flr'_ r',:,w o1 an
N-Pew truss network. The S_.mws and _2mlS become t!-_ Input
loading to the second row. Thls continues on until N _,ows have
been completed.
The trapezoidal truss notation Is shown In Figure 4-25.
z_.-38
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/,._,Ap .
Figure 4-25. Notalion fop Angles and Member lengths
The general load relat|onshlps for any member of any size truss
network are:
v_,_,=_,,=.,(_)-_'_,-,_-oi,-{=, _, ,,c,.,G ,.,,=m_ I_,.ol
l>.=:=<,._/li,.=_,
/-",,>,,=S'/-,>.t - /=,,,_-.,<.,'< +'
_,+,,= =Z'v.,.-_.,. c_-,.,= <o,_1 _=, ("'.)
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-J_,,%_ ": ,_ </'k'#,L_'_6_Jcos_-_,,_5,,_o_, _ _:: / (47a)
 _/,,y/_>,, ,,,_, -- ,z,,, _,,) S .Z_ -<"/M(47b)
A B-member follows the last row of the truss network for tie
continuum andior- the bond,
The B-member general load exP.-'ess|on Is:
As a result of the Inclusion of a redundant base member, I:q, In
the last rc-w of the continuum and/or the bond truss network, the
general expressions for" IR 1 _m and _Sn + 1 ,m are revl._e_(IEquet|ons 49a thr'ough 50cr_ _o refleCt this cnange. Also, the
end members Include applied loadlngs as shown !r, Figure 4-_-6.
QI
E3n ,I
_____ _--- -
Inter, n_d /_
_ B Members ,44 1
F_r_ _ "_' "_I_ t_ _ ._ I, ^4+ 1
Fig_Jre 4-26. E! - Membe_ Loadings
-4.... c<,_dr -,-0_,] _=- I _,,_a)
2<.;=:
- ,t_,,_ _,;<a",,-_ _ _: i (_o,_)
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The general equations ion Ioacis In _i_e base are __kowm !n F!guPe
4,-17,
R13
_,_--_-- / "__+,0 +0k__'
I
.1
_"1__ 20 K_-_ Sin k_)W o
Figure 4-27. L_oad,_gs it, _:-,c. E:_-=_e- Structure
f-
=_,..,,.,_-l_',,k:'<_]liv_-d (51)(_>,_,+#_., , -- .
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GENERAL ENERGY EXPRESSIONS -After the general load
expresslons were generated for each mernb_.r of the truss network,
it was necessary *,o m|nimize the internal energy of the overall
system with respect to each, redundant. To accompi:sh ,_hlsj |t was
necessary to write the energy relationships fop each n)ember of
the system.
The expresslons for the energy In a te_slle bar and a trapezoidal
shear panel are as follows:
Truss members with tensile or compressive loads (Figure 4-2B):
, J,
/:_l,_ Figure 4-28. Tensile Bar Loading (55)
2-AE
where :
U -- internal energy In the bar
P =-- Load in the member
A = Area of member
,#- = Length of member
E = Modulus of elasticity
Trapezoidal shear web with loads applied at the corners Ts shown
in Figure 4-29.
KW
W( K +2Sine) "-_ ( K+2Sin
Figure 4-_-9. Trapezoidal Shear VVeb Loading
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The Internal energy of the web with corner loads was assumed to
be equal to that contained In a web with a running load. It was
also assumed that the energy In a trapezoidal web !_ equal to that
In a rectangular web of the same width. Thus)
.z_U-
Where _-Is the shear web thickness.
Substltutlng and reduclng gives:
I'_ ):-,,"# .,_ i-d_,,-.z.,;_<_3_ +-.,<:.l,..7
[J'-- t _-SJ C_L <'OSBJL ._, __j
z d_
or:
As discussed In development of Ioad:,, an array will be obtalned as
fol lows :
' II __ I III I iml
Merqbers(P) Redundants(X) and Applied L.oadings
I I I
i =m
Table /-I.-1. Generel Arr,_y From Development of Loads.
The total energy, U, In the overall system Is as follows:
T_ (p") :,+<,<,,<-'.
,41.1-
Minimizing the energy expression wlth respect to each unknown pro-
duces as many simultaneous equations as there are redundants. An
example equation Is:
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where X Is any redundanl.
GEOk_ETRICAL OONSIDERATIONS - Both flat and curved
composl_'e panels were Investigated for thermal loading conditions In
Tasks i_ 3, and 4o The continuum was simulated with a truss
network consisting of e×.ter-nal members_ a pair' of cr'oss diagonals
and a shear" web. The areas of the various axial members and
the thickness of the shear" web were deter'mined based upon the
conslder'atlon that axial and shear displacements of the tr'u__;s net-
work match those of the continuum. Equations for" the ar'eas of
the axial members and thickness of the shear" web were derived
for" simulating a square element of the continuum with a squar`e
tr,uss network, However`, to r`epresent a cur"red sur'face by a
truss networ'k_ It was necessary to utilize a network other- than
squar`e. It Is thus proposed that a tr'apezoldal networ`k be em-
ployed simulating a curved surface. The ar-eas of the axial members
and the thickness of the shear- web for" a trapezoidal network are
g;,ven in equations (85) , (86) , (87) , (88) , and (107).
Shear loading Is disregarded fop thls evaluation. The shear web
will be omlttect from the truss network and the remaining member`s
will be sized based upon matching strains due to tensile ioadlngs
In the two principal directions. The y-direct!on loading and the
coPrespondlng stP_'Ii'_s on an element Ir, om the continuum are shown
in Figure 4-30.
4 -44
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Unit Thickness
Figure 4-30. Trapezoidal Element Under /-,'_y-L.oading
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The x-dlrectlon loading and the corresponding strains on an element
from the cor.t|nuum are shown In F'lgure 4-31.
_---_(, +c.os2_)Z
/ -Oo--_
' l E= E
Figure 4-31. Trapezoidal Element oi a Continuum Under _,x-Lr_ad:ng
Figures 4-31 and 4-3? lllusPate the stresses and strains for an ×
and y loading on a trapezoidal element of a contlnuum. The same
Ioadlngs are now appIled to a similar size truss network. The
truss notation Is shown In Figure 4-25.
The y-dlrectlon loading Is shown In Flgure 4-32.
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R
Figure 4-3 9.• Trapezoidal Truss Network Element Under a _'_,'-LoadinE
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The x-d|rectlon loading Is shown In Figure 4-33,
Figure 4-33. Trapezoidal Truss Network Element Under _- Loading
4-/-I.8
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The Ioadlngs Illustrated In I=lgures 4-32 and 4-33 are typical for
both sides of the element. The shear Ioad_ngs on the semi-vertical
sides were divided half and half between the top and bottom load
points. Th|s was done In order that the vertical loading for the
truss network approximates the average vertical loading for the
continuum.
The strains In the truss for the previously defined Ioad(ngs are now
calculated. First some strain relationships for the truss are derived
and then the strains due to the Ioaalngs. The strain relationships
that are requlred result from the fact that_ as the truss network
ls deformed, the strain components of the sem!-vertlcal and cross
diagonal members must maintain the proper relationship to that of
the continuum°
The strain relationship for" the semi-vertical member (member no. 2)
due to a y-loading; Is derived as shown In Figure 4-34.
,, Y ×
I='igure 4-34. Strain Relationship Due to a Y - Loading for
Member No. 2°
I=rom the right It|angle relationship:
,s )jz
or.
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Since small strain theory ;s being utilized, the highe,-" order strain
quantities can be dropped. Thus:
The strain r-elation_hip for the cross diagonal (member No. /4)
due to a y-'oading is derived as shown in Figure 4-35.
. t Lx
__!4_ _zC°5_9
I='lgure 4-35. Strain Relationship Due to a Y-Loading /or
Member No. 4.
-'-" ,2- ,% .2,
Dropping strains of higher order and reducing gives:
The strain relationship for the semi-vertical member (member
No. 2) due to a x-loading is derived as shown In Figure 4-36.
Figure 4-36. Strain Relationship Due to an X-Loading for.
Member No. 2.
• z, 3- . .. _,
Employing same procedure as before glvesl
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The strain relationship for the cross diagonal (member" No. 4}
due to _, X-loading is derived as shovvn in Figure 4-3?.
l
%_ = -%) L-4_
_4;_
I='igure 4-3?. Strain Relationship Due to X-loading l='or Member
No. 4
Employing the same procedure above gives:
,x-
THe strain relationships for members No. 2 and 4 are shown in
equations (58) through (61). The strain components in the prir.-
cipal directions are now derived fop eel members due to an x and
y loading.
The strains in the principal directions due to the y-loading (Figures
4-38, 4-39, 4-40, and 4-41) are given in equations (62), (63},
(65), and (67).
/ '/ /
Figure 4-38. load In Member No. 1 Due to Y-L.oadhlg.
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Figure 4-39° Load in Member No. 3 Due to Y-Loadlng.
Flgur'e 4.-40, Load In Meraber" No. 2 Due To Y-Loadlng.
The slr'aln existing In member- no, 2 Is:
Substituting equation (64) Into equation (58) gives:
d. _ rav_ t _-_ --_---J (65)Aj_E c'(°___ -" ..,',',,i'_.)
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Figure 4-41, Load In Member No, 4 Due to Y-Load|ng.
The strain existing In member no. 4 Is:
(66)
-_ =. _" Z O'=/D =
Substituting equation (66) Into equation (59) gives:
The strains In the principle directions due to the x-loadlng (Figures
4-42_ 4-43p 4-44 and 4-45) are given in equations (68)_ (69) I (71)1
and (73).
j l Ll ",, W _
I !
T Q-zCosO £.
Flgure 4-42° Load h, Member No. 1 Due To X-Loadlng.
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I_ I _,
(_'_- ¢__.
\j \J
Figure 4-43. Load In Member No. 3 Due To X-Loading.
Figure 4-44. Load In Member No. 2 Due To X-Loading.
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The straln In member no. -".due to an ×-loading Is:
Substituting equatlon (70) Into equation (60) glves:
--_:. = £'_- ,
.,-/
Flgure 4-45, load In Member No. 4 Due To X-Loading.
The straln In member no. 4 due to an x-loading Is:
A_E A_ E (72)
Substituting equation (72) Into equation (61) gives:
1731
•4.E C=_=_-_-_ =-;<_)
The stratns In the Principal directions are now equated to the strains
In the continuum (l='lguPes /-#-30 and 4-31 ) such that equations (7/-+)
through (81) are obtained.
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Equations (74) through (77) will pertain to the y-dlrectlon loading
and equations (TB) through (81) to the x-dlrectlon loading,
Equating the strain In the lower member of the truss network
(aquatlon 62) to that for the continuum (Figure 4-30) gives:
A,z/_----_.<ec/g=-"_'_"_,)-2e' 7=- _)% ('_)
Equatlng the strain In the upper- member of the truss network
(equation 63) to that for, the continuum (Figure 4-30) gives:
Equating the y component of the strain In the semI-vertlcal member
(equation 65) to that ior the continuum (Figure 4-30) gives:
c.._',_<8"d J- -_+
-_ ___ (76)
Equating the y component of the strain In the cross diagonal member"
(equation 67) to that for the continuum (Figure 4-30) gives:
'_ = --_ (?7)
Equating the strain In the lower member of the tr'uss network
(equation 68) to that for the continuum (Figure 4-31 ) gives:
Equating the strain In the upper member of the truss network
(equatlon 69) to that for the continuum (Figure 4-31 ) gives:
A_-/__--_-_:,,r,,_-,_--4, J (79)
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Equating the × component of the strain In the semi-vertical member"
(equation 71 ) to that for the continuum (Figure 4-31 ) gives:
i
Equating the x compor, ent of the strain In the cross diagonal member
(equation 73) to that for the continuum (l='Igure 4-31) gives:
/
= _ (B1)
Equations (82) through (88) shown below satisfy equations ('74)
through (81). Since only seven equations are required to satisfy
the original eight equat|ons_ one of the eight was dependent.
,,_-= - _s,_ _ _ (82)
(_3)
!
/
(e5)
.J
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Equation (B2) Indicates that If displacements of a trapezoidal truss
network are required to matc_ those of is continuum, then the ratio
of the sides are defined _'/c"= ;_- ). If 0 goes to zero, equation (82)
rio longer applies. Thls Is due to the fact that In the derivation of
K It was necessary to divide an equation by Tan 0 which In the case
of 0 = 0 means division by zero. Thus t for 0 = 01 K can be selected
arbltrarl ly.
The area equations are better presented as follows:
( g01
• - zgc,,sB C_- crw_)
A._ _+,<;(_,<_j(=,-<,-.<,.<<)+fJ<,-. c, ,
X,
where
Internal members In the truss network other than diagonals consist d
of two members from adjacent tr.uss elements. Thereforep the _;--
values for Internal members must be based on the combined areas
of the adjacent members.
The element designations for Internal horizontals Is shown In F'lgure
4-46.
4-58
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 3,j0h-I
Figure 4-46° Element Designation for Internal Horizontals.
The general equation for Internal horizontal members !3:
(93),Y
7,-
//
Slmllarly_ the _ ratio fop the Internal vertical members Is:
,,_q_. (94)
For- 0 :-- 0_ equations (89) through (92) reduce to:
4Z (/)_ ,/K_=._ (96)
_4_ g)(/'/+ /4:::_- ) (97)
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If _--- 1//3 Is substituted In the above three equations, It Is found
that the areas are identical to those developed on page A-171 of
Reference 4.
The previous area relationships are satisfactory when the geometry
of the truss network Is not predetermined. However_ In ._ome
cases the truss network geometry will be fixed, In which case the K
relationship will not be satisfied. An example of this Is the geometry
of the bond Pelat|ve to the continuum. Once the truss network for, ;
the continuum !._ selected, the slze of the bond truss network Is fixed.
"T'hus_ in these cases it wlll be necessary to utilize an approximation.
"The followh',g _pproxlmatlon Is recommended.
Figure 4-47. Approximation of Rectangle With Traprzold.
The following relationships hold between the rectangle and trapezoid
shown In Figure 4-47.
Thus the _- relationships for- the trapezoid are given In .equations
(98) through (102).
- (gs)
[
!
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..4& _" _ C'__ _-/) (Ioo)
The _ of the Internal member No. 2 Is:A
where:
/_4:= /4. s/_ I,/<-
Equations (85) through (88) for the areas are applicable for all the
axial members of the truss network, in order that shear deformations
be satisfied along wlth axial displacements, It Is necessary that a
shear web be Included In the truss network. No attempt will be
rnade to perform an evaluation of the trapezoidal shear web. I='or
simpltclty, the trapezo;dal shear web will be approximated by a
rat';angular shear web, The thickness of a rectangular" shear web
required to simulate shear deformations will now be calculated. This
thickness will then be selected for the trapezoidal shear web.
The angular change (6") In radlans of an element of the continuum
subjected to a shear stress (_X_,) ls shown In I=Igure 4--48.
k Unit Thickness
Figure 4-48, Element .From the Continuum Under :Shear
Stress '_xy,
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The shear strain is:
• @ E
Determine the angular change in a similar' size bay of a truss network
when subjected to the same magnitude stress (Z"_<). A freebody of
the truss is shown in _igure /+-49. //
2. Z
Shear Web ,, 2.
i Thickness = ts 'XX/
_L4%A4_. /\
___..>. 2
<-- '<,-- ['T>_Lt_Q__P--_-za] ,
Figure 4-49. I='reebody of Truss Element.
Since the shear Ioadlngs are assumed to enter the external members
at the joints only_ these members will contribute no lniernal strain
energy to the overall system. Determine the redundant load (R)
by llnlnlmlz|ng the Internal energy (U) In the cross diagonals and
shear web :
E
Taking the first partial derivative gives:
<-_-_=0 = " 4-
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Solvlng for R gives:
The shear stress applled to the web Is:
4@
Substituting equation (10/)) for' F_ gives:
ZT=_ __-
+ '(1o5)
..d4,(z _"-Ls. A4,e.
The " ular" defor'mat|on of the tr`uss shear` web Is:
Substituting equation (105) for" "_ gives:
- .,>'o,,,,.>4_&.__
L (106)
4, .63
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Equating equations (103) to (106) and making the following substitutions
gives :
Thus_ we have:
E -
or':
k
/__.) ( 107}
Equatlon (107) for, ts Indicates that the thickness of the shear web
In the truss network Is Independent of the overall _eometry.
All the previous work was based on a unlt thlckness continuum. If
the areas of the axial members or the thickness of the shear web
of the truss network Is deslred for any continuum thickness other
than or.e_ the given equations must be multiplied by the actual continuum
_hickness.
The slrnulatlon of a homogeneous_ Isctroplc materiel by a tr'uss net-
work was considered In the previous work, In the followlng work_
the simulation of a honeycomb m,ster-lel by a cap and shear, web
type structure was considered, Again the equations were developed
based ,._ the general case of a trapezoid.
The dlmen$1ons and nomenclature of the honeycomb material are
given In Figure 4-50,
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Upper Face
C,t H _ • _(
Der_lty &)
_V _ i I ' / / / / / "fw_ cOre
-;ow:; °oe,tH ( = _:) L Thickness = t
L
Figure 4-50. Nomenclature for Honeycomb Structure..
The dimensions and nomenclalure of the cap and shear web
analogous structure ape given In I='|gure 4-51.
Uppe.- Cap Area = A3H
Area of Vertical
_ _P" _ Members = AZH1
1 _ t- Lower Cap Area = AIH
Figure 4-51, Dimensions and Nomenclature lop Analgous
Structure,
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in the analogous structu.'e presented In Figure 4-51 _ the caps
represent the face material of the honeycomb material t the vertical
member simulates the compressive rigidity of the honeycomb_ and
the shear web represents the shear r.igidity of the honeycomb core,
The area of upper and lower caps Is:
The area, A2H P ot the vertical members was determined by
equating the vertical displacement of the honeycomb material to the
vertical displace.lnent of the cap and _hear web structure for an
Identical vertical loading. Figure 4-52 shows the vertical loading
on a honeycomb substructure.
i=,
t oo o
tH Average Cross Sectional
L Area = ( _.IH-I-tHTAN0 ) t
< "; _'lH D_Je to Density Considerations,
l The Area of Solid Materialis = (_,.+t.TANO) (t) (e=/eF)
Flgure 4-52. Vertical Loading on Honeycomb Substructure.
A reasonable approxlmatlon for the overall vertical displacement In
the honeycomb Is given In equatlon (109).
D,,_,- P(_--__c, (( ì e_(k,w,:/,,r_wo.)_-_c: (,09)
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Calculate the vertlca! displacement (_vc.) for the cap and shear web
structur'e. The freebody of the cap structure Is shown In F|gure 4-53
_P
I P wqere:
t.
= ______
2 Co_ _z k Cos
IL_.. _-_H -- _-J- +Zt'HTA_alD
Z Cos 0
"*-_ e.,u-H_'' PzTA._0
F|gur'e 4-53. Fr'eebody of Cap Structure for- a Ver`tlcal
Loadlng_ P.
The _v'c, In the ver`t|cal direction was again deter-mined by conslderTng
|he dIsplacement plus r-otatlon of the seml-ver-tlcal member (K_,#)o
A befor-e and after' sketch of thls member, Is |llustr,ated In Wlgur,e 4-54
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The displacements In each member are given In equations (I 10)
thr'ough (112).
I-"- ----,
4 "_vel
I
- After" 03H
Be fo r-e _ 1 '
I
f
J *--g,H
Flgur.e 4-54° Displacements In Cap Structur_e Due To a
Load, P.
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Utilizing the right triangle equation after loading gives:
Squaring and dropping small quPntltles of higher order gives:
or;
Substituting equations (110) through (112) Into equation (113) gives:
=" -/_ -4- ( I13a)
CA,_,_- _A3# F ._ A_ cos _E
Since /4_,= Ag//, for equal face plate thickness:
Equatlng equation (109) to (113b) gives:
P(+_ - _c_.,-t-,,i) e,=. P"_"'>e7l, PIa,,,,_.
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Subst!tutlng the following expressions:
(._Zi
c-o5 _
Into equation (114) and solving for A 2 gives:
if 8 = 0_ the above eqIJatlorl reduces to:
_##_r = ( I15a )O-c,j
The previous derivation Is applicable to external members, Multiply
by two for Internal members.
The shear web thickness (is_) of the cap and shear web structure
was determined by equating t_e shear strain of the honeycomb-to the
shear strain of the cap and shear web structure. Again the approxi-
mation of a rectangular shear web was mede.
The shear strain for the honeycomb Is shown In Figure 4-55.
4-'/0
I ' I ! Ir
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_ t- Neg,oo,
tH -20 ltw
Thickness l ,_,
=tfc
I='Igure 4-55. Honeycomb Shear Web Under Load|ngp q.
Thickness=
Is c
c _ //-
I t
th
I--r_
Figure 4-56. Shear Web From ,_nalogous Structur'e
Under Loading, q
The shear` str,aln for" the cap and shear' web stPLICtUr,e |s shown in
F|gur'e 4-56.
Equating equation== (116) and (11'/) glve$:
_, (118
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COMPUTER PROGRAM, load equatlons_ mlnlmlzatlon of energy
equatlons_ and geometric parameter expressions have been developed
for a trGp_zoldal truss network, These expressions are In general
form and are applicable to a highly redundant truss network, The
.calculation of loads throughout the truss network requires a program
written for solution by a computer of the IBM 7094 variety, The
_:ollowlng discussion presents a description of the computer program
and substantiation of the computer program by application of M_xwellls
Theorem of Reciprocal Displacements.
The overall program Is divided Into four main sectlons. The following
ls a description of each section,
1. Program EM 1 - This program generates the equations for the
load In any dependent members; these are the V members at either
end t the A and B cross dlagonals_ end the base members. This
program also develops the reaction equations R and S o_.lt of each
row of continuum and bond.
2, Program EM 2 - This program reads In the weights of each
member and performs the minimization of energy operatlo_ that
develops the simultaneous equations.
3. Program EM 3 - Thls program performs the a.II core solution
of the symmetric simultaneous equations up to 196 unknowns, It Is
divided Into two sections; the first ls a direct solutlon_ and the second
ls a computation of the amount of error and subsequent lterative
solution to minimize the error,
4, Program EM 4 - This program substitutes the redundant values
Into the load and reaction equations to evaluate them numerically. It
also causes the automatic output of the values for the redundants_
the reactions Into the bond and Into the base_ and the values for the
loads at the right end of the base,
The designer' has the option of requesting the evaluation of any other'
load equation he desires, The possible combinations that may be
obtained are the R and S reactlons_ the external (the first and last)
Vts_ the A and B cross diagonal, and the base loads,
The operating Instructions for the computer program are as follows:
Part A, Data Organlzatlo_,
1 o All data for the sttme job must have the same Job number In
Column 7 through Cc, lumn 11,
4-?_-
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2. Card Code 1 must be the first data card of any job. It is
followed by card types 2, 3_ 4_ 5, 6, ?_ B_ and 9. Since the
card code Is In Column B0, a sort on Column 80 for the data of
a job will put all cards In the proper sequence.
3. Only one of Cards 1, 5, an_. 8 should be present per job.
4. To terminate the data for a job_ a biank card should be
Inserted after the last data card.
5. Cards 2, 3, and 4 are used to Input external reactions applled
to the structure. Cards are necessary only where a reaction Is
other than zero, since the program automatically sets all other values
to zero.
6. If an applted load (R, S, P, Q, PPR, QPR) is assumed to
be a varlable_ a value of 100_000 or greater' Is specified on the data
Input card (Types 2, 3, or 4).
?. Card 5 ls used to input the external reactions to the base. Cnly
one card Is present and If no loads are applied to the base, or if the
base Is not present, the fields A, B, and C of this card are blank
(the card must be present). This card terminates the data for
Program EM 1.
B. Cards 6 and ? are used to Input the values frcm which the
weighting factors for the members are calculatod. There are as
many of these cards as are necessary io compute the welght|ng
factors for all members.
9. Card B Is used to termlna_,e the data for Program EM 2. It
carries no useful Information.
10. Card 9 is used to Input the codes that specify the equations that
are to be evaluated by a back calculation in ProgrRm EM 4. They
contain the row_ column and the code for, the particular equations
desired. The nine cards are read until no mope are left. Thus a
blank card, or any other card_ will terminate this oper-atlon. However
if multlple jobs are desired during one computer runp a blank card is
a good separator between jobs so that the Code 1 card for the next
job will be the first card read for the next job.
11. To terminate all runs, an additional blank card may be Inserted
at the end of the data deck_ or If the system will cause automatic
ejection (end of data)_ no blank card Is necessary.
4-73
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Part B. Program Operation
1, The programs have been assembled in an overlay system
so that each program calls the next subsaquent pr, ogram. If bad
data Is encountered In any program_ an automatic "purge" Is affected,
terminating the current run_ and causing the next data set to be
processed.
2. The data Is loaded (at the end of the overlay deck) by Job number,
with a blank card terminating each Job and two blank cards termin-
ating the end of run (see Data Organizatlon_ Paragraph 11 ).
3. The programs operate automatically from the data except that
the iteration procedure used In Program EM 3 (simultaneous equation
solver') may be terminated by depression of Breakpoint 1. This will
cause lmmedlate exit from this program after the direct solution Is
completed, or at any time thereafter when Breakpoint 1 Is depressed.
Part C. Program Limitations
1. Programs EM 1 _ 2 t and 4 have sufficient working storage to
handle problems wlth 99_) unknowns and 40 row s, However-, Program
EM 2 will require minor modification (changing dimension statements)
and a great deal of time to handle the large number of equatlons_
because of the multlpass rewind tlme and large volume ._f calculations
in the minimization of enerRy section. Program EM 3 Is a simultaneous
equation solver for a symmetric matrix that will handle 196 unknowns
In core. Any other program may be substituted for Program EM 3
that will handle, by tape methods_ a larger number of unknowns Tf the
data and input-output requlroments can be made compatible. However,
It Is felt that the time required to solve large sets of equations by tape
methods wou:d be prohlbltIve.
2. O|menslon Requirements
EM 1
Templp "l'emp2, "T'emp3_ .Temp4_ )
"T'empS_ Temp6 ) - No. Redundants + 1
Pt Q_ PPR_ QPR - No. Rows_ _ncludlng B mem-
bers and bond (not base)
EM _
Temp1_ .Temp_ t I"!"'I_ !'1"2 - No. Redundants + 1
4-?4
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Temp3 -As blg as possible, No.
Redundants +I Is minimum
Temp4 - 2,K3,(M+1)+K4_(4 M+I)
where M = No, Columns
K3 = N+I If bond pr'esent
= N If no bond
K4 = 1 !f base present
= O If no base
EM 3
All work areas ape fixed at their' present maximum
EM 4
ITI_ IT2_ X_ R_ B -No, F_edundants + 1
To substantiate the computer program_ k4axwellls Theorem of
Reclrprcal Olspl_cements was utilized, Thls theorem states that
the deflection of an elastic structure at Point A due to a unit force '
at Point B Is equ_ to the deflection at Point B due to a unit force
at Point A, Thusp by Incorporating all features of the complete
computer program Into one problemp a check of the program was
effected. The problem shown In Figure 4-5? was solved,
Point A
1
Point B
Figure 4-51. Demonstration Problem for the Comouter Program
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"The prvpertles of the truss network shown In Figure 4-.57 were
assumed _s follows: 0 = 5°
For the continuum:
,/d'-- .5-" -_ =-, 5"
("_)w'_r,c._,-_= - S _-- =/o
S) -/.0 _ = A 3333S
v. yD/,,_oWAI-_"
For- the bond:
/
_,__L_ = ./-_ C._-_
For the base:
4-76
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The loads Pe_ P4, Q3 and Q4 were Input as redundants. Thus,
these two points did not deflect. A 100 pound load was Input at
Point A and the overall loading was obtained from the computer"
program. Likewise for a 100 pound load at Point EB. The dis-
plzscement at Point A due to the 100 pound load at Point 13 was
compared to the dlsplacem, ent at Point B due to the 100 pound load
at Point A,
The displacement w&s computed utilizing equation (119).
1119)
where the sum was taken over the members required to form some
static path for a unit load applied at the point of the desired displace-
ment. P was the load In the members due to the 100 pound load
as deter.mined from the computer program and s was the load In
the members due to the unit load. _/_E were physical properties
of the members.
The static path selected for computin9 a displacement at Point A Is
shown as solid lines In Figure 4-58.
'
Poin _ B / _t"-"t._/,) _._J
P4" 1
Figure 4-58. Static Load Path for a Unit L.oad Applied at Point A
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Table 4-_ shows the computation oi displacement at Point A due to
a 100 pound load at Point B.
Me robe r. P S E E _ _/,4E
=
Vll - 3.8311 2.095128 .5 10 + .40 1332
bll - 6.0409 2.321543 1.0 10 - 1.402421
V21 .-24. 290 -2.095128 .5 10 + 2. 544533
a21 -95.213 -3. 130887 1.0 10 +29.6101 !4
-12.023 J 4.715189 .5 10 - 2.834536V22
V31 .0000706 .277112 .5 10 + 0
!
b31 - .43197 -5.452430 1.0 10 + . "_35529
V32 15.394 4.715189 .5 10 + 3.629281
B41 - °96653 3. 179506 2.0 10 - .614618
Table 4-2. Computation of Displacement at Point A
The static load path selected for- computing a displacement at Po|nt
B Is shown as solid lines In Figure 4-59°
Point A _-
I=oint
Figur'e 4-59. _tatic Load Path for, a Unit Load ADplied at Point B
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Table 4-3 shows the compuiatlon of displacement at Point B due to
a 100-pound load at Poln_ A.
Member, p 5:3 _" E 4g
V21 -86./479 -2.095128 .5 10 + 9.059229
b21 44.005 2.321543 1 .0 10 +10.215950
H31 -38.19/4 -2.357594 2.0 10 +18.009189
V31 .000021 -1.889651 .5 10 - 0
a31 -23.757 2.321543 1.0 10 - 5.515290
76914
Table 4-3. Corr, putation of Displacement at Point EB
A compar-lson of the two cases Is given In Figure 4-60.
_A = 31. 7692
100 _._
1.45 t13.0 ..._
_5, 16,3
\
Figure /4-60. Comparison of Displacements at Points A and E3
Tile displacement at Polnt A Is equal to the displacement at Point
B1, Ther'efore_ the computer" pr'ogr`am has been ver`Ifled.
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TASK l a - FLAT PANEL
The re"-.tlve effects of modulus, PolssonWs Patio and thlckr_ess of
the heat shield and bond on interface thermal stresses fop a semi-
Infinite ilat panel bonded to a rigid substructure were conslder'ed.
The conflgur'atlon analyzed Is shown below:
Heat Shield _ .Bond
t
// / / / / / /- / ,/---).z"7/
LRigid Base
Figure 4-61. Heal Shleld VVlIh Bond on a F_Igld Base.
The following assumptions wer'e made:
1. A unlfor-m (constant) tempePatur'e change through the heat
shield,
2. Plane stress solutions wer'e obtained by Idealizing the heat
shield as a truss network. The heat shield continuum was
simulated by the network shown In 1='lgur-e 4-62.
----Pin Joints
/ _-Axial Load
_Shear Webs Members
Figure 4-62. Truss Network Used to Simulate a Continuum,
4-80
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Shear webs were not attached to the axlai members except at the
jo_,nts. This would not be possible In actual practice but; however_
since thls was merely a mathematical model_ no problem existed,
Sinai! truss solutions were considered since only the relative effects
of mo¢;ulus and thickness variation were desired.
The bond material was also simulated by a one-layer truss network.
This differed from that spec;fled In the statement of work, but resulted
In a better approximation.
The .mechanical properties of the heat shield were considered uniform
thro_Jghout.
Peak 'nterface bond shearing and peeling stresses were obtained for,
the bor,d thickness/heat shield thickness parameter varying from 0
to 1/30 and the bond modulus/heat shield modulus parameter varying
from 1/2000 to 1/1. In addition t the variation In the above papa-
meters was determined for three different retlos of PoIssonts ratio.
The loads development and area derivation necessary for the truss
analogy presented previously were used as the basis for a computer
program utilizing certain Input data to calculate Interface stresses.
To determine the optimum Input data such that the proper parametr-lc
curves were obtained for the mtnlmurn number' of coml:,uter runs_ the
following work was performed:
Since the ._ystem considered consisted of a heat shield bonded to a
rigid substrate_ the overall Internal strain energy of tho system can
be written as:
Where _. Indicates all members of that particular type.
From equations (55} and (56)j the following substitutions were
made for U:
#.s. //.s.
(12o)
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In equation (120) Ioad_ & is a function of f.he applied loading
and the Independent variables and W n (shear load) Is an Independent
variable. Although there are other Independent variables besides
W'-_ 14,/_ can only be Independent. To solve for each of the
Independent variables, :he above expression must be minimized wlth
respect to each variable. SinGe the derlv_tlve wlth respect to W'_.
provides the most general equation t this general equation was further"
examined.
The derivative of Utota I with respect to Wn:
L-.//5" //S
The -X factors oi t._e e_lal members and lhe I s of the shear "web
are funcllons only of _olssonls ratio. Thus_ once Polsso#s ratlo
of the particular rnatorlal under conslderatlon has been selected p
all the quantltles In the weighting factors are ll×ed except lhe modull.
_z" equation ( 19-1 ) foi, _ r_,'traLUtilizing the fact that _-_._z_C/_.D._ ,
may be expressed as: _/X/',,_s
Thus, for a particular value of Pots.=.onts ratio, the followlng steps
were followed to obtain the nece._ssaPy n_lmber of points for the
Curves.
•. Step 1. A value of Polssonts ratio for both the heat shleld and
bond was selected.
Step 2. A ___#_ ratio between 1/2000 and 1 was selected.
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Step 3. The values selected in Steps 1 and 2 were held constant
and four truss problems were solved for- various _0/'_,,/s" between
0 and 1/30. By holding the quantities selected In Steps 1 and 2
constant, the welght:ng factors were completely defined. Thus, It
was only necessary to change the lengths of various truss members
In the Input to the '.oads development portion of the computer program.
Step 4. Once four solutions were obtained, a new _}o/ was
selected and the procedure was repeated. This procedure was
repeated for a total of three different rat|os of _'_0/_-_#5 • The
overall proceduro was also repeated for three dlffer-ent PoIssonts
ratio. Thus, a total of thirty-six solutions was required.
Since a flat panel was analyzed, 0 was equal _o zero and K of the
heat shield was equal to 1. An arbitrary helght of three bays "was
selected for the heat shield and a length of twelve bays. The bond
thickness was varied as shown tn Table 4-4.
i_ 12 Bays
Applied'-----_
Loading_ Heat Shield 3
J() l Member
/ / / / .1"/ / / / / /.,'I
Bond --_/ Rigid Base J .01
Figure 4-63. Heat Shield and Bond on a Rigid Base.
The truss network In I='Igure 4-63 simulates a unit thickness heat
shteld_ subjected to a constant temperature change, for any length
to height ratio of 4: 1.
The truss network method was utilized to solve problems Involving
the combination of parameters shown In "t'able 4-4.
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Heat Shield Bond E30 t30
.5 .25 EHS tNS
.33 .33 I 0
.25 .50 I I
100 3000
I I
2000 300
1
30
Table 4-4. Parameters Variations fop Task la
A total of thirty cases were solved utilizing the variation of papa-
meters shown In Table 4-4.
The applied loading for all cases was as shown In Figure 4-64.
_4 12 in.
I
T1 psi _--_ Heat Shield
3 in.
, -_. ..... _
/ /-/-/ / / / /
Rigid Base ond
•5 psi_
I. 0 psi_
1.0 psi<
.5 psi _u--2 , :Zl / / / t . / !---/"-:/ /
Figure 4-64. Applied Loading To the Heat Shield.
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TASK lb- CURVED PANELS
Thls task considered the relative effects of modulus_ thlckness of
the heat shleid and bond t and radius of the heat shield on interface
thermal stress_=Js for a seml-lnfinlte curved panel bonded to a rigid
substructure.
The configuration analyzed Is shown In Figure 4-65°
nd
R
Figure 4-65. Curved Heat Shield With Bond on a Rigid Base.
The assumptions for thls task were similar to those In Task l a
except that In place of investigating Polssonls r_-t|o, a radius variation
was investigated. Again the peak Interface bond shearing ar, d peeling
stresses were obtained for the bond thickness/heat shield thickness
parameter varying from 0 to 1/30 and the bond modulus/heat shield
modulus parameter" varying from 1/2000 to 1/1, Alsop the var:ations
In these parameters were determined, for three different radii as
shown In Table 4-5.
The steps required for. the performance of this task were also
similar to those _n Task l a, In(; following ccmblnatlon of
parameters was l,_vesttgated.
4-85
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, ,,, ,
Poisson's Ratio Radius (R) _"
_ --30 t30
,i
Heat Shield = .33 10 "-=HS tHS--
20 1 0
Bond = .33 30 I I
100 3000
1 1
2000 300
1
30
Table 4-5. Parameter Variations for Task lb
A 'V,ree bay hlgh and twenty-four bay long truss network was
utilized for the heat shield, The equation for the height of the
heat shield (_A,s) as a function of given quantities Is derived as
shown In Figure 4-66.
_21 Bay 1
_32
_ _22 Bay 2
V
133
W/_ J X23 Bay 3
213 i
2e I
, ?
Fig,me 4-66. Three Bays Fr.om a Curved Truss Network.
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The given quantities were R, _'/_ , and z.)Hs o From these quantities
0 rand K were calculated as follows:
also)
,/_.= ,s,,_9 /-Z _,/"_H5 C05_ (123)
The overall heat sh|eld height ("_",_s-) was determined as follows:
i 3 (124c)
The heat shield height Is:
Substituting equations (124a) through (124c) Into equation (125) gives"
_or a n-bay high heat shield, the general equation for heat shield
height ls given by equation (1 26).
._ _._ _ l t- ,_ j t_.Ht+(Uj"4_ = li'O. e = BA _" I,'1@44 (1_.61
4-8?
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Input parameter-s ws."e calculated utlllzlng equations (89) through
(94) and ecluetlor, (I07') for the heat shleldl and equations (98)
through (102) and equation (107) for, the bond. Data was computed
for a total of thlrt_ cases.
To calculate the applied loadlngs, the slab stresses w,ere obtained
by utilizing "=he Lame ! equations for a circular cylinder long In the
axial direction (F:;tefePence i). lr. all cases, 'he slab stresses were
derived based on a zero thickness bond and a rigid substructure.
Figure 4-67. Lame ! Cylinder Utilized for Calculation of
Applied Loadlngs.
The Lame t equations from page 409 of Reference 1 are:
7"
--i__ '_"" r_d_ ,,.-C]r  r
4..
7"
:;- ,:= '-'-<+"+IT,c.z-,.-or'/
T"
I+-D +
u
Due to the simplicity of the calculailons, the work will not be shown
here. The results for the three Pad|| of curvature are shown In
F|guPeu 4-68 _Pough 4-70,
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R= i0
-. 9900 _,E A T psL
-1.3308 _,.EA7" p$_ J>
__Bond f
Rlgld Base / " /_
-.5o8_E_T_ +--7,,_
88 _ EAT_-_" _ Truss N
-. 640_EAT
Figure 4-68. Load Dlstr|butlon for a 10-1rich Radius Cylinder.
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R= 20
ml
-1. 208 ¢_E,',T psL
Heat Shi_
-1 403-E_r_s_--771 / / / /
Rigid Base j " / /
-.613_,EAT _ -_ •
-1.332 _ ,_-----_
--.689 _ EAT "_ '_ <
i I,///_
I=Igure 4-69. L.oad Distribution for a S0-1nch Radius Cylinder.
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R= 30
-i. 296 _.EZIT p_,
/
Heat Shield )
-1.432 .EAT psi, 7 / / / / / __ ./--Bond )
Rigid Base I ' , i /-
•-. 654 _EAT _ _ _ _
-1.337 o_EAT _ -._ "
-1. 38225 _EA', r _ ._
"7°7-=^'" _ ///! I;' __7_[.
Figure 4-70. Load Distribution for a 30-Inch Radius Cylinder.
Reterrlng to Figures 4-68 through 4-?0, a drop in temperature ('-A T-)
from the stress free state produces a tensile load at the forward
face.
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TASK .la - FLAT PANEL
in Task ! s the effect of a flexible bond on Interface thermal stresses
was considered for a uniform temperature change, The effects of
temperature 9rad|entsj including the effects of temperature dependent
mnterlal properties on interface thermal stresses_ were considered
in this task,
The conflguratlon anafyzed Is shown It, Figure 4-71,
Y
3 in. Heat Shield
/// / / /-/// / / / /
gid Base
Figure 4-71. Heat Shield on a Rigid Base.
The following assumptions were made:
1. Solutions were obtained for a flat panel on a rigid base.
%
2. The four temperature gradients Investigated were:
Condition I.
,47-= Constant throughout the heat shield = -225
This was selected as a basis of comparison since the slze of the
truss network used differed from that used In Task I. The temper-
alure gradlents for the follow1r9 three conditions were based on a
-225°F temperature change on the outer surface.
Condition il.
Thls temperature change Is linear with thickness.
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Condition Ill,
: '.
Oondltlon IV.
Z -i>AT--
See Figure 4-'72 for a graphical presentation of temperature
conditions i through IV,
3. The mechanical properties of IITHERMO-L_AG" T-500-6 (see
Figures 4-73 and 4-7_) were used In these analyses.
4. Since the _r|meny purpose of this task was to study temperature
variation through the heat sh!eld_ all analyses were performed for
a particular thickness of the heat shield and no bond was considered,
5. The truss network was substituted for the material continuum,
A finer grid truss network was employed than that used In Task l a
so that the effect of temperature and material property variations
could be bet!at evaluated, A 5-bay hlgh and 19-:bay long truss net-
work was analyzed. This resulted in 185 redundarits.
6. Polssonts ratio was 1/3 and independent of temperature,
The stresses developed in a panel on a rigid base are given by
equation (la), Ut|llzlng this equation and the curves in Figures
4-80 and 4-82 t stresses were calculated as a function of distance
from the rigid base, Figure 4-?5 presents the stress variation
for the four temperature conditions.
integrating the curves of Figure 4-75_ the total Ioadl P_ and the
moment t M_ were calculated foP each bay.
Where:
These loads were resolved Into applied loads for a 5-bay high truss
whlch corresponds to temperature conditions ! through IV,
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P1 .,p..____
P3 "<-
XXXXX
X X X,
P6
_'_ Rigid Base
Load Condition ! Condition II Condition Iii Condition IV
P6 486 16.8 I. I 6.7
P5 972 150 22.6 69.0
P4 972 432 101 251
P3 9?2 792 376 581
P2 972 1075 849 979
P j 486 569 563 563
F
L
Table 4-6. Applied Loadings lot Task 3a
Table 4-6 represents the applied Ioadlngs .or the computsr- program.
Temperature variations and the applied Ioadlngs have been dlscussed.
The g eom_._trical properties of the trl._s_ such as areas_ modullp
and ;_- ratios wlll now be considered. Since temperature Is a
9r'adlent wlth:n the heal shield, the Inltlal modulus will also have a
gradient° For, the ver.tlcal members p shear` webs, and diagonal
members of e particular bay_ an average EE can be found by
4-98
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Integrating the area under an E_ versus _-, curve for the _ar-
ticular bey" ar,¢i dlvldlng by the height of the bay (Figure zp-?6).
Bay No. 3
cl
E - Initial Modulus
(_'3_ - _3_ ) Where: i = Ini" ial
f = Finul
Figure 4-?6. Typical Example of E_ Versus y.
• , w_Rr _ = x/<,r//_L ( 127 }
_s = (:3: - ::_x : ="_"_
Equation (12"7) applies _.o all vertical members, diagonal member's
and shear webs of bay no. 3 and gives the properties of indlvI"uai
bays acting separately as shown In Wlgure 4-??.
Bay 'No. 1 _ 3_EI
Bay No. 2 __ _E2
Bay No. 3 _ I_z>_E3
I I
el r J I e _ -t r _ l I t r W Y- • • • # #
Figure 4-77. Individual Rows Acting .Separately.
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Whet, the compJter program |s used_ the truss Is set up as shown
tn Figure 4-78.
Bay No. i _
Bay No. 2 _"
Bay No. 3
F"I-I I , ! ' I ' ' r t--? • • • /I
Figure 4-?'8. Rows As Applied to the Truss Network.
Thus, for the horizontal mernbors, excluding the fir-st bay, there
"(" rai.lo wh|ch considersmust be an effective modulus and an _-:
the properties of the bay above and the bay below the horizontal
member in question.
Z
The .A"-e/d/' Is given by equation ( 93 ). The _-_/_ are
calculated as follows:
For the horizontal member |n the first bay:
For, all the |nternal horizontal members, the following analysis In
Fl_ur'e 4-,'79 applies:
Two Meh,,bers One Effective Member
/
' Ae--';f_. I
.® p_, A,..
P- " -<- P
A_,n+I , En
Ftgur,e 4-79. Substltutlon of One Horizontal Member, for
Two MernbeP=,_.
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A load P Is placed on the two members and the Pedundant load, X_
Is determined as follows:
Substituting gives :
s,._ 4 A3,_./ _., \A,,._+A_..+,_.,j (_29)
The single member, must have a displacement equal to either, of the
other' two member`s. FoP example:
4..., e:., ., e&., <,_01
Substliutlng equation (1 19) Into equation (1 30) and solvlng for` --_i_ igives;
"' <,---_7;_ / <'_'>
Flgur,e 4-80 and equailons (117) and (131) were utlllzed to calcu!__!_
the effective modu_l pr,esented In Tables 4-?a thr,ough 4-?d,
Row T Ave (°F) E Ave (ksi) Eef f (ksi)
1 -150 184 184
2 -150 184 184
3 -150 184 184
4 -150 184 184
5 -150 184 184
T_ble 4-?a. Modull for Condition I
4-I01
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Row T Ave (°F) E Ave (ks_) i Eef f (ksi)
1 -127.5 232 232
2 - 82.5 242 237
3 - 37.5 213 227.5
4 + 7.5 155 184
5 + 52.5 91 123
Table 4-7b. Moduli for' Condition !1
Row m Ave (°F) E Ave (ksi) Eel f (ksi)
1 -108 243 243
2 - 36 209 226
3 + 18 138 173.5
4 + 54 97 117.5
5 + 72 74 85.5
Table 4-7c. Moduli for" Condition III
Row T Ave (°F}!E Ave (ksi) Eel f (ksi}
| , ,.,H
1 - 117 236 236
2 - 59 231 -"33.5
3 - 10 182 206.5
4 + 29 124 153
5 + 6 1 83 1035
Table 4-?d. Moduli for- Condition IV
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Figure 4-80. Initial Modulus at T Final Versus Distance Fr
The Rigid Base For Conditions I Through iV
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TASK 3b - CURVED PANEL
In this task_ the four temperature gradients of Task 3a were
applied to the curved panel shown In Figure 4-81. The thickness
consider'ed for the heat shield was 3 units.
Prior :o calculating the stress distribution throughout the thickness
of the heat shield panel for' the different temperature gradlents, the
material continuum was d|vlded Into five long clrcular cy!!nders.
The thickness of each cylinder corresponded to bay height of a
five-bay truss network. For each cylinder, the material pro-
pertles were considered to be constant throughout the thickness
and were basc,Jd ot_ an integral average value calculated from the
curves In Flfjures 4-80 and 4-82.
PI_"_ ---_ _z,
P5
^,SRigid Base _ i0.0" R/
F|guPe 4-81. Curved Panel on a R|gld Base.
/ /I
Prior to calculating the thickness of the various bays, ""-A,, <::>->., .....
etCo_ the value of K was determined° In order to evaluate Kj a
value of ._/._.-was chosen such that the thickness of the heat shield
was 3 units when I_ and 0 are known functions of ._/,.¢_. (equations
122, 123 t and 126_,
A_u,,TE _S" = " 308
@= g,r_
---- = . o/ 5_/.C'_e,_
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_t,5= -- .XL_ _:';_ 7_,x<- _ - K _u _#_RE Z= C'_. oF8,qys,)
The assumption 3_- .303 Is v_llc2.9¢_-" o_
The height of each bay Is:
- ._,_Tt
3
,F" ,4". j "
The temperature gradient for each bay for the four temperature
conditions ls shown In Table 4-8,
Condition I Condition II Condition III Condition Ik,
E_ay Y AT tf AT t i AT tf AT if
5 .53902 -225 -150 -40.4 34.6 - 7.3 67.7 - 25.8 49
4 i.10710 -_25 -150 -77.5 -2.5 - 30.6 44.4 - 58.5 17
3 1.70523 -225 -150 -128 -53 - 72.7 2.3 -100 - 25
22.33501-225-150 -175-100-136.3-61.3-154 79
1 2.99811 _25 1-150 -225 -150 -225 -150 -225 -150
-l'able 4-8. Temperature Gradients for Each 13ay
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I='|gur'e 4-82. Coefficient of Thermal Expansion a_ a F'unction of
Heat Shield Thickness - Conditions I throu9 h IV
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developed.
Where:
J# 4_ (Reference Figure 4-?2)
_,'= Total strain to the Inner radius of the bay7_
/_ tiT" (Reference F_gure 4--73)
_x'-/=Straln across each bay
_- __ _ (Reference,_!gure4-82)
,- 7g:/L
., E, +6_._/"
c:_4,',;. = (132)/ 7s'-&_/
_v6--/_'f cZk (Reference Figure 4-80)
......... L .
h (k.,) 0Bay AY T i ] TAvg E Avg Ei o(A
5 .539 75.0 34.6 54.8 86.3 0 531 2.5.0
/4 .568 34.6 - 2.5 18.6 1/44.2 1022 475 26.6
3 .598 2.5 - 53 - 27.8 205 2129 755 28.1
2 .631 - 53 -100 - 76.5 240 3632 527 28.2
I .664 -100 -150 -125 237 4870 498 26.9
Table ,-;-9. Properties for Condition II
, (ksi)
Bay _,Y T i Tf T Avg E /--_vo E i Ei_.f G(Av(9xl0"
,_, ,11
5 .539 75.0 67.7 71 .4 73.5 0 79.3 22.9
I
4 .568 67.7 44.7 57.0 94.5 I"3 265 23.8
3 .598 44.4 2.3 25.0 129.5 747 561 26.2
-_ .631 2.3 - 61.3 - 28.0 202 1980 906 28.0
1 .654 -61.3 .-150 -105 239 3866 1005 27. 1
Table 4-10. Properties for Condition III
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,, m
.(ksi) ,. (x 10-6)
EBay _Y T i Tf T Avg E Avg E i EI_ f o(.Avg
L - . .... .. ,
5 .539 75.0 49.2 62. 1 81.0 0 3!6 24.5
4 .568 z_9.2 17.5 ,_.4 115.5 618 446 25.6
J .598 17.5 - " - 3.8 172.8 152;4 6/45 27.5
I
2 .631 -25 - 79 -- 52 227.5 2810 774 28.2
1 .664 -Tg -150 -114.5 238 43_5 760 26.9
ii
Table 4-11. Properties for" Condition IV
f
The _ vr_.!ues for the truss network were calcu!eted utilizing
aq_Jatlons (89) through (94).
The effective modulus was calculated utilizing equation (131). The
results are given In Table 4-12.
LI
Row Condition I! Cond;fion lU Condition IV
1 237 ksi 239 ksi 238 ksi
2 238 221 233
3 223 1_7 201
!
4 175 112 145
5 116 84.3 98.7
Teble 4-12. Effective Modulis for Tr'uss l_,Jetwork
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13.0
12.0
..c
c)
£
,--
Tj
n-
11.0
10.0
0 1000 2000
Hocp Stress, (T'@ ,psi
Figure 4-83. Stress Distribution as a Function of Radius tot
Condition I
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Figure 4-84. Stress Distribution as a Function of Radius for
Condition II
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Hoop Stress, k3"e , ps;
Figure 4-85. Stress Distribution as a Function of Radius ,_r
Condition Ill
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t
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Hoop Stre_s, (_e , psi
Figure 4-86. Stress Distribution as a Fuflction of Radius for
Condition IV
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The constants, C I through C15 _ necessary for, solution of the stress
d!strlbution across the pa,,_el: were calculated usln9 e_uatlons for
the clrcu]ar cylinder, (Refer,ence 1 _ page 408). This procedure
is outlined In the slab stress analyses section of this report, The
thickness of each cylinder" corresponds to the height of the respective
bay. Solution of the constants utilizes the compatibility of radial
deflections and stresses, Once the cc,_'istants are detePmlned_ the
stresses are determlraed fr:.,m equations {36} and (37}. The results
are presented in Figures 4-83 through 4-86.
As a result of using const_nt properties across each bay_ the
stress distribution Is dlscont|n'JOUSo (Dashed llnes_ Figures 4-84_
4-.85p and 4-86). The continuous curve representin_] the stress
distribution across the heat shield 1s an average based on an averagq
stress of each bay and an average stress between bays.
Replacing the stress dlst."lbut!on with loads at the pln-jolnts for a
S-bay high truss network Table 4-13 yields:
r /
J
ii • |l I
Load Condition I Condition Ii Condition III Condition IV
,, i
P1 543.23 519 2? 59.5.66 517.39.
P2 1131.3 916 59 730.46 820.74
P3 1196.4 592 59 266.28 4.28.66
P4. 1238. 1 24.6 58 34.272 145. 14
P5 1355.2 4.4. 4.67 -2g.268 6.2,762
1:36 700.11 -13 14.5 -1B.861 -2,0. 145
'l m , i i m
Table 4.-13. Applied Loads for Use in The Computer Pr,ogre, m
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TASK 4a - FLAT PANEL.
in Tasks 1 and 3, all analyses were based on a rigid substructur.e.
Since amy substructure Is not i in fact, rigid, the effects of sub-
structure deformat(on on heat shield therm,I stresses were
Investigated.
The conf'guratlon analyzed Is shown in Figure 4-87.
'1
3" Heat Shield
l<- I ;, ,, -r ,,_c,,_ "<>7"°°"b_ob,t,-uo,o,.,, II I: ij
_k
!
Clt H
Figure 4-8"/. Heat Shield on a Flexible Substructur.e.
"The fo',lov',lng assumptlons were made:
1 Solutions were obtained for a flat panel on a flf_xlble substructure.
Discontinuity effects were for.ced to dlsslpate over-a length of 10.8 lnche
2. Slab str.esses were calculated for a large, unrestr.alned flat
panel. The method outllned in Section iV, Part A w_s utilized.
However_ once the sl=b str.esses wer.e calculated by this n'lethod,
a unlt width of tMe composite panc, l was considered for" the purpose
of calculating dlscontlnuity str'esses and analyzed for" a state of plane
str'ess.
3. A bond thickness of zero was assumed.
4. A unlform i 225°F (constant) temperatur'e drop th-.ough lhe heat
shield and substructure was assumed.
5. The properties of the heat shield wer'e that of "THERMO-LAG.
T-500-6 wllh at, assumed Polssonls ratio ('c)) of 1/3.
6. A steel substructure wlth a coofflclent ot thermal expansion (_)
of 6 x 10 -6 In/In-°F, a Polssonls r'atlo ('_) of .3 and a modulus
of elasticity of 30 x 106 psl was useo.
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7. Solutions were obtained for a heat shield thickness of 3.00 and
each of the following substructure thlcknesses: "_",_ =- ,25, .5j
1,00_ 3.00, and 6.00. For each of the above flve cases t solL,ttons
were obtained for two different face plate th|cknesses: C 1 = .,)05
and C1 = .02. Thus_ a total of ten solutions were required.
8. The heat shield wa_ simulated by a truss network 5 bays hl.qh
and 18 bays long, The honeycomb substr-ucture was simulated by
a cap and shear- web type structure,
Geomet'-Ic Input data for the heat shield was calculated similar- to
Task_ I and 3. Equations (108), (115a) and (118) were used to
calculate area relationships for- the honeycomb subs_r'uctur'e.
Table 4-14 presents the slab stress variation at some cross section
of the large unrestrained flat panel. This stress dlstrlbutlon was
utilized to calculate discontinuity stresses at the heat shield-sub-
structure Interface. +02
Heat Shield --J_
•.
Substructure
[Case 0_1 (psi) 6--2 (psii (_ (psi) 0_4 (psi)
i + 430. 3823 -227.4281 -126,027.59 -117,515.55
2 + 816.0892 -428.8884 - 66,135.21 - 50,025.20
3 + 620.3757 -340.0497 - 96,525.51 - 71,669.78
4 + 915.9354 -482.0523 - 50,631. 14 - 14,451.34
5 + 732.4291 -400.3688 - 79,12£.91 - 20,492.48
6 + 901.4443 -365.9352 - 52,881.31 + 12,718.04
7 + 679.7226 - 19.9175 - 87,310. 16 + 21,329.59
8 + 914.9962 +486.6539 - 50,776.99 + 15,735.78
9 + 756.6238 910- 75,368.97 + 14,113.27
10 +1044.4839 +926.2910 - 30,670.24 + 5,035.55
=,
Table 4-14. Stress Distribution for" Calculation of Discontinuity
Stresses
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TASK 4b - CURVED PANEl
Task 4b was concerned Mth the study of the effect_ of the heat
shield and substructure stiffness on Interface str, esses for' a curved
panel on a flexible substructure. The particular radius of curvature,
Ro_ Investigated was 10.0 Inches, Other, conslder'atlons included a
zero bond thickness and a constant temperature gradlent_ (z_T = -225°F:
across the panel and substructure.
/
The thickness of the substPucture_ _ , Is varied whlie the thickness
of the face plate, _,_ c_/./ _ ls constant. When G0 = .005 -_// varies
as follows :
_/./ = ._5, .5 s 1.0_ 3.0 and 5.0
in essence_ flve conditions were Investigated and the resulting stress
distribution was imposed -',t a 5-bay high and 32-bay long truss
network (Figure 4-88). ,.
p 3 .,,I.. _ Heat Shield
P4.4----- _
Cot H
Figure 4-88, Curved Panel on a Flexible Substructur-e.
The equations developed In Section IV, Part A_ of this report
were utilized to calculate the Initial stress distribution.
The slab stresses calculated by "'-'u,,s,'method were based on a closed
cyl|nder with generalized plane strain used as the basis for' bl_<lal
effects, To utilize these stresses In a situation wherein the
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cyl|ndrlcal segment ls not a closed cylinder, a modification Is
required. To satisfy _he boundary condltlc_s for' a noncloslng
cylinder, It Is necessary that the loading at any radial sect|on
produce no net loads. The closed cylinder solution sat!sties
thls cond|tlon for transverse and normal loads but may have a
moment at a r'adlal sect|on, thereforep If this moment ext,s_s_ It
must be ellmlnat_ed by supe"po_|ng an equal and opposite moment
on the solution of the closed cylinder to determine the slab stresses
for a nonclosed cyllncler,
Slab Stresses (Closed Cylinder }
F'|gure /4-89, Stress D|str|but|on From Closed Cylinder
Solut|on.
The moment to be supePposed was determined from the follow|ng
equation (Figure /4-89) :
,e,
A stress dlstrlbutlon across the section must be determined to
satisfy the following cond|tlons:
Force balance;
/
/4-11'7
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Moment balance ;
Plane sections remain plane (Reference 6):
Uslng the equation _E)-- _E-- yields : ( 136 )
------ L _ / (137)
Substituting equation (137) Into equations (133) and (134) yields:
EL/') ,` "r -6/4/ -- 7 6_ Cf/_--) t14/., -- =cO (1381
J
,._ (139a)
, -E__ _, (_,__) =-_
Performing the Integration and re-arranilng the terms ylelds the two
equalons with unknowns_ Go and /4/ :
(139c)
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Rewrltlng these equations:
Ado _-_W -- oM
Solvlno for _a and /4/' yields:
----- ( 140
-___M /
J/t/'= _"7" (_ -- _-') (141
The stresses were then determ|nod fl-om the equations:
_oC_) =- -y _ n,"_ t-r (142
% = _ c-o I,,,:
%= ( 144
Heal shield stresses are shown In Flgure 4-00,
4-1!9
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Heat Shield Hoop Stress as a Funct|on of
FRadlus and ,Substr_cl.ur, e Th|ckness, t H.
Figure 4-90. Heat Shield Hoop Stress as a Function of Radius
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The resulting stress distribution of Figure 4-90 was numerically
integrated to obtain the equivalent truss loads (Table 4-15) with
illustration shown below•
F' 4
P6
P8
,Lo; i "• d tl_.i = .25 tH = .50 tH = 1.00 t H =3.00 tH =6.00
I:= - 51.06 - '75.30 - 83.29 15.?0 124.481
P2 - 43.35 - '77.59 - 86.81 '79.04 2'74.59
P3 23. 18 3::.78 3'7.45 147.30 300.91
I:=4 92.44 131.73 153.'71 209.04 319.96
P5 154.58 230.82 266.'70 2'74o00 348.43
I:=6 9"7.94 145.48 162. 10 158.65 184.95
1:=7 -156.74 -225•99 -375.66 -1174.72 -1903.95
P8 -116.99 -161.93 - 74.20 290.99 350.C3
,i
Table 4-15. Loads Applied to The Truss Network for the
Computer Program
.Z
The A-- Patio and the Initialmodulu_ of the heat shield of Task 3b
ape valid fop thls section. Equations (108), ('115a) and (118! were
used to calculate the _nput date for' the substructure,
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TASK 6a - ENERGY ANALYSIS
To help establish the validity of the truss network method of
analyses, potential and compl_mentary energy solutions of a
homogeneous isotropic heat shield were obtained. The potential
e,_ergy method provided the best solutions for heat shield de-
i'ormations; whereas, the comolementary energy methods gave
the best indication of stresses.
The foilowir9 assumptions and basic considerations were used
in the analyses.
1. The configuration analyzed is shown in Figure 4-91.
_,v_---L =_o /___-)-
1 psl 4--! 1
/ }"'/ / / S--/ / / / / ,,,/'/" _'"
Figure 4-91. Elastic Slab on a Rigid Base
2. A uniform (one-dimensional) temperature change throughout
!he heat shield was considered.
3. The heat shield was bonded to a rigid base.
4. Solutions were obtained for flat heat shield panels.
5. Both plane stress and plane s'rain analyses were investigated,
6. Displacements were obtained by applying the principle of
nlinimum potential energy and stresses by applying the minimum
,mplementary energy principle.
METHOD OF MINIMUM POTENTIAL ENERG /
The problem was to determine the external displacements for the
continuum shown in Figure 4-91,
4-1.22
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The stra!r, energy per unit volume (V.) of the continuum for
the case of plane s*.ress is given by the following equation
(Reference 1, Pa_e 15?):
vo ---
_ _- u--z..) _ ( 14Sa)
The case of plane strain was obtained by making the substitutions
(Reference 1, Page 34).
E ,2
E- =/__)_. j 7) ,__
Thus :
Y/-O-;z,)) "_ (14Sb)
The total internal strain energy of a deformed elastic body
(continuum) was obtained from the strain energy per unit volume,
V o, by integration:
For a unit th,_ckness in the z-direction and the dimensions
illustrated in Figure 4-91 we have:
J
The above equat_'on holds for either plane strain or plane stress.
It is merely necessary to substitute the appropriate expression
for V o. An important functional called the potential energy of
deformation (See Reference 5, Section 107) is now introduced
which is given by the following expression:
8,O#Y -_ v/ZFzlc,_" v,Ooo y
Wllere the first terr_ represents ihe total internal strain energy,
the second term represents external energy and is integrated
over ',hat portion of the surlace where stresses ape prescribed,
4,-. 1_.3
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and the third term represents external energy due to prescribed
body forces. For this particular case, the above expression
reduces to :
- ('_f I 1
0
Due to the choice of positive directions for th,_ coordinate system,
it was necessary to input the load, P_ as a negative quantity
(i.e., the load P is opposite in direction to the positive X-axes).
Since there are no body forces present, the third term is equal
to zero. In the previous expressions, n indicates a displacement.
The potential energy attains a minimum when the displacements
of the L,_d_. are those of the equilibrium configuration. For
example, if a set _,; __isDlacement functio_'_s, u and v, can be
selected such that the potential c__rgy of deformation achieves
an absolute minimum, then the selected displacement functions are
the unique set which satisfies the equilibrium configuration. This
theorem was utilized to aid in obtaining displacements |or tile
problem under consideration. Basically, the Ritz Method
(See Reference 5, Section 112) was used for finding displacements.
The method cons,sted of selecting displacement functions, u and v,
in terms of the x and y coordinates and a number of arbitrary
unknowns such that known displacement bo..Jndary conditions were
satisfied. The displacement functions also had to be capable of
achieving a displacement configuration closely approximating the
actual one. The more closely this requirement was fulfilled, the
better the solution. Thus, the results of this method depended
largely on the judgement of the analyst in selecting the initial form
of the displacement f,Jnctions. Once the expressions were
chosen as a function of a number of unknowns, they were
substituted in the appropriate expression for potential energy, V,
which was then minimized with respect to each unknown. The
co,,'_bination of unknowns which produced the minimum potential
energy was the solution to ihe problem.
The problem shown in Figure 4-91 was analyzed for the case
of plane strain. Mater_al properties for the elastic slab were'.
The displacement boundary conditions were u = o and v _ o at y = o
anti x = o --_o_.
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The displacement functions chosen to satisfy these boundary conditions
we re :
zz= zt e-°_, x .BZ c _]..X
-¢- _/ e-- (147a)
(147b)
These two functions contained 14-cegrees of freedom. Strains
were computed from lhese equatiors utilizing equations (146a) througl"
(148c).
all
(14ea)
v
#_ _ _" _ (148c)
The derived strains were substituted into the internal strain energy
expression and the displacement, u, at x = o, into the external
work expression.
The potential energy_ V, was integr_]ted between appropriate
limits and minimized.
The resulting constants are given in "Fable 4-16.
Jbscripts A B (_ ID
0 2.262 x 10 -? -31.52 x 10 -9 .368_ x 10 -.'7 -1.455 x 10 -?
1 .175 x 10 -? 33.48 x 10 -7 .4275 x 10 -7 -8.4C_ x 10 -?
2 4.681 x 10 -7 -13.83 x 10 -7 .0630 x 10 .7 3.078 x 10 .7
Table 4-16. Constants Evaluated From Computer'
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The constants in Table 4-16 were substituted into equations (147a)
and (lZl?b) to obtain equations (lziga) and (149b) for" displacements
at the forward edge 0/ the slab where x = o and y = o _ 1.
(149a)
- + J" (14gb)
The displacements, at the top surface of the panel for y = 1 and
x -- 0--_ _ , are given by equations (150a) and (150b}.
= _ x I0-_ -'_z_x- 11.&Tx lO-_e - _5_ (150a)
v =. 0o37'x i0-7e -'ZZT_X- 6.[45× IO-Te gg_g,c (150b)
A plot of these displacements are shown in Figure 4-92.
Figure 4-92. Displacements of a Panel
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in Figure 4-92, all disDlacements are tirne_ 10 -? inches.
By truncating the power series in u and v, additional solutions for
potential energy were computed. Potent energy, V, as u function of
unknowns is given in Figure 4-93.
-2
>,_ -3
O_L.
W
_5 | l I, J •
6 8 10 i2 14 16
Unknowns
Figure 4-g3. Potential Energy versus Unknowns
As shown in Figure 4-93_ the potential energy of the system is
approaching a stationary value as the number of unknowns is
increased to 14. This indicated that it was not necessary to carry
this problem any further but, based on our original form for the
displacement of functions, the sol,;tion involving 14 unknowns was
optimum.
In an effort to improve the solution from the potential energy approach,
a new set of displacements were selected which were more flexible
in respect to the exponential terms.
The following functions were selected for u and v:
" _7/X= P--.'t ×-d/ ...../ (151a)
4-
V= __c_, _ o63 t_j _ (151b)
where 15 unknowns were present: al, a2, a3, a4, a5, Cl, c2, c3,
c4, d, h, _1, cc2, 0_3, and (_4" Since the u displacement was of a
stronger nature than the v displacement, it was given a,_ .-,dditional constan;
to allow it slightly more flexibility. Note that dlsplacement boundary
conditions at y = o and x = oQ were the only known displacement
boundaries.
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Calculating the strain expr'essions from the previous displacement
functions gives :
(152a)
-4-
@- _ e -4- <,==u>
I "5,..
- (1521)/
4:
/
Therefore, substituting equations {152a) through {152c) and equation
(151a) into equation (145a)fop plane stress gives:
=__r -- -,=V _ _.o" /-v"-F,
,Jj,
I
" *2_]+( -_s_-"<='._%_- d_ (ls3a)
A similar- expr, ession results for plane strain with the exception that
the quantity t/(1-1) ) is replaced with (1-'%))/(1-2_) and 2Z)/(1-_)
is replaced with 2"z)(1-2"_ ).
The actual integration will not be shown her'e, nor' will the
minimization of the resulting expr'ession for" V with respect to
each unknown. The integr'ation was performed by hand; however,
the resulting V expression was non linear in sever'_l of the
va.,"iables and it was necessar'y to utilize a compuler pr'ogram to
calculate the unknowns. The results fop the unknowns for' values
of "1_ = 1/3 and EE = 184,000 psi for the case of plane str'ess are
given in Table 4-17. Displacements ar'e shown in Figure 4-94.
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i .....
Subscripts o_ a x 105 c x 105
I II I I iii
1 1.677 .393 .098
2 1,238 -. 162 .007
3 . 133 . 112 -.285
4 .453 -.372 .274
5 .225
d = 6.457 h = 4.950
I
Table /4-17. Constants from Computer Program
METHOD OF MINIMUM COMPLEMENTARY ENERGY
Another important minimum theorem, which depends on the notion
of varied states of stress, is the theorem of minimum complementary
energy (See Reference 5, Section 108). The identical problem
which was investigated utilizing the theorem of minimum potential
energy will now be examined using the minimum complementary energy
concept. Again, a variation of the Ritz Method was Jtilized, except,
whereas displacement functions were assumed in the previous analysis,
expressions for stresses throughout the body were chosen as
functions of spatial coordinates and arbitrary unknowns. The
following requirements 'were imposed on the stress expressions:
1. The stress expressions hae to satisfy the
equilibrium equations in the interior of the
body
2. They had to satisfy the known stress boundary
conditions, and
3. They had to be arbitrary over the remaining
surface of the body.
As in the analysis utilizing potential energy, the final result depended
upon the initial form selected for the stress expressions. Thus, it
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, _/-- Distorted Shape
• 371x10 -5 _---_-1.0"7x10 -5 In_ Initial Configuration
I£-- '''_-" ""F. __ _ L.- ,if ...,,,- . .,. _ ".,_,"'","=.._""f'"._"_"Z.t,,ir...%?..__
Tq:_ l 1 1 I
_.: ,
_ II _''
/////////2"J//_
Figure /4-94. Profile Displacements for Plane Stress for
E = 184,000 psi and'_J=l/3
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was important that the stress expressions be arbitrary but still be
capable of attaining the configuration of the actual stress distr'it3ut_on.
Both experimental data and the work in complex variables was
utilized in helping to select the stress expressions.
The complementary energy is given by the following equation:
4_Dy " ( 154a )
Where the first term depicts the internal strain energy and the second
term lhe external or, er'gy over that portion of the body where
displacements are prescribed. Since the only prescribed displace-
ments in this particular problem are zero at y = o and x = o.o
the external energy term vanishes. For the particular two-dimensional
problem for plane stress the above equation (154a) becomes:
_o Z
and for plane strain:
_"_ ..Z
Note that equations (155a) and (155b) except for the coefficients of {_0"j')
and(c_X 0"_k ) terms. Thus, identical stress expressions were
,5"
derived to satisfy internal equilibr-lum and stress boundary conditions.
The difference in the two states of stress will appear when the
above two expressions are minimized.
This analysis was based on plane stress with the stress components
chosen in the following form:
(156a)
P"=-_ --/-- e
_" _"_/_" c:_ _" (156b)
Tx_-- _;,----e "-"<'Y -/- --_,_<_,,e_- _':z _ (156c)
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The above equations identically satisfied the equilibrium equations
of elasticity given by equations (157a) and (157b}.
,a× (15?a)
D_ * _-g_-o (,sTb)
The functions, f(y) and g(y), were assumed to be of the following
form:
The constants, A through F, wer-e chose_ such that the following
stress boundary conditions were satisfied:
"C/ '_ _'= " (.)
7"_t" af'_l_=O---_/a_d k" = 0 l-b)
For these stress boundary conditions to be true, the following pela-
tionships between the constants must be true:
.2.("_t -- c,(__) (15Ba)
.,-_,_',_.
C= ;'(_,-_;" ) (lSSb)
("_, -_%- ) (1Ssc)
_-___
"_,' --_ (158d)
,4=
.2, (am',-- a_',_) ( 158e )
= (_s8 f) i
Substitute the appropriate values for (_, (_'_t._and 7_ Into equation (155a).
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To have a minimum energy expression for this particular form of
the stress components, the following conditions must hold:
=6 Z,,_-----'__ o
The values of d/ and_. that satisfy these conditions ape"
o_,= 7.7/g .,. _a.=.7_Z
The stress equations are:
(159a)
L_ _J
Substituting c:_/ and _&.into equations (159a) through (159c) gave:
(160a)
d_x-_ drE__. //Oe -'7" 7"/" - /./l e - "?_:Z_ (160b)
_, _ /_. .2,,j_e-77/&× .2z,,zJ
-/--.?J/(;e- (160c)
Figures 4-95 and 4-96 illustrate the shear and peel stress variation
as a function of the distance along the x-axis.
Q
_. 0.6
0.4
01 o.2
.C 0 " ' i , . ,
0 .St 1.0t 1 .St 2,.0t
Distance Along Interface
Figure 4-95. Shear Stress Along x - Axis
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.25
^ ,_ _ _% , • ,
"'/2 psi
m -1.0 /
LO /EL -_ 5
¢ -2.G
&
-2.5
D]_tance Along Interface
Figure 4-96. Peel Stress Along x -Axis
To give greate "_ flexibility to the stress equations in the complementary
energy analysis, the following form of the Airy stress function was
utilized:
'Where f and g were a function of y to be determined from boundary
conditions,
Therefore :
(I61b)
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The stress boundary conditions (B.C.) to be satisfied were:
At the fo_ard face"
#.¢. _ =/,_r× =o a,,d _=a-,- i
e.a. _~ ;T;_:o<,:x=_a,,.<,_-6--,-,
At the top surface:
3.o. 3-_-_=o ,,, _: /,,,,_> =o -.- oo
3,_. 4-- z_:o.+b,-, _d _'::o--- _
At the aft lace-
,_.C. 5"" ,4,// _-/',,'ess_,s=" O _f" X= .o
The stresses which satisfy these boundary conditions are given by
equations (162a) thr'ough ( 162c):
(162a)
/
F" -f " --
<_,-<_.: _j- :" L.,.,./-_ ( 162b}
)" 4-
:" .::<,.<:,_C-<:_I- _'.,?,)e _'.._ (162c)
Substituting these expressions were substitute, d into equations (155a)
and (155b) .
The con3tants were determined for each case by minimization of these
equations. These constants ape shown in Table 4-18 and the resultinc
stresses irl Figures 4-97 and 4-98.
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-3.5 ----J
1 2 3
Dista."ice from Free Edge, x - In.
Figure 4-9?. Inter'face Stresses versus Length for Plane Strain
E = 184,ooo-,j = 1/s
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Figure 4-98. Interface Stresses versus Length for Plane Stress
E : 184,ooo-O: 1/3
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m i! i ii1 iii
Constant Plane Strain Plane Stress
I I ' ' II I
= 1.079 .710
= 1.045 2.283
= 3.003 1.987
= 1.287 .569
= .260 .065
II Im I II I
Table 4-18. Constants for C.E. Stress Equations
TASK 6b - CLASSICAL SOLUTION
In compliance with Task 6b, a flal plate with a centr'-al hole loaded
with uniform, uniaxial tension was analyzed by the truss network
method. The solution was compared with the classical solution
treating the p!ate as a continuum. The proble_,_, under consideration
is -_hown in Figure 4-99.
I
--,_ -- ----,--]1_
!
\
t
"(--- t "_
!
I
Figure 4-99. Plate With A Hob Loaded in Tension
Due to symmetry, only one quarter of the plate was analyzed by
the truss network method. The length, MI and the width, N, m and
n - /-ca, the error in calculating the maximum stress, at the boundary
of the hole, ((_F) ,max, is less than six percent (Reference 1, Page 81)
As a result of the geometry of the truss network, the hole was
approximated by an octagon. "This configuration reasonably
approximated a circle and was within the accuracy of the truss
network analogy, The octagon effect was achieved by utilizing
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the computer program and invalidating the dotted members shown in
Figure /4-99. These members were rendered ineffective by sub-
stitution of 104 for the _ ratios of the member. In essence, this
substilution eliminated the"_ load in the member during the minimization
of energy procedure of the computer program.
J
Applied _, _, R,,,9-_' R ,_-
\
'\ /\ /' f A_ I I
""<')"-"! 1
..,-.' (L:a_L
_ __"_ _L p,.---
Area A l "_S|mulated
Bond
Figure 4-100. Quarter Section Plate
The quarter section continuum was represented by a 9 x9 truss
network on simulated bond. The areas of the vertical members of
the bond were made large to allow very little displacement in the vertical
direction. The areas of the remaining members in the bond were
made very small to negate their picking up load.
The truss loads, Pn 1, were considered to be redundants with
(;;;_n, R1, m and S 1,m equated to zero. The applied loads Pn,
represented a uniform 1 psi stress distribution. Boundary conditions
on the right vertical edge were satisfied since tP,e shear loads, Qnl:
were prescribed to be zero and the deflection of the vertical face
in the horizontal direction was zero by definition:
:o
The computer input data is given in Figure Zl.-101 and Table /4-19.
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#.5-.- r t:KX _,
"--_NN,"x_X>Kt>KN",
._..._i_:%_>(XN;"",-" "
",J.,.Z_ - Pt'o
Ix  T T×TxT TxT Tq
Figure 4-101, Truss Network for the Computer ,_pr.,,jpdm
P I ._l I ml
Continuum :
C4/_,),,_=/.3_33 (_ M_),_,r= , ;3333
(_,/A,),,,,,-=_-._c_7 (£J_,.J_-,,r= _.ccc7
(Zl,_j,,,,,,._.,_._to+ 4,/'A+ :: ._c
= "_'t /<"= z.o __-,,,. I,r_ ooo f,_i
Simulated Eiond:('_/4_--/o_- _/_=z_ -_' _/_"_ _"oaI .n
72= _, _'=. s" _-=/z#,,_ f=,
I I _ i i __. I II II
Redundants _ /f7
II
Table 4-19. Input Data to Computer Program
From the classical solution (Reference 1, Page 80), the stresses
ape given by equations (163a) and (163b) .
(163a)
(163b)
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At both boundaries in question ( 8 =/_/_ and _ =77_ ) , _6 _ 0
However, at 8=_ (Vertical - FRight-Side)
At 8=?7" (Lower, aorizr ntal Face)
-- -_ ;,----_ ( 164b )
The results of the classical solution ape presented in Figure 4-102.
The results of the truss network analogy, presented in Figure 4-102
compare favorably with the classical solution.
Two solutions were obtained; the first treated the members around
the hole as internal members ( 2 area) and the second treated
the members around the hole as external members (A). However,
in both cases, the final stresses were calculated using external
member areas, such that the solution utilizing external members
around the hole was the only valid solution.
The error (approximately 15 percent) was to be expected as geometr,_
and computer limitations permitted only an approximation of the hole
with a course grid network. Solutions closely approaching the
classical solution could be obtained provided the size of the network
was reduced. This could be accomplished with a modification to the
existing computer program by quartering the truss network and
applying the internal or displacements of the present soluction, at
the cuts, as the external truss or displacements and dividing the
new section into a truss network with the maximum number of
redu ndants.
Another feasible approach to the problem utilizing the trapezoidal
truss concept is that, by Saint Venantls principle, the change in
stress at a distar_ce far removed from the hole is negligible, such
that at r = b (Figure 4-99) the equations below are applicable:
Knowing this stress distribution, the applied loads, R 1 m and S t,nl
could be determined. The applied loads, Pn and Pn 1' would be
considered as redundants, thereby satisfying the bour,dary conditions.
This solution would probably yield more favorable res_.lts, especially
in the area near the edge of the hole, since the size of the networ."
in the area of the hole is small.
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TASK ?a - DISPLACEMENT STUDY
To obtain external displacements of an elastic slab in plane stress,
subjected to a constant temperature change, the "THERMO-LAG"
slab shown in Figure 4.-103 was tested.
.= 10.0"
_-"THERMO-LAG', T-500-4 ( I/2" Thick)
1!75"1 /
"_ Cement _
Figure 4-103. Elastic Slab for Optical Strain Measurement
A 1/2" x 1.75 t' x 10" slab of ,,THERMO-LAG" T-500-4 was constru(
by spraying up to the one-half inch thickness and then machining
the specimen to the two by ten inch dimensions. The "THF-RMO-
LAG" slab we, s bonded to an L-shaped steel base as illuslrated in
Figure 4-104. This method of fabrication effectively doubles the lengt
of the 10-inch specimen. Steel was selected as the base materiel
due to its structural rigidity; however, it will undergo thermal
expansions which are not detrimental to the test.
L _
: d'l " _I-2L1.o:I" i"_ 10.0 >
I
"THERMO-LAG" Slab 1.75 'l
t
L
Steel Base I 1 ,0 I_I
----'w-
Figure 4_104. "THEFRMO-LAG" Slab Bonded to Steel Base '1_
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The "THERMO-LAO, slab was bonded flush with one edge of (Pie
steel base, The excess bonding agent on the outer face of the
'tTHERMO-I--AGtl was sanded off to expose any voids betw, een the
•3teel and "TF-IERMO-LAG,, and to more easily detect any possible
bonding failure during the test,
To accurately determine external displacements, e set of grid I;nes
at i/4-.inch intervals were drawn on the outer" surface of "THERMO-
LAG', and steel, A base reference line was drawn at the inter-
section of the ""I-HERMO-LAGI, end steel, White India ink was
selected because of its high contrast with the black t'THERMO-LAG,,
and its capability of withstanding high temperatures without darkening,
The readings of displacements shown in Table 4-20 were taken directly
from the Kodak comparator.
I i i t i .......
Vertical Horizontal Displacement (in) Vertica Displacement
Height, y ....... .. _
(In) 80°F 280°F 80°F 320OF320°F
t i l
0
. 125 .0005 .0009
.25 .0006 .0014 .0021 .4017 .4045
.50 .0014 .00;? .0028 .8005 .8069
.?5 ,0014 .00225 .00395 1. 1859 1. 1949
1.00 .0018 .0028 .0044 1.5797 1.5916
1.25 ,00195 .0032 .0044 1.9942 2.0084
I.50 .00275 .0040 .0056 2. 3839 2. 4006
1.75 .00345 ,0050 __0,._ 2.8306
Table 4-20. Readings from the Kodak Comparator
For- Horizontal and Vertic_l Displacements
To obtain any displacement, the room temperature (80°F) readings
were substrac:ted from the reading at the temperature of interest,
_,nd this value was divided by the factor 1.6,,
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mFigure 4-105. Actual Test Setup for Task ?a
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,-.,_m,-,,1,,,h_,_ the F.orizontal displacement at e height ofFar ex_-_._ple,. .........=
1.25 inch and a temperature of 380°F gi_es.
r_oo/q5 .
Displacement = /- _ -- ,4_ _00/'5_3/;_
The 1.6 factor is the magnification of the negative to the act__i model.
The actual test set up is illustrated in Figure 4-10.5.
TASK 7b - PHOTOELASTIC STUDY
A photoelastic study was performed to determine the interface
stresses for a free edge eiastic slab attached to a rigid base and
subjected toauniform loading on one face. CP-39 was selected
as the photoelastic material to simulate the elasdc slab and a steel
base member was chosen to properly represent the relatively rigid
base.
Rather than clamp the photoelastic material between steel plales
with bolts to represent the condition of a slab attached to a
rigid base as specified in Reference 8, the 0R-39 was embed, ted
in a stee| fixture and bonded. The bonding eliminated three-
dimensional stresses in the OR-39 which were induced by using
the steel plates and bolts,
,A. uniformly distributed compressive load was applied to the upper
face of the OR-39 slab (Figure 4-106). The load was applied
through a lever arm with a multiplication factor of ten to one and it
was measured by a spring, scale (one-hundred-pound maximum)
located at one end of the lever arm. The threaded yoke allowed
vertical adjustment of the lever arm to compensate fop slight height
changes in the elas:ic slab. The load was transferred from the
lever arm to the upper face of the elastic slab via a whmpplet.r'ee
arrangement of small blocks and pins. The blocks were aligned
and numbered in a given order and several stri.3s of rubber" and
metal were used, between the final row of blocks of the whipple-
tree and the 0R-39, to assure an evenly distributed load,
The total size of the 0R-39 photoelastic model was 2.5x10x.25
with an e,r _- • "_.0xl0 exposed above the steel base and an area
of .5xl0 en',bedded in the steel base as depicted in Figure 4-107.
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_-_--.25 _ 10.0 _'_I
! LI B OR-S9 I',,/
, '
2.0 tP_rEs_ _ __L
L l _y
B_ \Steel E3as_;
Figure 4-107. Embedment of 0R-39 in the Steel Base
The 0R-39 was rough cut 1/8 inch oversize using a jigsaw and
the final machining was done with a Chapman Model Making Kit.
After the final machining process, bonding and testing were completed
as quickly as possible to minimize the time-edge effects on the 0R-39.
As shown in Figure 4-107, the edge at x = 10 was not in contact
with the st_.el base to assure that all the load was transferred to
the bonded surface.
Budd photostress adhesive, type RCT-S@A, was used to bond
the elastic slab_ steel plates, and steel base. Clamps were
used during the bonding process to assure intimate contact between
all bonding surfaces. The adhesive was allowed to cure 18
hours before testing was begun.
The ,eeight of the measuring sca_e and the lever arm contributed to
the load imposed on the elastic slab, so this load was calibrated
using a second pair of scales. The second set of scales were
placed at the load point and the tare weight of the scales and
lever arm was 65.5 pounds.
After the adhesive had cured, the entire fixture was placed
bet_'leer_ the polarizer and analyzer of _n eight inch photoelastic
polariscope. The field of view of the pol_r'iscope covered the
entir,e width of the model _two incl'.es) and up to seven inches in
length. The polariscope used a white light source with a green
monochromatic filter to obtain the isochrornatics. The polarizer
and analyzer were rotated to obtain the isoclinics. Isoclinics were
recorded with black and white photographs at every seven and one-
half degrees of rotation, The isoclinics were taken at a high loading
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with the monochromatic filter out of the light system, and appeared
as black lines, with a colored background. By overexposing the
photographs, the colors were eliminated _eaving only the black
isoclinics. Isochromatics were recorded with black and white
photographs using the monochromatic filter. When the planes of
polarization of the polarizer and ana#yzer were parallel, the model
had a light background and any dark fringes repre._.ented one-k, alf
order fringes, i.e., n equals one-half, one and one-half, two and
one-half, etc. When the planes of polarization of the polari;.:er
and analyzer were perpendicular, the model had a dark background
and ar, y dark fringes represented even order fringes, i.e., one,
two, three, etc. Isochromatics were taken at maximum load with
both light and dark fields.
Isoclinics were taken at 4.00 pounds load (See Fiqures 4-121 through
4-133) and the isochromatics were taken at 565 pounds (See Figures
4-125 and 4-126). After these Ioadinys were recorded, the load
was increased to 606 pounds where the model failed. The OR-39
failed at the intersection of the 0R-39 and the steel base, as shown
in Figure /4-108.
/./Steel Base
\\ \; \\ \\ \\\\ x\
Figure 4-108. Sketch Showing Failure at 600 lb. Load
The film used in the test was 8x10 inch Kodak Panatomic X
sheet film. Exposures for the isoclinics and isochromatics were
30 second at f-16 and f-5.6, respectively. The negatives were
developed in D-50 developer at 20°0 for two and one-half minutes.
Glossy prints were contact printed from the negatives and all data
was taken from these prints.
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To obtain the relationship between fringe order and stress, ;t was
necessary to calibrate the 0R-39 plastic. The fringe v_-tue
o_ the one-fourth inch thick CR-39 was found by using a small disk
cut from the same plastic sheet used for the elastic slab model.
Using a simole lever arm system, equal and opposite diametral
loads were applied to the disk as shown in Figure 4-109. Strain
gages were bonded to the lever arm at points 2 and 3 and, by
using a sim_le beam formula, the loads imposed on the disk at point
1 were calculated.
As the loads were applied, fringes appeared in the disk when viewed
through a polarJscopc . ,_. simple formula related the stresses foL_rtd
at the center of a diametricallb, loaded disk to the loads imposed.
Thus, by observing the fringes at the center of the disk versus the
imposed. Thus, by observing the frlnges at the center of the disk
versus the imposed Ioadings, the fringe constant of the sheet of CR-39
was calculated.
L_ 19 -)-i
[ F.jI
2024 Aluminum (_)_ "_- -× } -,,-]1 0E = 10.6 x 10 6 psl . "
y) T=g 2 in
Callbrat|on F|xtuPe i _ thlckI
Moment DIagPam
Figure 4-109. Calibration Fixture and Moment Diagram for the
Circular' E)isk Loaded at Two Opposite Points
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Inspecting Figure 4-109 gives-
/(.
(16s)
Since _°{M, equation (165a) can be rewrillen as:
/3
(166)
From figure 4-109:
G#
4,,fp _= -Z_
t167)
Substituting equation (16?) into the ,_c equation gives"
__, _Z-
/_..16,P/x. I__ /_
From Hooke's Law-
/E../@P
_: E- (168)
The strain gauge_ on the calibration apparatus were read with a 5:SR-4
strain indicator. Two tests were run on the disk with it rotated
90 ° for the second test.
The stresses at the center of the circular disk are (Reference 10,
Volume !1, Page 127):
The stress optic law is (Reference 11, Page 15?} given by equation( 170):
c_.t C
where: "_" = F" = Fringe Oonstant
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Therefore"
Substituting equation (170) into equation (169) gives:
F.Z
77-'_zZ_ _ (171)
The results from the two tests are given iP. Table 4-21.
I ,
Strain Load P
F ringes ( Micro-inches ) ( pounds )
II I I II
1/2 34-1/2 29.7
1 62 53.3
1-112 e6-i12 7_.4
2 113- 1/4 97.5
2-1/2 142 i22.3
3 167-114 14_.1
3-1/2 193- 1/4 166.2
/4 220-I/2 189
4-i12 245-314 2,11
5 268- I/4 231
5-1/2 296 255
6 321 - 1/4 2?6
--ill[A
Table _-21. Average Values for Strains
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PI .370
[ ___ '..,_.250
P
Figure 4-110. Calibration Disk at 0R-39
I='rom Figure 4-110:
_p _s--s--:z_;,_ 2_2s-:.23_ _/_. /
-_-_= s.5---,_ _-
Therefore"
aP r ap_=
or
Q • _f" .F = (7 43)(45 1) = 335 ps;/Fringe for the 1/4-inch th._k
OR-39 model material
where _ is taken from Figure /4-110.
Stresses were calculated from the photoelastic date at y = o through
application of the equations of equilibrium (see Section ?.7, Reference
11) and Mohrls circle. The isochpomat_cs from the 1, 130 psi Ioadin£
condition were used since this condition produced the greater number
of fringes and thus allowed the best interpretation of data, Isoclinics
were taken from the 800 psi loading condition, Positive coordinate
directions and positive stress directions are shown in Figure 4-1 !2.
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1130 psi " - _0_
/ o I 1 "4
= ., \ ...........
_J
I
Figure 4-112. Positive Coordinate and Stress Directions
Figures 4-113 and 4.-1 14. i:_ust,-,-,te composites of the isochromatics
and isoclinics, respectively, as obtained from the photographs,
Figures 4-126 through 4-134. The isochromatic.s, or fringes ()_)
as they are sometimes called, are both lines of constant principal
stress difference and lines of constant maximum shear stress. Th
isoclinics are fines oi constant inclination of the principal stresses,
e.g., along the 15° line, all principal stresses are inclined 15 ° to
the x - axis.
1. Calculation of Shear Stress ("C'xy) at y = o
The shear stress at y = o was calculated by utilizing the lso-
chromatic and lsocllnlc data Illustrated in Figures 4-113 and
4-114 and the calibration data for 0R-39 In the equation for"
shear stress as obtained from MohrTs Circle. The shear
stress Is given by equation (172) :
xy == 1/2 (0-1 - d"2 ) sin 2e (172
The stress-optic law ls glverl by equation (1"70e) where F |s the
photoelastlc cot, start for the 1/4 Inch thick CFR-39 and has c value
of 335 psi/fringe, Substituting equation (l?Oa) Into equation (172)
gives :
"C' xy - Fn sin 282
or'
"C'xy - 335 n sin 2e = 167,5 n sln 2e (173)2
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2! 1 0 He!cjht - Inches
, !
I
4, 41/2. 1/2 I
/, ;_ 7 I/2
; x _ -6 11d,
, , _'\ \ _ _': 112
{ / .
_ = 4--
2-'
. -- 2 1/2 Bonded
/ Edge
/
I/1
ID
-= _ -- 1 112
I
4
£
t-
_1
5- __1
64
1
= 119.
F'igur, e 4-1130 Composite of the Isochr'omatlcs for' the
1130 Psl Loadlng Condltlon,
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2! 1'L 0 t Height - InchesI
, !
I _ Y --I
/ // / _,
/ / //j/ /
/ -2
ff-e Polarizer _,
/" - /
' / ('_
/' / I /., t
1 / 4x
,'/'// Line of Sight
/L//'9|Pectlon of Plane.=
-5
of Polarlzatlon 45°
-6
1 221_ '/2° 371/2°
Q
15 ° 30 ° __-,,
0 o
Figure 4-114. Composlte of th_ lsocllnlcs for' the 800 F:)sI
Loading Condltlon.
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and angie of inclination of the
Flg,_re 4-11 _ Illustr_tes the fringes
principal stresses as obtalned from Figures 4-113 and 4-!14_derived
respech,,elY. "Fhls dala was utilized in the previously
equation for shear stPe_s to obtain the shear stress distribution
along the length of tP,e rr, odet at y = co A plot of thls var!ation
is also shown in Figure 4-115. ..-X sample calculatlon at × = 2.0
gives"
-q = 2.6 ®>_ = 2.0
Substltudn9 in equation (173) gives"
7" : {167.5")(2.6/ 5me C2/'_T'7 = 2E p.#_' _.-,-.j# 4._J
A check ,.a/as .oerforrned bv integPa_,ir'g the sheer stress curve
{'_'_y, Figure 4-115) along ihe length and the res,J!ting load
was compared to the applied toad. These two Ioadings should be
equal. The analysis follows:
Area under c'_ curve (from x=0 to >'=7 0 in) = ii.44-in. 2
_.:A_,_ =/..Area _ <Sea,e. factor)= ( '11"44_ (Z00_ = 327 psi
_L_ength/ \ ?'7 / /
V, 7 =Shear load fop 7 inch length = ("Cx,, , ) (Cross
_av9.
Sectional area of the OFR-39} = (327) L7(.25)_{ = 5'72 lb.
#
V 3 = Sheer" for 3 inch additional length = 1/2 (_'x_ at x = 7.0
+ '_x_ at x = 10) (Cross Sectional Ar'ea)
_'Note: An assumption was made thai the shear- sirens from x -= '7
tc x = t0 was linear end that'_'x_ = 0 a[x =- 1O
V at y =0 = 572 + 29 = 60t lb.
V applied = 565 lb.
AV = 36 lb.
46
% Error = _6-5" = 6./4%
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2. Oelculatlon of normal stress (0"-y) at 3,. = o.
The normal stPess ('_ 3') at y = o was calculated through appll-
catlor, of the equi!JbPium equations of elasticity. -]-he equation of
equlllbplu'n used was"
_r ,, a _ .'<y
- ' : 0 (1'74)
_ ._x
Equation (174) was Integrated from y = o to 3,. = 2,0 and yields"
, , r2 ( 174a ) !
Or: _ z
- =t _=o _/ , (i'74b)d_Jo 2:_
0"y __ 3,. = 2 is equai to zePo since this distance coPPesponds to
the outer surface of the model, Thus" :
,,--2 3 2:'x,L_
U Y _ty - o = \ _x dy (174c)d 0
FoP application of equation (174c)_ It was necessary to measure
the change In shear stPess over _ some Incremental distance to _ X.
This z_"C'xy was then plotted vepsus y and Integrated to obtain
6"-Y at y =: o.
Thisls mope easily seen In FlguPe 4-116.
__ X 1 _______ ,L____.,_x _-- t Thick
I t
Y I
,i . _ " t ......
_z_V = V -V !
Figure 4-116, Fr, ee Body of an Incremental Slice At Some
Distance-)'< i
,.d
4-I 60
if,
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V and V t are the total shear loadtngs as obtained from !qtegrating
the shear stress curves at ;4 = xl and x = xt + Z_ _.. respective!y.
The normal stress (d-y) is given by ecluatlon (!'75)"
L',/ 4V (175)
Y - _A - (AX)(t)
Equ,-,.;on { 175) basically gives the sarne result as equat.'on (1'74c)
The shear loads were obtained by using equation (173), plotting
-_xy versus y at various ×l, and then Integrating the area under
the "(7 ;Ky curves. Shear stress distributions at ×1 = 2,.25 and
2.50 are shown In Figure 4-117. Since fringes run almost
vertically in portions of the slab, another set of out'yes proved
very useful (See Figure 4-1t8). "q. was plotted as a function of
x at y = .5, 1 .0, 1 .5 and 2.0 inches, y = o was already
plotted (Figure 4-115), Values of "rl. versus y _..ver_ taken from
these curves° 9was plotted directly fr'om Figure 4-! 14.
A ZA
.-,J_r the shear loads were determ_ned_ t#_e average r_ormat stress_
0-Y, was computed utilizing equation (175). The average normal
Stress, 6ry, was assumed to eci_ at the center of the slice. The
results are presented ,in F|,gure 4-120.
A check on accuracy was oZ-;teined by considering an overall free
body of the model utilizing the normal stress curve ar,o the applied
loading. Calculate the y - loading due to (7"y.
Tensile area under CY curve = 3.5.5 square troches (From
Figure 4-120) "F - direction tensile load = (Area) (scale factor)
(width) = (3.55)(200)(1/4) = + 17'7.5 ibso
Compression Area under dy curve from x = o to × = '7 Inches --=
3.04 square Inches.
Compression load = (3,04-){200)(I/4) = 152 Ibs.
/.
2
Compression load from × = '7 to 10 Inches = 11.2,5 ibs.
normal loads = +1'77.5 -152-11 .25 = 14,25
% Error = 144_4_4_4.4__525=: 80/0 error
177,5
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it') _ i_i -eq ,.a. 0
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in addition to a noi*rr)al load balance_ ;_ moment balance was also
p,_PfoPme,:J _s follows :
M× : 0_-1,,2.2 : 60,5 ln,./Ib,
b,'i_ = 1,22"-"_'7,0 =-5t7,1 ln,/Ib,
M?< 7 0"-'_I0 0 = 90 ln,/.o,
_k4_ = o_ y = o = 60°5 - 51701 - 90 = - 546,6 |no/!b,
M o applied = 565 |n,/Ib,
/'._XM o = 18.4 in,/lb,
'_# EPPOP- 18,4 - 3.,2,,_
565
3, Oaicuie.tiorl 0-× str'ess at y = o,
¢-× was detePmined by an appit:cation of MohPls ciPcte using cal--
: culated ve.lues :of (%_y and "b'xy as follow's:
: r I
' q ' D-2) 2" (1V6)G'_-= d'y -,- t_l- -4 "d'xy 2.
I " TrY)
_0_' _ _ ->-iF\/ /' xN -
FiguPe 4-119. MohPis Cir'cle
Substltutlonequatlon (170a) Into equation (176) gives
f 2
_q-_<= d-y + _ (Fn) 2' - 4 "C'×y (1'2'?) i
L
d"× Is pPesenled In gPaphlcal foPm In Flgl.lpe 4-120,
{
I
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t:7_
!='}guce 4-12t, StRess i-Pajector'les for' the !ndlcated Loading
and Boundar'y Conditions°
4-166
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,. : q
t
40 Determlna_lon of Stress Tr, ajector_Ies Throughout the Model.
Str, ess trajectories (l_nes o'f principal stress dlr'ect_ons) were .,
obtained by using II_e method outlined in Refer.ence 11. The
str'ess trajectories were obtained graphlce-Ily fr, om the Isoclintc
oettern (Figure 4-1!4) by constructing short line segments
_.qually at the appropriate angle_ originating from the x = o --,
boundar,yo The short _Ine segments were continued to ,.r_e*'"mid-
poZnt betweer_ the boundary and the lit'st lsoctlnlc Hne (0 ;: 7o5 °),
From thai _[dpoint a llt'_e vves const,#ucted at the angle indicated
by the next [socl[nic. "This line was continued to the midpoint
-/
between 7,5 ° and 15° isoc_|nlc ilnes and the entire proceaur'e
was repeated unt|l the y _- o boundary was Peached, The next
step wa_ to co.nstruct smooth curves through ',he-sap!as of short _ " '_
line segments. Smooth cur'ves were then drawn normal, to .',
these cur'ves, Since the pr'lncfpal stresses occur In orthogonal , ,.
palms at each polnt_ the total stress trajectory system is formed-:, "_- ;
by two famllles of curves; one family of qurves is at r4lght , alffgles'.,, .:.:,
to the other family. The final result is shown In Figure 4-121. .
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i::'igur:e 4-123. Close-Lip of Model
• ., j
4- 169 2 ,
• .j
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F-igur'e -/4- 12/4• . Olose-Ut3 of Whippletr'ee
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\Figure" 4-125. "Test No. 6 isochromatic Dark 565 Ibs.
4-171
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Figure /4-!26. TesL No. 6 isochr'omatic Liqht 565 Ibs.
4-t72
i
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Figure 4-127. Test No. 6 lsoclinic 400 Ibs. 0 °
4-173
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Figure 4-!28. Test No. 6 Isoclin_c 400 Ibs. ?-1/2 °
i
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Figure 4-129. Test No. (, Isoclinic 4.00 Ibs. 15 °
4-175
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Figure /4-130. Tesl No. 6 Isoclinic 400 Ibs. 22-1/2 °
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Figure 4-131. Test No. 6 Isoclinic 400 Ibs. 30 °
4-177 "
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Figure 4-132. "l-est No. 6 lsoclinic 400 Ibs. 37-1/2 °
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FiguPe 4-133. Test No. 6 Isocl;nic 400 Ibs. 45 °
4-179
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TASk( 8, A,N/:.,LY'FES TO DETERMINE THE EXTENT TO
WHIOk-4 THF- VISCOELASTIC BEHAVIOFR OF "TI-!,ERMO-LAG':
c.ur_l q m BE GCI"4S!DERED
._k ;imited tes t pFogram was conducted on tensile specimens of
"THERMC-LAG ;' T.-500-7. The ::THER_,,._.--L_AG-- T-500-'7
material was selected because the t>aslc formvtatlen of th_s
' ' i F4_F_MO.-. .... -_: T-500-4 butma;erlaJ is _.he same as that of "_ --- " I ,\r-q_
the faorlcatlon _s accomplished by mo!dlng _athe_" tharj by spraying.
,Thus_ specimens could be more rapidly prepar'ed, The tests
vvePe oerforR_ed at various strain Pates and ternperat._,_res to
establish the rste and temperature depeqdence of the mechanical
p'.'-operttes of [he mate;-ia!. The rates tltit|zed were .02_ .0066,
f,
• 002, and .00066 Jr',,/In./M!n. strain each of which ,,vas used at _-
-150°F_ 0°F_ room temperature, and 300°F test temperatures.
•_- modified _- ; _- -- " ="_' _" "',.ANAl-- ten_::, spe_r e_-_ was used [or" ,r_r-ee specimens )
tested _t each test condittono '
"T',he d_ta obtained from these tests were used to develop curves
for mater'iai proper'ty variation as a function of IQadlng rate. Use
of a temperature shift factor enables a cor.respondemce between
temperature and rate dependence to be obtained.
The |emperature shift factor is developed by the procedure de-
scribed in the f,,d_low|i'_g paragraphs.
The data ob_alned for" each set of strain rates (l:qj at any one
temperature Is normalized by mult!plyT, ng by the ratio T s )/T
where T s ls the absolute value of the re, erence temperature, in
this case 540°FR and T is the lemper-ature at which the c_ata was
obtal-ned. Each set oi data was obtained. Each set of data
ts then plotted In the for-m of t-ogl0 Es T$/Tversus Log10 ;//R •
Es Is used here but any otk, er mechanical property coula be used.
Each set of constant temperature data will yield a line segment.
By rnov!r_g t']ose line segments other than the one repr'esentlng
the reference temperature paraliet tO the Logl0Y R axis until a
smooth continuous curve Is achieved, a new va_ue is Pequlr'ed
to satisfy the new Ioca:tlon of the test data. if the Log10 _R is
redefined as Log,_R_, appropr'late values of a t can be determined
to satisfy the new location of each set of constant temperature
data, Thls factor a t ls the temperature shift factor.. A plot of
the a t values used In the curve shift may then be made as a
function of T. This shift factor ls then applicable to the other'
rnechanlcal proper'tles.
4,--1 80
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!t !._. evident that The accur.=_cy of the preceding method is depend_
ant cn the number of te,'mperat'_re and rates tested. A rtt,.lnlmLIm
of four rates end four te,,T, Dera{ures Is used. The data scatter
in some areas ]r,d:,c_te that mc, r-e test _'peclmens at each point
:.-v,:)uldbe advisable .... " '
.. mo,,,:e\,el since it is the purpose a._ this
time only to lt!,-_tr_te the 4:_ .......•_,.],. er..,_es it) ,./;scoeiastlcally calculated
str¢:SS And .... "- "" ' '_e!a_,l_a'_y caicutaled s!r'esses where the dt:feren,..e is
s[gqlf|ce.nt. Furthe:- refine:_ent [s not necessary.
The rqester pr'operb/ CL_r.ves for secant mod,._iius and ultimate
_tress ar-._ presented In _1.gUPeS 4-!35 and 4-136, "The temper-
ature s,,.,, ,a,.,.op a t is show'r; in r--_gut'e 4-!34.
To perform a viscoeiast;c '-" 'a,,a_vs[s by the superpos_t|on method_
it is ,-,_,"_=a:-\ , to oota_'n tk,e. .. --_.:=..-,,...,_"=:_'.-='_--'--,_-nodulus fo_-. the materiel
(Figu.re 4--137}. A,. t-cod approx_n-_atioR may be ,'-brained i,'-'om
the secant n-:odutus by s-'qi _°:--'" ..... ":
. ,,,,,j ,n_ L-Og t0 _R _ eXJS ] /Z ._e,_ecie
t¢ the : '-" ' " - '" .r_g;,, and - the reduced tlme --hereplaclr:£ YE-...:,:.. by _ _ _ _
reduced time _ "= defined as jo ..__ d_'L-" , where t i_ real
time and ._ ;,'= a -,ariabte t;naebet',:,,een o and t. In the !r:tegrat,
e t is lhe tempePatur, e sF.{[t factor which is tlme dependent through
rela._icnsn_p of the rr.aterlal tem_:erature to time. mop a
,_,-_r.= ....... T et 1 _nd reduced t!rra _ equals
reel t[rne aqQ the rele_<a:toP, modulus ls the actua; response of
the m_er!aJ to a st,-zp -',-._:n _b,put _:i tlrr, e = O
The method used to.evaluate the viscoelastic stress _s based on
re,a×=,,o., response. The actual strains lndu.ced in
a me,erie! by an-,, io_d!n,m mav be r, epresented by a series of
_ncrementa! step st,'--airs Irqposed at various times. E_3y !,-.tegr'at[on
of the respoqses to each of these step functlons_ the tote! r-esponse
of:the s/stem r.,-,ay be deter'-nir.ed.
The ioadlng _hat was .'.:ors!dared In this analys!s_ was ;hat which
-_ • I- .-,
occul'red dur!n£ e .empera:ul e lncr'ease in a: structure of honey-
comb and _-FHE. FR,i',AO--L_A_G _. The outer surface of the _......t r-...c_:,_.,,,u---_/_
LAG _ was con:_dered to experience a 22,5°F temlderatuPe rise
i Idqrln9 & on,:_--.:oLr per'4od. At _he same t!me the substructure
and inner surface of the _TH.ERI',AO-LAO,' un,4ergo a 75°F
temper._tuv,_ F'[sa0 The temperatur',e v_rIes II_ear}y through th
. i HEr_M._)--_,-.,,._ and also varies linearly as a function of tlm_
Th|8 _,'3riat_oR t,s sho,_vn at various points through the _THERMO-
LAG _ in Figure "4-138o The viscoelastic thermal stresses due to
this temperature che, nge \N'ere deterrq!iqed based on ,,'.he following
method of analysis, t-'or any symmetrically !oe.ded fled panel
in &r'e_s well rem.oved from discentinultles. The followln9 must
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For a linear elastic material in a clr_cularly symmetrica! stress
field the mechanical strain ls related to stress as follov-,s-
d= _ E i ls4)
1-[/ m
A cor'respondTng equation can be written fcr a time dependent
media :
_ E (t,z_
t,z) "'t'_: z) ( 184a,;
Or"
f
= _,_t.z'_. _.o_. _t-___c:__o(.#}:_,._./ _184b) ..0-_.(_,_;. = 0[,,(_:.;_} !- T_c, ;, # "
also"
j_ , . {las}
£_ rF-.
_0
FoP the problem being considered a two Inch thick stainless
stee_ honeycomb substructure with ,0!3 face plate and .?5-inch
of _THERMO-LAG _ Is assumed wltt'qn the temper.atur-e range
being considered_ the mechanical pr'opePtles of the steel will
r'er,'qatn constant. Polsson_s ratio fop the I:THERMO-LAG_' may
also be considered coHstant, However-_ the modulus_ E z, =__,_
for the ':THERMO-LAG H is not a constant. The dependenqe of
E(t_zy T- !s not only dependent on the *_mperature but also on tiqe
Pate et which loading occurs. Therefore viscoelastic methods of
analyses must be utilized to eva_uate d" x or d_y.
If we util|ze the relaxation integral law (Reference 14_ Page 2,38)
the stress equation may be written as follows:
f/
,-,t _ , [
./ ') " _
iI
where :
Utilizing the following definitions (F4efere__ce 12) •
4-188
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Equation (187) mar ._ written In the followhng form"
The Laplace translorm vvith Pespect to _[, used in conjunctfor',
with the con,,,olulion pPodIJct Pule yields:
" "- ¼ ---' 0 (i90)
lVlu!tlplylng equation (190) by p and uslng the following approxi-
mations which have been shown to be valid If _./J (t) is a slowly
varying function of LOgl0t:
=_._5_
t:
A
or =
equation may be written as:
If 'we neglect the integral term we have _ quasi-elastic solution
,_vhtcn would pPoduce the total e.nswer to the problem if all load'_ns-_
was accomplished at the time In question. Since the loading ls
actually occurlng from t = o to the time in question this is not the
total answer, However but utlllzhlg this term at various times
during the loadlng, an initial set of values may be determined for
_:o(t) and Kit ). From these values the integral in equation (19t)
is evaluated and a second set of r=o(t) and Kit ) are determined, -!
This procedure Is ¢ontlnued until succeeding sets of #=o(t) and
Kit) are the same° These values are then used _.n equation i91 :
to determine stresses In l,he vlscoelasttc material, In the probJem ..
(:onsldered, linear temperature variations were assumed as shown
In Figure 4-138. To facilitate the computations In the problem
!
the '_THERMO-LAG H was" treated as flve-layer, each wlth unl- i
t_or'm temperetur, e through Its thlcl<ness. '
?
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MECHANICAL FASTENER ATTACHMENT DEVELOPMENT
A mechantcaL fastener was designed as a backup concept for-
attach|ng I;THERMO-L_AG_I T-500 material to the substrate
metal.
MECHANICAL FASTENER DESIGN. The developed mechanica{
fastener was based on the aircraft fastener- principle, e standard
ceJntersunk sc;-'ew and plate nut combination. A pictorial view of
ti_e iasteneP is shown in Figure 5-1. The -I stud assembly por'tion
is o modified "Ti--IERMO-LAG" T-509-4 plug containing an _duminum
insert (-4) in the shank portion; the countersunk head is flush with
the outer _ace of the "THERMO-LAC" neat shield. Immediately
surrounding this stud is a 360 _ radial lk,'l type sprino (-3) which
transmits the thermal cycling load of heat shield, versus substr'uctur'e
into the ='plate nut" portion of th_ fastener (-2). -This housing (-2)
is_ in turn, ate.ached to the substructure by screws (ol- rivets)
w'hich distribute the shear, torsion, and/or over-.tur`ni,-.,g moments
•into the basic_ outer structure. An aluminum stud and retaiRer
assembly (-5) secured to the internal end of the plate nut housing
permits the "THERMO-LAG" stud to b._. secured by threading it
onto the stud. A nylock insert prevents any loosening or back!.qg
off from occurrir,g after" the -1 stud assembly has been torqued to
its installed preloa d conditions (10-20 In-1 b).
TO insure uniform load distribution from the stud into tho -2 housing,
the heat portion of the:-1 stud _s bonded to the parent ',THERMO-
LAG" mater-ial.
FASTENER INSTALLATION For s uperorbital type 3o6cecraft,
The l'.eat shield wilJ be secured to a honeycomb outer vest --I . of
either waffle-type oP flat plate structure. Figure 5-2 shove_-, the
preparation of a honeycomb, pane! for fastener installatioP,. ";Che -2
housing can be ei;her bonded to the substructure or'-attac_,ed f;"m
the under'side wher'e access panels permit, if a conlourea su_ ._ce
exists, a curved space will provide a f la_ mount for the -2 hoa_ing_
while also serving to accommodate varying thicknesses of outer skin.
"1
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,_or the honeycomb str'uctur'e, a fly-wheel operation wilt r, emove
th_= core materi_l around the shank and mounting hole ar'eas between
the honeycomb face plates. Applicalion of an epoxy to the void area
.will provide e bearing source for dissipating the fastener loads. The
-t stud assembly as sho_.,n is adaplab!e to a minimum thickness in-
stallation of precasi or molded "THERMO-LAG;; to a given structure.
To minimize -fastener head size gro_._..th, a cylindrical portior, extends
from the counters.Jnk heat area of the -I stud.
\_E'IGHT ANALYSIS. q-he completely assembled fas_.eners w".,ll
weigh epproxi,"r_etely 1i5 poured each. The iastener was designed
to achieve ma.×imum str-ength at minirr, C_i.'n weight. The weight break-
do_,'_ fop individual compone.qts _s iterr_ized in Table 5-1 ,
-?
4
, ,,, '..(
: I Component . Unit Number Weight i
t{ Ref. Fig 2-35 ) Weight Required installed: (L.b) {Lb} =
-I Stud Assembly .0840 -. I .0840
-2 Housing .0363 I °0363
" -3 Spring .0106 I .0106
I--4 Insert .0088 1 .0088
Retainer .007? 1 ,0077_
• 1474 1 .1474
Weigh't Basic-
_- ,_astener
- &ttaching a,3rdware .0058 . i 2 ,0/!6
Epoxy ,0411 i I .0411
Reinforcement
Total -- ,2001
-fable 5-1. Fastener Weight Br'eakdow, n
5-4
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/
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Figure 5-2, Prepapation of Honeycomb Panel foi" Installation
of Fastener
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PHYSICAL TEST PROGRAM. ::omprehensive physical tests
•were performed to substantiato the design loading conditions. The
test matrix is presented in Table 5-2.
IDetaiied testing was performed or_ d-_e -3 spring. Figure ,5-3
shows load-versus-deflection cur.yes from data recorded on a
Baldwin Taie Energy Load Se!ecior,. The plotted data indicates
a linear relationship belween load and deflection.
The environmental tests were performed in a Research }ncorporaled
Model LF 7445 10,000-p')und servo test machine. Appropriate test
fixtures were designed for` the tests perfor,rned in the environmental
test chamber.
The tensile and shear test data aPe presented in Figure .5-4.
Plotted with the test data is the ultimate design cur've. Figure 5-/4
indicates that ioadir, g above the curv'e will cause failure fop that
imposed temperature.
Shear- tear-out te_-=ts vvere performed ut!Hzing relatively thin
"THERMO-L/'.S" T-500 stock with short edge distances on the
fasteners. The test results indicated that the edge distances were
appropriate to prevent tear-out_ for all failures ind:,cated a failure
in tension .acr.oss the net section of the test specimen. No failures
occurred in the fastener. Tear-out test data ind;.cated that no shear
out will occur in the fastener c-'.J heat shield material if edge dis-
tances of at least 1-1/2 fastener diameters ar,e maintained. To
develop sufficient desi ;n data to perform a complete lug-type analysis
would .'equire t£:st;ng of ver_,ous f_,stener-material thickness
comb;iqations.
THERMAL CYCLING TESTS. Thermal cycling tests-\,vere per`-
formed on mounted 0.40O-inch and 0.100-inch curved sections of
"THERMO-LA.G u T-500-7 on a 10-incr. diameter l_H |5-7
molybdenum steel cylinder. The tests we:'e performed to analyze
stress concentration areas of the fastener m.ater,ials attached to the
steel cylinder when subjected to cycling tempe,'atur'e from -150°F to
250C'F. The tests were performed over a period of ten cycles at
a frequency of two hoLirs per cycle.
Post-test observation indicated that both "THER_AO-LAG '' -F-500
specimen thicknesses were firmly attached to the cyl;n_(_r =,-,d r_o
ther;nal failures were in ev!dence. Figures 5-5 and 5-6 are
post-test photographs of the 0.400-inch E,nd 0.100-inch "THERMO-
LAG" t-500 materials respectively, attached by mechanical fasteners
5-?'
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STRESS ANALYSIS FOR LOADS IMPOSED ON MECHANICAL
Fc,,STENEFRS. A stress analysis was performed to determine
ioa-_'s imposed on mechanical fasteners due to thermal Ioadings. The
foilc,ving condi_,ions which v,.outd be imposed on fasteners were
cor.s:de'-ed ;
Oonoitiom I. The heat shield edge is tied into a rigid base
\'vith one fastener'.
Oo,'qdition II. The heal shield edge is held down by two
fasI,_rler" 5.
Figure 5-7 sho,.,/s a plot of the distance_ a, between fasteners and
the load variation The anal;,sis considered infinite compressive 7
capabilities of the spring at the fastener. A plot of the load variation
",,ersus the distance between two fasteners is given in Figure 5-.8. :.
A, conqparison made between Conditions I and |I for edge faste.mer
feeding ir, dicate,:.! that for reasonable heat shield dimensions: the
rqaximurn load developed in _ fastener is about the same_ ,-zGdrdless
of _.*.hether one ('r two fasteners are used.
For- Conditions I and I1, the load imposed on a -_stener due to a
,_peratu. e change v,,:as determined lop a rmt- rm,,,,,.j-t_._,,.o T-500-6
heel shield• The imposed load for a temperr "e char.L_e from "?SC'F
to -150"_F -- was calculated to be 58 ooqnds. _r a "amperature change
fr.om 75°F to 300°_, the impos=_d load was c_.,c_._[at_d te be 24 pounds.
i
t
!
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F-igur'e 5-3. "T'est F_esults of -3 Spr'ing (Sheet 1 of 2)
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Figur'e'5-3. "Test Results of -3 Spr-ing (_heet 2 of 2)
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F_gure 5-8. Load \/ariaticn Versus Distance Between Two
Mechanical Fastene'r's
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DIRECT SPRAY APPLICATION OF "'TI--IERMO-LAG" T-500-4
PRIMARY SURFACE TREATMENT. Specimen .selection studies
were performed to de(ermine which of thirteen methods of metal sur-
face treatment (activation) would result in the best bond beL veen
annealed PH 15-? stainless steel and "THERMO-LAG,T T-500
applied by dlPect spraying. The bond strength produced by these
methods were lest_'-d over tempera!ures ranging from -250°F to
300°F, Results of these prelimi'_ary tests are given in Table 5-3
A screening study indicated that five of the treatments warranted
further investigation. These treatment techniques ape described in
Table 5-/4. Results of lap shear strength and bond tensile tests of
these five treatments are shown in Figures 5-11 through 5-!3.
The shear end tensi!e strength tests ir, dicated that i-t 3 PO4-HgSO 4
etchj Treatment No. 9_ gave the best results for ihe test temperature
range. However, because of (1) the difficulty of handling specimens
treated with H3PO4-H..SO 4 and (2) its excessive hydrogen evolution
(which might cause hydrogen embrittlement of PH 15-7 stainless steei/
this treatment was not selected fop surface activation. The r,ext best
IPeatment, sulphuPic acid reverse etch, was chosen.
PROCESS REQUIREMENTS. The quality of spray-deposited
coatings of ,:THERMO-LAG" T-500 m_terials is affected by lhe
type of spray equipmer_t used_ the substPated surface trea.tment
used pP|oP to spraylng_ the spray schedule_ and the curing cycle
used,
"THERMO-LAG" T-500 is a heterogeneous dispersion of subliming
material in an organic polymer solution. S_nce several of the com--
ponents of "THERMO--LAG '_ have a sedimentation tendency, the use
of continuous ag!tation is required to obtain a homoger, eous coatincj
that w,ill possess the desired "performance characteristics. Therefore_
the spray equipment must meet the following requiPemenls:
I. The orifice in the spray head must be large enough to
allow' free passage of all parti&les.
2. A pressurizing syste;m must be provided to forcu the com-
pound to the spray head,
5-17
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.... Treatment Sol,_tion Results
Number Composition
-- ,, _ - , ,l - J i it
- -4i 0% Phosphoric * Little or no observable results
40% Acetic + cold, nor when heated to 180°F
20% Nitric
2 15% Phosphoric Acid Some slight gassing and slight
in Water lightening of the matte mill scale
3 10cc Iron Nitrate No results, hot or cold
4 Epcostrip No results
5 Gxalic Acid No appreciable results = Y
6 CS 105 Descale Overnight, green scum, etched :
surface and some cleaning
7 Sulfuric Acid conc. Removal of mill scale and some
cleaning
8 75% Sulfuric acid reverse Definite cleaning and etck to
etch surface. Looks good
9 volts
!50-180°F i-2 M'IN
9 63_ Phosphoric acid Definite cleaning and poiishing of
15% Sulfuric acid reverse the surface of the steel
etch
9 volts
80-180 °F 1- 2 _._IN
10 CR 110 Definite cleaning and etching oi
Chromic acid 53% the ,zurface similar to that
Sulfuric acid. 53% obtai_:ed with reverse etch using
Reverse etch sulfuric acid
9 vol[s
180°F 1-2 1Viii
11 Degrease only Oil and grease removed to some
extent, dirt remains ah,-! a
streaked appearance resu}ts
. _ _ : . _ ,,,= , , _ , i i , i i , |i =. --
T_";'te 5-3, General Categories of S;ur'face Treatments
Investigated {or Annealed PI"_I 15-7 MG Steel
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Treatmei_.t Solution Rcsults
Number C on_position
12 Chemic_lly clean Clean surface. Water break free
Vapor degrease
PAnobic Alkaline C1 ._..
Cold water rinse
Cold water rinse
HCI Neutralize
Cold water rinse
S_Ifuric-NitricEtch
Ccld water rinse
Sulfuric-Nitrlc-HF Etch
Cold water rinse
Cold water rinse
13 Chemically clean De,_mitecleaning. Porous surface
(Treatment 12)
Sandblast
Chemically clean
(Treatment i2,
Table 5-3. General Categories of Surface Treatments
Invesiigaled for Annealed PH 15-7 tvlo Steel
(Continued)
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I |l i ,, - ,, , r | r , i r |1 ,,H I
Treatment No. 8
SuHuric acid reverse etch: 50-75,% in tap water
Volt_.ge: 9 Volts
Time of Etch: 1-2 MIN
Tempe ratur e: 150-180 °F
Treatment Ne. 9
Sulfuric acid (!5%), phospho'_'ic acid (63%) reverse etch
Voltage: 9 Volts
Time of etch: :-2 MIN
Temperature: 80-180°F
Treatment No. 10
CR!10 (Unichrome Inc.) (33 LB), CrO 3 (0.33 LB), H2SO 4 reverse etch
Voltage: 9 Volts
Time of etch: : 1-2 MIN
Temperature: 160-180°F
Treatment No. 12
Vapor Degreases
A_.odic alkaline 'clean, cold water rinse (twice)
HCf neutralize, cold water rinse
_dlfuric-nitric etch, cold water rinse
Sulfuric-nitric-HF etch, cold water rinse (twice)
Treatment No. 13
Anodic alkaline clean, cold water rinse (twice)
HC1 neutralize_ cold water rinse
Sulfui'_,c-nitric etch, cold water rinse
Sulfuric-nit_'!c-HF etch, cold wate_ rinse (twice)
Sandblast prior to the above
....... -- • • _ am w_ ,m , ,i i i i
Table 5-/4. Surface -i reatment Techniques
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Figure 5-10. Bond -_hear and Tensile Strength for Reverse
EEtcln Treatment No. 9 for E)irect Spray of
' THERMO-L_AG. T-500-.4
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Figure 5-11. Bond Shear _nd Tensile Strength for Reve-se
Etch Treatment No. 10 fop Direct Spray of
_'THERMO-LAG _I T-500-4
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Figure 5-12, _olad.Shear and Tensi!e S-tremgth for- Chemically
Cleaned Tr_atmer_t No. |2. fop Dir'ect Spr-ay c,[
':TIqE RMO-LAG_' T-500-4
/
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3. The compound must be agitated in the container and recir-
culated between the container and the spray head.
These requirements are fulfilled by the system shown in Figure 5-14.
This is a recirculating pump system which allows no settling of
solids and can t)e operated so as to deposit the material in thin
layers of approximately iive mils, with each layer being allowed to
air dry before the ne)_t application. A schematic dia_r.=_m showing
the main features of such a system is displayed in Figure 5-14.
An assembled view of the system is shown in Figure 5-15. The
specific equipment used in this system is as follows:
1. Spray Gun, DeVilbiss No. P-JGA-502-69-D, Rinks
18-6'7-67PB, or equivalent.
2. Pressure tank assembly, DeVilbiss two-gallon capacity
with air-driven agitator No. P-QM-5504, or Rinks two-
gallon Model D-5507 with air-drive agitator. The assembly
consists of a bypass return No. P-JGA-446 twin fluid
tube to the pressure lank; a positive displacement gear fluid
pump - Viking, Cedar Falls, iowa, Type H64233; ge_'.r
box -Viking, Cedar Falls, lowa_ Type 3-551-003 at
4.19:1 ; drive motor - Gast Manufacturing Co., 6 AM-FCC-/.
The pump is installed in the material delivery line to provide _ positive
material delivery and recirculation pressure. All flexible lines are
nylon or teflon.
PREPARATION OF "THERMO-LAG I' -!--500 FOR DIRECT
SPRAY APPLICATION. The material is supplied as a one-.com-
ponent system requiring thorough mixing prior-_to spray application,
- A standard paint shaker will be effective for the initial mixing oper-.
ation. Agitation of an unopened container" (usually one-gallon size)
should be for- at least 15 minutes 4o bring the contents to a uniform i
fully dispersed state. ..
A propeher-equipped hand-drill capable of 2500 rpm may be used
in place of a :paint shaker. Care should be exercised in using_a
hlgh-sl_eed propeller' mixer, because when the material is left to
- Stand, a rather dense semi-solid layer forms-at the bottom of the
container. This layer must be thoroughly dispersed before the con-
"" tainer contents are applied by spray. _-
UsTng the type of spraying equipment mentioned_ experience has shown
that the best r'esuIts are obtained with a tank pressure of 5 to 10 psig,
- medium material delivery, and 35 to 50 psig atomizing air" "prossure.
"j ,
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SPRAYING ENVIRONMENT. Under conditions of low atmospheric
humidity, good ventilation_ and relatively high drab|ant temperature
(85 ° to 90°F)_ the coating will exhibit superior characteristics, When
the ambient temper'atur'e is below 85°F_ it Is recommended that the
structure to be coated be maintained at the temperature specified
above throughout the Spray application, This may be accomplished
by the use of InfPar'ed-heating lamps or- heated forced air'.
APPLICATION PROCEDURE. The ability of the operator" to
deposit smooth coatings of material of un!for`m thickness is a pr`oduct
of experience.
SPRAYING TECHNIQUES. The coating should be deposited in
thin layers (approximately 5 mils)+ alter-nately sprayed and a|r-dr'ied
until the deslr`ed total thickness is attained. The thickness of each
layer deposited should not exceed .K mils and the coating should have
a wet appearance Immediately after' it ;c deposited, A dry granular"
coating appearance must be avoided, This can be accomplished by
malntalnlng proper material viscosity and spray gun pressure settings,
Distance fr'om the spray nozzle to the work-is also of prime Important
An air drying tlme of 20 minutes should be allowed between spray
applications when the ambient temperatur`e or` str`uctur`e temperatur'e
is maintained within the temperature r-ange of 85 ° to 90°F. If the
temper`ature is lower than specified above+ the dr'ying time between
coats should be extended.
The importance of using a recircu_.ating pump system for spr'ay ..........
depositing of IITHERMO-/AGll was indicated duping the Mater.ial
Development Phase of the contract,
MATERIAL CURE, To effectively utilize the "THERMO-/AG"
m-500 material_ the pr'oper curing process must be followed. The
cure schedule for "THERMO-LAG" T-500 is given in Table 5-5.
The cur'ing cycle may be divided into three temperature zones in
which different reactions occur'.
1, The temperature zone ranging between 110 and l?0°F is
char-acterized by the slow removal of the low bol.ling Solvent..
+ 2, The intermediate zone from 170 ° to approximately 220°F is
distinguished.by the removal of water_ which is a by-pr_duc
of the polymerization of the phenolic resin,
5-2?
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Flgure5-1 5, Spray l=qulpment
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3. The higher temperature zone r'anglng between 250 ° and
290°F Is the zone In which the curing or cross-I1nklng
of the e cppylon!trlle-butad|ene elastomepp occurs. Materlal
that has been cupped too Ppapldly will have soft and sppp1ngy
physical featuppes due to solvent entrapment. This mateppIal
Is detected readily by a hardness test and by an Infrared
heating test. Under- Infrared heatlng_ some Intumescence
Is evident, easily distinguishable from the even ablation
peppfoppmance of propepply cured material.
i| i1|
Hours Temperatuppe Hours Tempe Ppatuppe
(°F) (°F)
II II
8 Room Tempeppatuppe 3 200
Air Dppy (MIN) 4 2,10
16 110 2 220
8 120 2 230
4 130 2 240
4 140 2 250
3 150 3 260
3 160 3 2?0
5 /?0 6 290
4 180
3 190
i iii | i I
Table 5-5. Cuppe Schedule for' "THEIRMO-LAG" T-500
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SECONDARY BONDING OF "THERMO-LAG" T-500-6
Selection studies were performed to determine the adhesive most
suitable for bonding cur:,ed "THERMO-LAG" T-500-6 to PH 15-?
stainless steel, The bond strengths produced by various adhesives
of five general categories were tested at temperature ranging from
-250 ° to 300°W. Table 5-6 lists the general adhesive categories
which were Investigated.
In the preliminary screenlng_ the bonds tested were between pairs
of aluminum "T's and between aluminum "T's and 15-? steel
plates. The epoxles_ urethanes, and polysulfides were eliminated
In thls phase due to poor physical properties at one o._' both of the
temperatur'e extr'emes.
Results of further selection studies, in which the adhesives were
used for bonding cured "THERMO-LAG" T-500-6 specimens to
PH 15-? molybdenum steely are presented in Figures 5-16 through
5-34. The presented data and results of thermal cycling tests
Indicate the selection of the glass-reinforced phenolic adhesive
HT=424 for secondary bonding applications.
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Category Materlals Manufacturer
Silicones R.T.V. 30 _eneral Electric
R.T,V. 60 General Electric
R.T.V. 325 Dow Corn._n9 Corp,
Sylastic 140 Dory Cornin9 Corp,
Sylgard 102 Oow Corning Col'-p,
Plyophen 23-9?3 Reichold Chemical Co.
Phenolics R-84029 Raybesto_ Manhattan
SC 1013 Monsanto Chemical Co.
h';T 424 Brunswick Corp.
605-4 B. ,-'-". Goodrich
Plyophen 23-983. Reichoid Chemical Co,
Urethanes 1538 Product Research
Adiprene b DuPont
Daycollan 80 Dayton Rubber
Genthane S General Tire and Rubber
Poly-The.-'m 40SA American Poly-Therm Co.
Polysulfide-3 727 Co_.tst Pro 5e;l ,_Af.':l.
Epoxies Epoxylite 810 Epoxylite Corp.
Epon 828 Shell Chemical Co.
Epoxylite 5403 Epoxylite Corp.
REN Epoxylite Corp.
-- ,, , _ II I
Table 5-6'. Categorie3 of_Adhesive Materials
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Figure 5-16. HT 424 Phenolic Adhesive Bond Tensile and
Bond Shear Strength (Cleaned)
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I='igur'e 5-i7. HT 424 Phenolic Adhesive Bond Tensile and
Bond SheaP Strength (Chr'omlc Acid-Reverse Etched)
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Flgur'e 5-,18. HT 424 Phenol!c Adhesive Bond Tensile and
Bond Shear" Str'ength (Sulfuric Acid-Reverse Etched)
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Figur'e 5-19.. HT 424 Phenolic Adhesive Bond Tenslle and
-Bond Shear, Strength (Cleaned, Sandblast _- Cleaned) .
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Figure 5-20. Plastlloc 605-4 Adhesive Bond Tensile and
: Bond Shear Strength (Cleaned)
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Figure 5;-21. Plastlloc 605-4 Adhesive Bond Tensile and
Bond Shear Strength (Chromic Acid-Reverse Etched)
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Figur'e 5-22 . Plamtlloc 605-4 Adhesive Bond-'renslle and
Bond Shear, Strength (Sulfur,lc Acld_..Reverse Etched) _ I
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Figure 5-23. Plastlloc 605-4 Adhes!ve Bond Tensile and
Bond SheaP Strength (Cleaned, Sandblast - Cleaned)
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" !iI=igure 5-24. Raybestos 84029 Adhesive Bond Tens|le and iJ
Bond Shear" Strength (Sulfur'lc Acld-Rever'se Etched)
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Figur-e 5-25. Raybestos 84029 Adhesive Bond Tensl|e end
Bond Shear Strength (Sandblast)
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I='lgure 5-26. Raybestos 84029 Adhesive Bond Tensile and
Bond Shear Strength (Cleaned)
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I='lgure 5--27. +F_Bybestos 84029 Adhesive Bond "Tensile and
Bond Shear, Str,ength (Chromic Acid-Reverse I='tche
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Figure _5-28, RTV 60 Silicone Adhesive Bond Tenslle and
Bond Shear Strength (Cleaned)
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l=Igure 5-29. RTV 60 Silicone Adhesive Bond Tensile and
Bond Shear Strength (Chromic Acid-Reverse Etched)
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Figur'e 5-30. R'T'V 60 Slllcone Adhes've r3ond Tensile and _J.
Bond Shear. StPength (Sulfur.._c Acld--Rever's_ E_fched)
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Figure 5-31. RTV 60 Silicone Adhesive Bond Tensile and
Bond, Shear Strength (Cle_ned, Sandblast - Cleanec
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Figure 5-32. Sylgar'd 182 Adhesive Bond Tensile and
Bond Shear" Strength (Sulfur'Ic Acid-Rever, se Etched)
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T
ESTABLISHMENT OF PROCEDURES FOR USE OF
"THERMO-LAG" T-500 AS A GAP 9 JOINT_ AND EDGE FILLER
-:
A technique was established for curing "THERMO-.LAG;' T-500
when used as a gap, joint or edge filler'. Criteria for technique
selection were :
I. Ease of application and maintenance ur, der field t
conditions. "_
2. No adverse effecl on the thermal and siructural
Performance of the heat shield material. __
SELECTION STUDIES. The ;;THERMO-LAG" T-500 materials
used for" the tests wer_ compounded in the normal manner, but
Overe reduced to a dou_hl!!<e or putty consistency by reduction,
of Solvent concentration. The test specimens were cylindrical,
hand-shaped to a diameter of approximately two inches, and 5/8- i
|hch thick.
L
A method to establish the degree of cure was devised based on -_
" -'" i
solvent extraction of ,_npolymerized material from the cured specimen.
The measured value of unpolymerized+ material Was used as an
:index in'.determining the degree-+ of cuPs attained by the "THERMO- i
!
LAG" T-500 test specimen. Lower percentages of unpolymerized i
m_terial indicated higher degrees of cure +of the organic polymer
System.
• The techniques i,'westigated to cure "THERMO-LAG" T-500
material were :+
!_. Conductive heat
2. Chemical acceleration
3; In_rared heat
CONDUCTIVE HEAT. A resistance heating method to cure
"THERMO-LAG" T-500 specimens was investigated. The +
conductive elemerit was a grapFlite string in _an S--shape to increase
heating, area. The terminals .of the heating element were
connected-to a controlled electrical power sour_ce. A given current
" was applied over+ a one-hour period, i::_esults of the test are
recorded in Table 5-7. The values of unpoiymeriz(_d material
indicate that + little curing occurred.
J
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Tests performed with the current in excess of 0.5 amper-es caused
burnout of the heating element. Examination of the _qterior of the
test specimen indicated the presence of voids adjacent to the
position occupied by the heating element.
To increase the heating area and decrea:_e the amount of
unpolymerized materia! of the single heating element, two elements
were imbedded in a specimen, The test specimens were cut into
thirds with the two graphite str;ngs sandwiched individually between
surfaces in an S-shape. The heating elements were laid in a
cross-way pattern and connected together to form a parallel circuit.
Table 5-8 records the heating parameters and the degree of cure.
The tabulated solubility valises indicate that littJe curing took place,
In generai p ,*he same obse;"vations were noted as described fop
the single graphite heating element.
CHEMICAL ACCELERATORS. Chemical accelerators for'
curing the "THERMO-LAG" T-500 system were investigated;
The purpose of the acceler¢tor was to ca|alyze the organic polymer
system and cure the material,
The curing process Involves the-cross linking of polymer chains,
which renders the polymer, insoluble in organic solvents. The
reported values indicate thF_.t no polymerization occurred with the
addition of the accelerators Investigated,
The experimental data on the use of various chemical accelerators
are recorded in Table 5-9, In Table 5-9_ a value of 6.5 percent
was subtracted from the percent solubies representing the amount
of subliming material in solution,
INFRARED HEAT, The selection of lnfrar'ed heating as a means
of cure of "THERMO-L.AG" T-500 mater`ial for` field and
maintenance utlllzetlon was established, The study resolved the
required exposure distance and time duration for. cure of "THERMO-
LAG" T-500 under field conditions,
The equipment used in the Infrared heating tests consisted of a
bank of four 3?5-watt, 115/125-volt Westinghouse Infrared heat lamps.
The specimens prepared for test were placed in a horizontal
position directly beneath the face of the lamps for maximum uniform
expo_u're. _"
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Results of a study performed on the effect of infrared heating on
the cure are given in Table5-10, The data in Table 5-10Indicate
that an exposure distance of 10 inches has a positive effect upon the
cure. A study of the tested material for a six-inch exposure
distance showed the effect of a rapid heat buildup. The temperature
within a test specimen was measured by a thermocot.'ple embedded
midway between the surfaces of the specimen,
The design allowables for infrared heating are the effect on
materi_l thickness of:
1. Exposure distance
2. Exposure duratlon.
The e.xper, lmental data fop the required exposure distance and time
duration on the cur'e schedule of "THERMO-LAG" T-500 material
thicknesses ape recorded in TableS-10 and illustrated in Figures
5-2 through 5-4. The investigation resulted in a polymer" solubility
of approximately 0o5 percent, indicating a high degree of cure.
Investigation cf ._'--_gures 5-34through 5-36 illustrates the effects of
cure:
l° Increase in polymerization decreases solubility
2° increase in temperature increases the degree of
poiy merization,
Sample temperatures for specimen thicknesses investigated at a
10-inch exposure _distance are recorded in Figure5-3?. The data
indicate that for exposure durations longer than one hour, the
temperatures begin to approach constant values,
A study of the effect of exposure distance on the degree of cure
for" a 5/8-inch thickness during a four-hour heat cure period is
presented in FigureS-34, The data indicate that exposure
distances beyond 10 inches do not result in a satisfactory cure.
However'_ a decrease in distancep as evident from previous studies,
tends to promote material defects due to the rapid evaporation of
the solvent.
The effect of exposure time on the degree of cure of the polymer ':
fop a 5/8-Inch thick putty at an exposur`e distance of 10 inches is
illustrated In FigureS-35. The data- in FigureS-35 illustrates that
an-increase In cure time (exposure duratior,) results in an increase
In the degr`ee of cure. Results of the test data indicates that a
four'-hour' exposur`e per'iod for" a 5/8-inch-thick putty will cure the
specimen.
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Figure5-36 illustrates thdt with an increase In spec;men thickness
there will be a decre_=se in the degree of cure, The study was
made with a two-hour_ 10-inch exposure condition,
/
Cure Conditiom: InfraredHeat Lamps(4-375W)
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I='lgure5-32. Effect of Exposure Distance on Degree of Cure
of Polymer in "1--500 Putty
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Flgur'eS-35. Effect of Exposur'e Time on Degr'ee of Cur-e of
Polymer" In "1--500 Putty
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J iii f " i
Exposure Tfme Amperes Voltage Percent
(HR) (AC) (AC) Solubles
..... I I II III II II
0 0.0 0.0 24.9
1 0.3 29.6 21 .3
1 0.5 32.6 16.2
I I I
Table 5-?. Degree of Electrical Heat Induced Cure
(Single Graphite String)
I ii
Exposure Time Amperes Voltage Percent
( H R) ( .AC ) (AC) Solubles
II I I I I I
0 0.0 0.0 24,9
4 0.3 : 12.0 19.8
4 0.4 17.0 17.7
Table 5-8. Degree of Electrical Heat Induced Cure
(Double Graph|re String)
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__ I i I IIIm I I I I I ....
Parts of Accelerator _"-_'
Accelerator per 100 Parts Rubber Aging °]0 Solubles
tf
in Binder (Hours) ,','
I I I I i i I
None 18.4
Accelerator 833 2 76 19.4 !
Accelerator 833 2 76 25.2
and Sulfur 2 ;i
Zkccelerator 833 /4. 76 18. I ,_
Accelerator 833 4 73 23.0
and Sulfur /4
£OuPont Vazo 4 72.5 18.3
Polymerization
Catalyst
Accelerator" 833 4 72 14.0
and Tetrone A
MBTs 4 70.3 23.2
and DOTG 4
metr, one A 4 70.5 23.0
and Thuriam M 4
_MBTS 4 90.5 18.9
and Thuriam M 4
Accelerator' 833 4 g0.5 19.6
and MBTS 4
NA-22, 2 91 18.9
DOTG, 2
and MgO ")-
, i, i
Table 5-9. Effect of Chemical Accelerators as a Means
of Curing ':THERMO-L.AG,, T-500 Putty
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I I I • I I I II I I I
E xposu re ' I
' ' " Final °/0Solubles !Distance Time Temp. MEK Elastomer Phenolic NH4BF4 Total(Inches) (Hoursl (OF) Extraction (°/e) (,_0) (°/0) (°/0)ii I I I
6 4 HP 382 9.1 0.5 2.4 5.6 8.E
6 4 (1) --- 8.3 ..........
10 1 332 16.0 3.4 4.5 8.9 16.E
10 2 352 12.8 1.4 3.2 3.3(low) 7. c
10 3 370 10.7 0.5 2.8 4.2 7.E
10 4 354 9.9 0.3 2.9 5.7 8..c
!2 4 300 24.2 6.7 4. I 11.4 22 "
12 4 284 15.4 3.2 3.5 7.7 14.z
12 4 --- 6.6 .........
I 18 4 260 20.6 7. I 4.4 7.5 19.C
I I i ii I
(1) Represents sum of rubber, resins, and NH4BF 4
i i II I II I II
TableS-10. Effect of Exposure Duration on Distance for
Infrared Heat as a Means of Curing "TIHERMO-
LAG" T-500 Putty
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SECTIONVl
NOMENCLATURE
J
L.-
6-I
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j .-
1965015247-375
A Area, In 2
a Inner radius, In; Diagonal truss member
b Width of section 9 In; Outer radiu:3, In; Diagonal truss member
O Oonstant
c Distance to outer fiber, In
D Diameter, In
E Modulus of elasticity in tension, PSI
e Length, In,
F Allowable stress
G Modulus of elasticity in shear, PSI
a Horizontal tP,Jss member
h Height of section, In
! Moment of inertia, In
K Bulk modulus, psi ; constant; Length ratio,
I Length, In
M Moment, In-Lb
m TPuss column
n Truss row
P AppJ, ied load, Lb
p Pressure, Lb/In 2
Q Applied load, Lb
q Shear flow, Lb/In
R Redundant load, Lb; Radius, In; Applied load, Lb; Normal
load reaction, Ib; Strain rate, In/ln-Min
p Variable radius, In
S Allowable Stress ; Shear load reaction, Lb
T Temperature, °F
t Time; Thickness, In
U Internal strain energy, In-Lb
V Transferse shear load, Lb ; Potential energy, In-Lb ;
Vertical truss member
V _` Complementary energy, In-Lb
u_v,w -Components of displacements, in
W - .|nternal strain energy density p ln-Lb/|n3; Truss shear Web
X Unknown Ioad_ Lb
Y Unknown length, In
x_y,z Rectangular coordinates
Angle, degrees; Ooefficienl of therme..I expansion t In/in-°F
(_ Angle, degrees
_r" Shear strain, radians ; Angle_ degrees
_' Change
Deflection
(_ Unit strain, In/in •
0 Variable angle, radians; Temperature change, °F
"t,) Poissonls Patio
6-3
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_' Reduced time, Min,
(_ Density, Lb/in 3
0-- Calculated stress, psi
"_ Oalculaled Shear stress, psi; Time variable, Min,
sUBSCRIPTS
a Allowable
aM9 Average
b Bending
BO Bond
c Compression
eff E f fecti ve
f Final condition
H Honeycomb
HS Heal shield
i inner; Variable condition
o Outer ; Initial condition
R Relaxation
L-
r Radial
s Substructure ; Steel ; Shear web ; Secant
l Tension
u Ultimate
x _y, z Coordinate directions
0 Circumferential
I, 2,3 Particular qu'antity
_J
"1
(
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